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Abstract

In this paper, the analysis and design of master-slave teleoperation 

systems are discussed in order to build a superior master-slave system 

that can provide good maneuverability. 

  This paper consists mainly of two parts. In the first part, chapters 

2 through 6, analysis and design of master-slave systems are discussed. 

In chapter 2, maneuverability of master-slave  teleoperation systems is 

discussed, and new control schemes are proposed in chapter 3 in a 

simple one degree-of-freedom (DOF) case. Chapters 4 and 5 concern 
design of master-slave systems in the multiple DOF case. In chapter 
4, a guide for designing master arms is proposed. Then, the control 
schemes proposed in chapter 3 are extended to the multiple DOF case 
in chapter 5. Chapter 6 shows experimental results using a designed 
master-slave system. 

  In the analysis of master-slave systems, it was found that com-

pensation of dynamics of both the master arm and the slave arm is 
important to obtain good maneuverability. Since there is no specific 
desired trajectory in teleoperation, off-line computing of the arm dy-
namics is impossible and on-line compensation of dynamics is required. 
Concerning the multiple DOF case, the on-line compensation of arm 
dynamics becomes difficult because dynamics of multi-link mechanisms 
is complex. From the viewpoint of the mechanism, master and slave 
arms are equivalent to robot manipulators. Therefore, efficient compu-
tations of manipulator kinematics and dynamics for trajectory control 
are discussed in the second part, chapters 7 through 9. In chapter 7, ef-
ficient computational algorithms for kinematics and dynamics of robot 
manipulators are proposed. In chapter 8, application of DSP (Digi-
tal Signal Processor) to real time computation for dynamic control of 
robot manipulators is discussed. In chapter 9, link coordinate frame 

assignment for serial link manipulators is discussed for improving the 

computational efficiency. 

  Teleoperation is a very important approach to perform complicated 

task in ill-arranged environments. The result of this paper is applicable 

to improving the performance of current teleoperation systems and will 

also be useful for future telerobot systems.
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Teleoperation and Robotics

"Teleoperation" is an indirect operation by a human operator in haz -

ardous environments such as nuclear power plants, the bottom of the 

sea, and space where human operators cannot perform tasks directly. 

Instead of direct operation, the operator maneuvers a remote manipu-

lator placed at a remote site. 

  The idea of teleoperation concept dates back to the 1940s when 

master-slave manipulators were designed at the Argonne National Lab-

oratory to handle radioactive materials in hot-cells. Master-slave ma-

nipulator is a mechanism consisting of two arms. The operator can 

command the motion of the remote manipulator (called the slave arm) 
by moving the tip of an arm-shaped control device (called the master 
arm). The social needs such that the human operations in the extreme 
environments should be avoided are expanding year by year. For exam-

ple, very recently, a manipulator mounted on the Space Shuttle played 
a significant role in the activities in space. This arm is controlled by 
an astronaut using joy-sticks inside the  Shuttle'. 

  On the other hand, "robotics" deals with the science of robots. A 
"robot" is a human -like mechanism controlled by computers which can

  'Someone may insist that this kind of operation cannot be called "teleoperation"
, 

since the operator is located very close to the environment where the task is per-

formed. In this paper, the author will classify this kind of situation as teleoperation 

because the operator cannot directly access the environment.

1
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execute tasks automatically without human intervention. The idea of 
industrial robots come from the concept of "programmable artificial 
transfer" originally proposed by Devol in 1954. MH-1 is the first robot 
used for research and was developed by Ernst at MIT in 1961. The 
appearances of these robots were just like manipulators used for tele-
operation, because robotics research was mainly focused on the ma-
nipulation area. Actually, the mechanical part of MH-1 was a slave 
manipulator and the master arm was replaced by a computer. In this 
sense, teleoperation is the origin of robotics2. 

   Currently, the autonomy of robots is still poor. But they can work 
well enough in an arranged environment such as factories using a poor 
autonomy or sometimes without autonomy (teaching playback type). 
On the other hand, tasks in uncertain environments, such as a haz-
ardous environment, requires a high level of perception, planning, and 
action, and it would be very difficult for autonomous robots to do such 
tasks using current technology. Teleoperation can be regarded as the 
replacement of the functions, perception, planning, and action, by hu-
mans normally performed by robots. Fig.1.1 shows the prototype of 
a maintenance robot used in nuclear power plants and developed by 
a consortium of Japanese companies in the large-scale national R  & 
D project "Advanced Robot Technology" promoted by the Agency of 
Industrial Science and Technology, Ministry of International Trade and 
Industry. In this case, the most complicated tasks such as the loosening 
of bolts of a valve unit are performed by master-slave type teleopera-
tion. At the current stage, teleoperation replaces the use of robots 
which still have poor autonomous functions. 

  From a practical point of view, teleoperation is much more useful 
than robots in many situations. However, teleoperations have a serious 
short coming, that is, an operator is always necessary. Long operation 
time places a burden on the operator, especially simple iterative tasks 
cause a great deal of stress. Telerobotics is a new approach to overcome 
this problem by combining robotics technology and teleoperation . In 
the telerobotics approach, the operator and the robot working together 
improve upon the weak points and perform very complicated tasks.

  2The development of electrically driven human limb prostheses started 
at the 

end of the 1940s is another important origin of robotics.
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  As mentioned above, teleoperation and robotics are closely related, 

and teleoperation was the origin of past robots; teleoperation is a sub-

stitution of robots; teleoperation will still be an important aspect to be 

fused with robotics (telerobotics) in the future.

1.2 Background of Teleoperation

1.2.1 History of Teleoperation

The needs of teleoperation was due to the handling of radioactive ma-

terials in hot-cells in the 1940s. At the beginning, the operator must 

command each joint movement of the remote manipulator by on/off 
switches for the motion at each joint. However, this kind of remote 
manipulator was very difficult for precise operations or compliant mo-
tions. The first master-slave manipulator was developed at the Argonne 
National Laboratory in 1949 by Geortz[24, 26, 29]. This manipulator 
could be used for many tasks in the hot cells as a general purpose ma-
nipulator. A slave manipulator in the hot cell was mechanically linked 
to a master arm, located at a safe site, by metal tapes and wires at each 
corresponding joint. This mechanical linkage not only enables the oper-
ator to transmit motion from the master arm to the slave arm, but also 
allows force reflections from the slave arm. However, this mechanical 
linkage was restricted by workspace and payload. 

   In 1954, Geortz developed the servo-type master-slave manipula-
tor where the mechanical linkage was replaced by electric motors with 
servo-mechanisms[27, 28, 30]. The servo-type manipulator have no re-
striction of the distance, and the slave arm can be mounted on a moving 
table that allows the arm to access a wider area. Servo-mechanisms also 
enable the handling of much heavier objects or very precise positioning 
by changing the position or force scales between the master and slave. 

  In the 1960s, applications of teleoperation became great. For ex-
ample, a manipulator and a video camera were attached to submarines 
for deep sea explorations. One of the famous examples is the CURV 

(cable-controlled underwater research vehicle) developed by the U.S. 
Navy. Space application had also started at the 1960s. The surveyor 

project of the U.S. is an example. Time delay problems appeared in
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full relief throughout of the space applications, and the concept of su-

pervisory control was proposed. 

   Currently, technology levels of computers, sensors, and actuators 

have been improved considerably. The applications for teleoperation, 

especially using the master-slave manipulator, are increasing in various 

situations such as nuclear power plants, maintenance of high voltage 

electric power supply lines, micro surgery, fire fighting, etc.[77]. But 
the basic technique is almost the same as that in the 1950's. In a sense, 

it is very surprising.

1.2.2 Several Topics of Teleoperation

Bilateral Servo

In the unilateral servo, where the actuators are mounted only at the 
slave arm joints, the mechanism can be simple and have low cost be-
cause the master arm has no actuators. Controlling of the slave ma-
nipulator by joy-sticks or a control box with on/off switches for each 
joint can be classified as a unilateral servo. A conventional position 
servo mechanism is implemented at the slave side and the reference 
positions are given by means of the master arm motions or joy-sticks or 
switches. Some tasks such as handling heavy objects can be performed 
well enough by the unilateral servo type. 

  In the unilateral servo, however, there is no force reflection from the 
remote manipulator to the operator side, and it is difficult to perform 
precise tasks and compliant motions. In 1952, Geortz[24] had already 
pointed out the importance of kinesthetic sense and tactile sense in 
various manipulations. From the experience of the mechanical type 
master-slave manipulators, he stressed the importance of force reflec-
tion in teleoperation and proposed the concept of a bilateral servo where 
actuators are also mounted at the joints of the master arm to reflect 
the force of the remote side to the operator[25]. 
  The basic idea of the bilateral servo is to replace the mechanical 

linkage between the master and slave arms by servo control that has 

the function of force reflection. There are several ways to realize force 

reflection. One of the most intuitive ways is to attach force or torque 

sensors to the output of the actuators at both the master and slave, and
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to implement a force servo mechanism to the master side that makes 

the force/torque of the master side track the force/torque of the slave 
side, while a conventional position servo mechanism is implemented at 
the slave side. Geortz called this the Force Reflecting Servo. 

  If there is no force/torque feedback loop at the master side, the 
force reflecting servo becomes just Force Reflection. In this case, no 
force/torque sensor is required at the master side. However, exact 
force reflection is not guaranteed. Besides, if we could neglect inertia 

of the slave side, the force/torque applied at the slave side is equivalent 
to the actuator driving force/torque generated by the position servo 
mechanism located at the slave side. Therefore, force reflection can 

also be realized by implementing the same position servo mechanism 

at the slave side to the master side, where the same input to the servo-

mechanism is used. This type is called the Symmetric Position Servo. 

The symmetric position servo can be regarded as having both arms 

connected by a massless elastic rod. In the symmetric servo case, force 

sensors are not necessary at both arms and it is the most simple among 

the three types of bilateral servo listed above.

Isomorphic Configuration and Different Configuration 

In mechanically linked master-slave systems, master arm and slave arm 

must have an isomorphic configuration, that is, they must have the 

same kinematic structures (the same link length and the same joint 
assignment), because the corresponding joints between master and slave 
arms are mechanically connected. The servo manipulators have also 
this restriction, as long as the servo mechanisms are assigned to each 

joint individually. 
  The necessity of the isomorphic configurations causes some limita-

tions. Especially, the size of the master arm becomes large when the 

degree-of-freedom becomes six or more. Moreover, different kinds of 
master arms must be built for different types of slave arms. 
  Bejczy et  al.[12] at Jet Propulsion Laboratory proposed generalized 

bilateral control and removed these limitations. They put a computer 
between the master arm and the slave arm for calculation of coordi-
nate transformations where each arm joint position and force are trans-
formed into hand tip position and force respectively with reference to
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Cartesian coordinates. This transformation enables bilateral servo in 

Cartesian coordinates even when the arm configurations are different. 

  Different configuration is much more flexible than isomorphic con-

figuration, and enables independent design of the master arm from that 

of the slave arm. However, there are other problems such as difficulty 

in imagining the slave arm posture which is important for avoiding 

obstacles in the remote environment. A more serious problem is the 

singularity point. Since the singularity point may be different between 

the master and slave, there is a possibility that the slave arm cannot 

move in the direction commanded by the operator.

Telepresence

The ideal state of teleoperation is that where the operator can use the 

system as if he or she were located in the remote environment. This 

state is called Telepresence[37]. In order to realize telepresence, it is 
necessary to deliver several sensations to the operator which would be 

perceived if he or she were in the remote environment. 
  If telepresence is realized, the operator would be able to use the tele-

operation system based on his/her usual experiences. Therefore, rapid 
decision making would be possible, and it would be easy to become used 

to operating the system. Tachi[79, 80] proposed "tele-existence" which 
is similar in concept to telepresence. He stressed the importance of ac-

tive interaction to the remote environment through a realistic display 

of sensations. For visual sensation, he pointed out the importance of 

not only changing the view of the remote environment according to the 

head motion of the operator, but also displaying the view of the slave 

arm so that the operator can see the slave arm in the same location 

where his/her arm would exist. 
  Force reflection by bilateral servo can be classified as the telepres-

ence in the context of force display. However, the current technique 

is still far from satisfactory. Visual display is, of course, one of the 

important displays of sensations. However, if the system could display 

the force to the operator as if he/she were manipulating the object in 
the remote environment directly, it might be possible to perform some 

teleoperations without visual display, just as he/she can perform some 
tasks with closing their eyes.
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  So far, research into telepresence is focused mainly on visual display, 

and there is little research for improving bilateral servo control aimed 

at the realization of a "more realistic force display".

Supervisory Control

In teleoperation, the operator is necessary at all times. In particular, 

simple but iterative tasks place a great burden on the operator. The 

concept of Supervisory Control proposed by Ferrell and Sheridan[20] in 
1967 solves the problem by combining teleoperation with robotics tech-
nology, and this concept is the origin of telerobotics. Supervisory con-
trol was originally proposed for solving the "move-and-wait" problems 
in teleoperation with time delay, but the effectiveness of supervisory 
control was stressed soon even for teleoperation without time delay. 

  In supervisory control, simple tasks are performed by the remote 
robot which has several sensors and a certain level of autonomy, and 
the operator just watches the operation as a supervisor and orders the 
next command, for example, "pick up the object A and place it on the 
object B", to the robot. Consequently, the operator need not send his 
motion by the master arm all the time. 

   However, even in the supervisory control system, a master-slave 
manipulator is necessary. For example, suppose that the slave robot 
made a mistake  and an error occurred. In supervisory control, the 
operator can issue another command to the remote robot to correct 
the error. But if the error was unexpected, it would be difficult to 
correct this error by using the autonomous function of the remote robot. 
The only way to correct the error might be by manual control using 
master-slave manipulators. Sato and  Hirai[76] proposed a concept of 
intelligent teleoperation systems based on a kinematic world model. 

They pointed out the importance of the intervention of the operator at 

various levels, such as the servo level, motion level and task level , etc. 
and the coordination of manual control and autonomous control . 

  If the autonomy and reliability of the remote robot was improved 

more, situations where the master-slave manipulator is used would be-

come fewer, and, of course, that is desirable. However, if this rare situ-

ation happened, the task that must be done by the master-slave mode 

must be very complicated, because even a high autonomous robot could
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not perform it. Therefore, improvement of maneuverability of master-

slave systems is quite necessary for improving the reliability of total 

telerobot systems.

1.2.3 Problems of Teleoperation 

Maneuverability and Stability 

The most important problem of master-slave systems is maneuverabil-
ity. Although several modifications were tested, so far, in order to im-

prove the maneuverability, task efficiency was far below that of direct 
operations. Geortz evaluated that the operation time required for a me-
chanically linked master-slave manipulator was eight times longer, on 
the average, than the time required for direct operations, and there were 
some tasks which took more time and which were impossible to perform 
by teleoperation. There is another report that the maximum time in 
which operators could continue the teleoperation was two hours and its 
contents were equivalent to only twelve minutes of direct operation[45]. 
  The bilateral servo which was developed to overcome the limita-
tions of mechanical linked master-slave manipulators generated another 
problem of stability. To discuss system stability strictly requires con-
siderations of dynamics of the operator himself who is grasping the 
master arm, and the dynamics of the object which interacts with the 
slave arm. Therefore the analysis of stability is difficult. Burnett[14] 
showed that the master slave system must be equivalent to the pas-

sive electrical network in order to remain stable with various kinds of 

 environments. 

  Very recently, stability problems were discussed by several research-

ers. Raju[72, 73] treated dynamics of the operator and object as im-
pedances and showed a sufficient condition of stability. Stabilization 
of the system sometimes spoils the maneuverability. Hannaford[34] 
also pointed out the importance of considering the operator and object 
dynamics and discussed trade-offs between performance and stability. 

  Even at present, maneuverability of the system is far from satis-
factory. They still use "classical" types of bilateral servos and little 
information exists about designing new bilateral servos which can pro-
vide better maneuverability. One of the reasons is that maneuverability
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is an intuitive measure and difficult to evaluate quantitatively.

Design Guide 

The bilateral servo was proposed to replace the mechanical linkage be-

tween the master and slave by means of control, but its design manner 

was somewhat intuitive. It would be necessary to give a design guide 

for improving maneuverability when we want to design a new control 

scheme aimed at better maneuverability. It is also necessary to make 

clear what is the ideal state of master-slave systems. 

  Concerning the mechanical design of arms, different configurations 

enable the master and slave arms to be designed independently. Es-

pecially, many kinds of mechanisms were considered for a master arm 
that is important as an interface to human operators. However, there 

is no quantitative design guide, and the mechanical design of arms was 

also intuitive. Trial and error were necessary.

1.3 Background of Robotics: 

Manipulator Control—

—Field of

1.3.1 Kinematics and Dynamics 

A robot can be defined as an artificial human-like mechanism controlled 
by computers which is similar in function to a human being. It is 
very difficult to build a complete robot which functions like a human. 
Robotics research started to focus on each function, such as manipula-
tion, locomotion, and vision. 

  Manipulation is one of the important fields of robotics because this 
field treats direct interactions with the physical world. Robot manip-
ulators are spatial multi-link mechanisms, and this fact causes several 
problems for controlling robot manipulators. Two major problems in 
manipulator control are kinematics and  dynamics'. Kinematics means 
the position, velocity, and acceleration relationships among the links 
of the manipulator. Dynamics means the relationships among joint 
torque/force, external force/moment, and link accelerations. 

  3Statics can be regarded as a stationary case of dynamics .
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  Kinematics is important in trajectory control because the tasks are 
usually given as the motion of the end-effector in Cartesian space, 
whereas the manipulator motion depends on the motion of each joint. 
The kinematics is often classified into Direct Kinematics (DK) and In-
verse Kinematics (IK)[13]. DK means to find the position (including 
orientation), velocity, and acceleration of the end-effector from given 
joint variables, and its velocity and acceleration. On the other hand, 

 IK means to find joint variables from a given position, velocity, and 
acceleration of the end-effector of the manipulator. DK is generally a 
straightforward solution and it has unique end-effector position, veloc-
ity, and acceleration corresponding to the given joint variables, whereas 
IK is a difficult problem because end-effector position becomes a non-
linear function of joint positions and the solution is not straightforward 
nor unique. Pieper[71] showed that the analytical IK solutions for some 
manipulators with kinematic characteristics such as the last three joint 
axes of 6 DOF manipulators intersect at one point. 

  Dynamics is important in analysis, simulation and highly accurate 
motion control of robot manipulators. The dynamics is also classi-
fied into Direct Dynamics (DD) and Inverse Dynamics (ID)[13]. DD 
means to find the joint acceleration of the manipulator from a given 
joint torque/force exerted at each joint, and is necessary for dynamic 
simulations. On the other hand, ID means to find joint torque/force 
required to generate a given joint acceleration. Robot manipulators 
are spatial linkage mechanisms that have very complicated dynamics 
where nonlinear terms and dynamic coupling exist at each joint. For 
the first formulation of manipulator dynamics, Kahn[46] showed the 
dynamic equation of open chain manipulators based on the Lagrangian 

formulation of the general linked mechanisms by Uicker[87].

1.3.2 Trajectory Control

Trajectory control is a fundamental problem of manipulation. Paul[70] 
discussed path planning of manipulators in Cartesian space using ho-

mogeneous transformation matrices. Tayler[85] proposed the Bounded 
Deviation Path which is a recursive solution of joint variables from the 
straight line of the end-effector in Cartesian space. The difficulty of 
path planning by IK comes from the fact that the relationship between
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joint variables and the end-effector position (orientation) is nonlinear.

  Whitney[91, 92] proposed the Resolved Motion Rate Control where 
he focused on the linear relationship between joint velocities and the 
end-effector velocity. In his method, the commanded hand tip velocity 
is resolved into joint velocities by multiplying the inverse of the Jaco-
bian matrix which specifies linear relation between the joint velocity 
and the end-effector velocity.

  The way to control the manipulator can be classified into two meth-
ods; one is to determine the joint position and the other is to deter-
mine the joint torque. Trajectory control is usually based on the former 
method including industrial robots in practical use. However, the for-
mer does not take manipulator dynamics into account, and position 
errors become large when the desired trajectory has a high speed or 
high acceleration. The latter method has the advantage not only of di-
rect control of force/moment against the environment but also of exact 
consideration of the manipulator dynamics in the trajectory control. 
Takase[83] discussed the motion control in a task-oriented coordinate 
system by calculating joint torques from the dynamic model of a ma-
nipulator. Luh et al.[55] proposed the Resolved Acceleration Control 
where the command acceleration of the end-effector obtained by the 
servo compensation in Cartesian space is resolved into joint accelera-
tion, and joint torques for generating the resolved joint accelerations 
are then obtained by computing ID problems.

  Around the mid-1980's, the method to calculate joint torque for 
servoing the desired trajectory based on the dynamic model of the ma-
nipulator had been referred as Dynamic Control or Computed Torque 
Method. Khosla and  Kanade[52] experimentally evaluated the effective-
ness of feedforward compensation and computed torque method based 

on the dynamic model of the manipulator. An et al.[3] also confirmed 
the validity of the computed torque method by comparing to the con-
ventional PD control. They concluded that if the dynamic model is 
very accurate and the computation of the joint torque can be executed 
in a high enough sampling rate, the computed torque method has a high 

performance for high velocity or high acceleration trajectory control.
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1.3.3 Efficient Computational Algorithms

According to the formulation by  Kahn[46], computational amounts re-
quired for ID are 66,271 multiplications and 51,548 additions in the 

case of 6 DOF manipulators. It takes 2.3[s] using a standard 16-bit 
microcomputer of 50[kflops] and is far from real time computation. Be-
sides, since the order of the number of computations is 0(n4), where 
n is DOF, the computational amount increases rapidly as n increases. 

Therefore, it was practically impossible to apply the computed torque 

method to real time control. 

  To avoid these difficulties, Horn and Raibert[42] developed the table-
look-up method where each joint variable, its velocity, and its acceler-
ation are divided into some appropriate sections and the joint torques 
corresponding to each section are computed beforehand and stored to 
memory. But this approach requires a huge amount of memory if the 
joint variables are divided into sections small enough in order to obtain 
high accuracy. Another problem is that it cannot deal with the change 
of dynamic parameters such as the case when the manipulator grasps 
an object in the middle of the task. 

  Difficulty of real time computation of the computed torque method 
was solved once and for all by the Newton-Euler method proposed by 
Luh et al.[54]. This algorithm computes the velocity and acceleration 
at each link recursively from the base link to the end link (forward 
process) and computes force and moment exerted at each link from the 
end link to the base link (backward process) based on the Newton-Euler 
equation. This recursive computation is very effective for the structure 

of serial link manipulators, and the number of computations becomes 

0(n). Hollerbach[40] showed that the number of computations can be 
0(n) by recursive algorithm even based on the Lagrangian formula-
tion. Moreover, Silver[78] discussed about the equivalence between the 
Newton-Euler approach and the Lagrangian approach. 

  The improvement of the Newton-Euler method was studied by sev-

eral researchers. Kanade et al.[47] customized the Newton-Euler algo-
rithm for a particular robot manipulator in order to reduce the number 

of computations. Renaud[75] and Balafoutis et al.[10] proposed efficient 
algorithms based on the concept of an augmented body and tensor corn-

put ation.
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  So far, many researchers focused on the efficient computation of 
ID, since it was the bottle-neck for realizing real time computation of 
the computed torque method. However, when the desired trajectory 
is specified by the trajectory of the end-effector in Cartesian space, 
not only ID, but also DK and  IK computations are necessary. Orin 
et al.[67] proposed an efficient computational algorithm of Jacobian 
matrix. This algorithm is also recursive and its number of computa-

tions is 0(n). Hollerbach et al.[41] proposed an efficient algorithm of 
resolved acceleration control for 6 DOF rotational joint manipulators 
where their wrist joints intersect at one point (like the PUMA type). 
They combined the analytical solution of kinematics with the recursive 

ID algorithm and considered the duplication between kinematics and 

dynamics computations. Mudge et al.[60], Wang et al.[90] and Khalil 
et al.[51] also discussed the combination of kinematics and dynamics 
computations for general types of manipulators. However, they lacked 

the consideration of total efficiency of the computations which are nec-

essary for resolved acceleration control.

1.3.4 Utilization of Special Computational De-

vices

The Newton-Euler algorithm proposed by Luh et al. can reduce the 

number of computations and the possibility to realize the computed 

torque method becomes great. However, the required number of com-

putations is still large. For 6 DOF manipulators, for example, 657 mul-
tiplications and 544 additions are required and it takes about 24[ms] 
using a standard microprocessor of 50[kflops]. It is necessary for real 
time computation to use a computer which is faster (and, therefore, 
more expensive) than conventional microcomputers. 
  To avoid the high cost of computers, parallel computation was con-

sidered. Luh and Lin[56] proposed parallel computation of the Newton-
Euler algorithm where each microprocessor was assigned for each link 

computation. Kasahara et al.[48] considered scheduling of parallel com-
putations for ID to obtain the optimal performance for a given number 
of processors. Recently, special devices developed for parallel compu-

tation become popular and inexpensive, and the possibility of parallel
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computation has become greater than before. Hashimoto et  al.[36] 
modified the formulation of the Newton-Euler algorithm for parallel 

computations. 

  Recently, digital signal processors (DSP) have become considerably 
noticeable. DSP has hardware logic of arithmetic operations and can 

execute computations of vectors or matrices very fast. Although DSP 

is usually used for digital filters of voice or image data, it would also be 

applicable to manipulator control. Mayeda et al.[57] applied a floating-
point DSP to inverse dynamics computation of manipulators with par-
allel or perpendicular joints. Takanashi[82] applied a floating-point 
DSP to the computation of stiffness control of robot manipulators. 

  The merit of DSP is that the computation by single DSP is fast 

enough for real time computation and parallel computation is not nec-

essary. The difficulty of programming for DSP by assembly language 

is one of the problems. Very recently, new types of DSPs using high 

level languages such as C have become available and they will make the 

programming of DSPs easier in the future.

1.4 The Goal of this Paper and the Com-

position of Chapters

The goal of this paper is to analyze exactly master-slave teleoperation 

systems and to design a superior master-slave teleoperation system that 

provides good maneuverability. Master-slave teleoperation system is a 
set of master arm, slave arm and their control scheme. Hereafter, we 

call it master-slave system for simplicity. 

  This paper consists of two parts. In the first part, chapters 2 through 

6, analysis and design of master-slave systems are discussed. Chapters 2 

and 3 concern a simple one degree-of-freedom (DOF) case, and chapters 
4 and 5 concern the design of master-slave systems in the multiple DOF 

case. Chapter 6 shows experimental results using a designed master-

slave system. 

  In the analysis of master-slave systems, it was found that compen-

sation of dynamics of both the master arm and the slave arm is impor-

tant to obtain good maneuverability. In teleoperation, since no specific
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desired trajectory is given in advance, off-line computing of the arm dy-
namics is impossible and on-line compensation of dynamics is required. 
Concerning the multiple DOF case, the on-line compensation of arm 
dynamics becomes difficult because dynamics of multi-link mechanisms 
is complex. From the viewpoint of the mechanism, master and slave 
arms are equivalent to robot manipulators. Therefore, efficient compu-
tations of manipulator kinematics and dynamics for trajectory control 
are discussed in the second part, chapters 7 through 9. 

   In chapter 2, maneuverability of master-slave systems is discussed. 
Maneuverability of master-slave systems is difficult to evaluate exactly, 
since "maneuverability" seems to be an intuitive sense for human op-
erators. However, quantitative evaluation of the system performance is 
necessary to decide what kind of master-slave system is desirable and to 
evaluate the qualities of control schemes. In this chapter, a way to eval-
uate the maneuverability of master-slave systems is proposed. First, a 
one DOF system is analyzed taking the operator and object dynamics 
into account. Second, some ideal responses of the master-slave system 
are defined and the conditions to achieve these responses are derived. 
Third, a quantitative performance index is given in order to evaluate 
the maneuverability of the system. Last, stability of the master-slave 
system is discussed. 

   In chapter 3, bilateral control of master-slave manipulators for an 
ideal kinesthetic coupling is discussed in a one DOF systems. The way 
to control master-slave manipulators considerably affects the maneuver-
ability of master-slave systems. The ideal state of master-slave systems 
can be regarded as the state where the operator can operate the system 
as if he were directly manipulating the object which actually exists at 
the remote site. In other words, the system must be coupled with the 
operator to give the ideal kinesthetic sense. So far, several researchers 
have applied their own definition of the ideal states of master-slave sys-
tems. However, there is no unanimous agreement about how close we 
can approach the ideal state or what kind of control scheme should 
be designed in order to achieve it. In this chapter, a control scheme 
is proposed which can achieve the ideal kinesthetic coupling with the 
operator and realize the three ideal responses which were defined in the 

previous chapter. Secondly, the stability of the system controlled by 
the proposed scheme is discussed by using the concept of passivity.
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  In  chapter 4, a design guide for master arms for teleoperation is 
discussed. The amount of freedom to design the configuration of the 
master arm independently from that of the slave arm becomes great for 
multiple DOF arms of different configurations, and the quality of the 
master arm design has a considerable influence on the maneuverability 
of the master-slave system. In this chapter, a quantitative measure of 
the manipulating ability of master arms is proposed. This measure, 
which is obtained by extending the concept of dynamic manipulabil-
ity, considers operator dynamics, since operator dynamics cannot be 
neglected when he manipulates the master arm. It is pointed out that 
the manipulability of master arms depends not only on the magnitude 
of the manipulability measure but also on the distribution of the ma-
nipulability measure and the directional property of the manipulability 
ellipsoid in the work space. A quantitative index to evaluate these prop-
erties is then proposed by comparing and evaluating the similarity of 
the manipulability ellipsoid produced between the two situations when 
the operator manipulates the master arm and when he has no load. It 
is shown that. the relative position of the master arm to the operator 
is an important factor in the manipulability as well as the master arm 
design itself. 

  In chapter 5, the control scheme for realizing the ideal responses 

proposed in the chapter 3, is extended to the multiple DOF case. Most 
of the discussions about master-slave systems in the traditional studies 
were restricted in one DOF cases. They dealt with the problem to con-
trol the multiple DOF master-slave manipulators by applying one DOF 
controller at each joint for the isomorphic configuration arms, and at 
each direction of Cartesian coordinates for the different configuration 
arms. But this approach does not consider the arm dynamics such as 
the inertia coupling and nonlinear effects. In this chapter, we formu-
late the problem based on the same concept as in the one DOF case. 
First, the ideal responses of multiple DOF master-slave systems are 
defined. Second, new control schemes are proposed for different config-
urations and for isomorphic configuration arms. Third, the validity of 
the proposed control schemes are confirmed by simulations. Last, de-
sign guides of master and slave arms are discussed from various points 
of view. 

  In chapter 6, we discuss a prototype master-slave system which was
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 built for experiments, and show experimental results obtained by using 
 this system. The master and slave arms were designed according to the 

 design guides discussed in chapters 4 and 5. Experiments were done for 
 a one DOF system by using only one joint of the arms. Validity of the 
 control schemes proposed in chapter 3 for realizing the ideal responses is 

 examined experimentally by comparing to several conventional control 
 schemes. 

   In chapter 7, new computational algorithms for DK,  IK and ID of 
 robot manipulators are discussed. When the manipulator should fol-

low the trajectory specified in Cartesian space, it requires not only ID 
calculation but also DK and IK calculation. In this chapter, efficient re-
cursive algorithms for DK, IK and ID are formulated, so that they may 
include as many common physical values as possible. Next, it is shown 
that the total amount of calculation can be reduced by eliminating the 
duplication included in the algorithms of DK, IK, and ID. 
   In chapter 8, an application of DSP (Digital Signal Processor) to 

real time computation for dynamic control of robot manipulators is 

proposed. In order to perform dynamic control in real time with low 
cost, DSP is utilized for the main part of the computations of dynamic 

control. LSI technology is advancing very rapidly , and floating-point 
DSPs have recently become available commercially . In this chapter, a 
32-bit floating-point DSP (,uPD77230 developed by NEC Corp.) is used 
for the computation of the resolved acceleration control . It is confirmed 
that the total computational time for the resolved acceleration control 

except trigonometric functions becomes 1.06[ms] for general 6 DOF 
manipulators. 

   In chapter 9, the link coordinate frame assignment for serial link ma -
nipulators is discussed. For formulating the kinematics and dynamics 

of robot manipulators , it is usually necessary to assign a link coordinate 
frame to each link. The Denavit and Hartenberg method is well known 

as a way of link coordinate frame assignment . In this chapter, four 
types of link coordinate frame assignment are defined . It is shown that 
the number of computations for inverse dynamics can be reduced by 

only changing the assignment of the link frames . A concept of optimal 
link frame assignment is also proposed. 

  In chapter 10, some concluding remarks are given and further re-

search topics are described.



Chapter 2

MANEUVERABILITY OF

MASTER-SLAVE

TELEOPERATION

SYSTEMS

2.1 Introduction

Retrospecting to the previous studies about master-slave manipulators, 

unilateral control was taken over by bilateral control [25, 14] and iso-
morphic configurations of master and slave arms advanced to different 

configurations [12, 32, 6] accompanied with the progress of comput-
ers. As for control schemes, however, they still use somewhat "classi-

cal" ones such as symmetric position servo type, force reflection type, 

and force reflecting servo type. The maneuverability of the present 

master-slave systems seems still far from satisfactory. 

  It is true that the maneuverability of master-slave systems depends 

upon the quality of mechanical design of each arm. But the quality of 

control schemes also affects surely the maneuverability. However, seri-

ous discussions have been lacking about how to evaluate the maneuver-

ability of the system exactly or quantitatively. The reason comes from 

the fact that the "maneuverability" of the system can be regarded as an 

intuitive property for human operators and it would be difficult to eval-

19
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 uate such an intuitive matter quantitatively. Raju[72, 74] evaluated the 
maneuverability of master-slave system experimentally. He also pointed 

out that there are various aspects for evaluating the performance of the 

system. Besides, theoretical analysis of master-slave system is complex 

since, strictly speaking, dynamics of both the operator and manipu-

lated object should be taken into account. Hannaford[34] also pointed 
out the importance of consideration of the whole system including not 
only the arm dynamics but also the object and operator dynamics for 
analyzing the system stability. 

  In this chapter, we propose a way to evaluate the maneuverability 
of master-slave systems quantitatively. For this purpose, we first model 
the master-slave system in a simple one degree-of-freedom (DOF) case 
including the object and operator dynamics. Secondly, we define three 
ideal responses of master-slave systems by paying attention to the posi-
tion and force responses of the master and slave arms. We then derive 
conditions to achieve those ideal responses. Thirdly, a quantitative 
performance index, which examines how close the actual responses is 
to the ideal one, is given in order to evaluate the maneuverability of 
the system. Lastly, we discuss the stability of the master-slave systems 
based on the concept of passivity.

2.2 Modeling in One DOF System

2.2.1 Modeling of Arms, Object and Operator 

Generally, a master-slave system is composed of arms with multiple 

DOF. However, a one DOF system is considered in this chapter to 

make the problem simple. 

  The dynamics of master arm and slave arm is given by the following 

equations: 

Tin + .fin = mm nz + bm t m(2.1) 

Ts — fs = msxs + bsxs(2.2) 

where x72 and xs denote the displacements of the master and slave arms 

respectively. And rnm and ms represent mass of master and slave arms, 

and b72 and bs are viscous coefficients of the master and slave arms .
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Figure 2.1: Master and slave arms, operator and object

On the other hand, fm denotes the force that the operator applies to 
the master arm and fs denotes the force that the slave arm applies 
to the object. Actuator driving forces of master and slave arms are 
represented by Tm and TS respectively. 

  The dynamics of the object interacting with the slave arm is mod-
eled by the following linear system.

fm = m.,, + bwxm + cwxs (2.3)

where mw, bu, and cw denote mass, viscous coefficient and stiffness of 
the object respectively. As shown that the displacement of the object 
is represented by xs in eq.(2.3), we assumed that the slave arm is con-
tacting with the object completely or grasping the object firmly so that 
it does not depart from the object. 

  Lastly, it is also assumed that the dynamics of the operator can be 
represented approximately as a simple spring-damper-mass system.

Top - fm = mopxm + bopin, + copxm (2.4)

where mop, bop and cop denote mass, viscous coefficient, and stiffness of 

the operator respectively and Top means force generated by the opera-

tor's muscles. Similarly to eq.(2.3), the displacement of the operator 
is represented by xm, in eq.(2.4) because we assumed that the operator 
is grasping the master arm firmly and he never release the master arm 

during the operation. The parameters of the operator dynamics may
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change according to the operational state. Therefore, these parameters 

are not constant values. For example, Akazawa et al. reported that  bop 

and cop are proportional to the sum of the forces exerted by flexor and 

extensor muscles[2]. Fig.2.1 shows the models of one DOF system.

2.2.2 Control Schemes of Master and Slave Arms

Let the control schemes for the master and slave arms be given by the 

following general expressions which determine actuator inputs, T12 and 

Ts:

Tyre = [ Kmpm + K,'.,epm u + I~ pm d2Xrn K
mfm I I f

m           CLL CGt 1 L 

— [ Kmps+Kmpsa+K'ipsdK"Ifs ] fs (2.5)

Ts = [ Kspm + IS'pm +d21                  KSPM dt2 J [ fm.
_[2I[f si    Ksps+K'psdt+Kspsdt2Ksfss (2.6)

where Kmpm, Kmpm, K;pm and Km fm are the feedback gains of the 
master arm position, velocity, acceleration and force respectively , and 
Kmps, K,',Zps, K'Lps and Km fs are gains of the slave arm position, veloc-
ity, acceleration and force respectively to determine the actuator force 

of the master arm. Similarly, Kspm, Ks/pm, IKspm, Ksfm, Ksps, Ksps, 
Ksps, and Ks fs are the feedback gains of position, velocity, acceleration 
and force of the master and slave arms respectively for determining the 
actuator force of the slave arm. Eqs.(2.5) and (2.6) are extensions of the 
formulation by Fukuda et al.[22] and obtained by adding velocity and 
acceleration gains. The conventional control schemes such as symmet-

ric position servo type, force reflection type and force reflecting servo 

type can be represented as the special cases of eqs.(2.5) and (2.6) by 
setting each gain properly. In eqs.(2.5) and (2.6), we suppose an ideal 
situation where time delay for data transmission between the master 

site and slave site is negligible.
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Figure 2.2: Two-terminal-pair network

2.2.3 Representation of the Master-Slave System 

by Two-Terminal-Pair Network

The concept of two-terminal pair network is usually used in electrical 

circuits. This concept is very useful to formulate the master-slave sys-

tem. The impedance matrix Z is defined from the relations between 

current and voltage of the two-terminal-pair network shown in Fig.2.2.

V1 = z11I1+z12I2 (2.7)

V2 =z21I1+z22I2 (2.8)

Z = fz11 z121      I
Lz21 Z22 

     J

(2.9)

where I1 and I2 denote currents at each terminal pair, and V1 and V2 
denote voltages between each terminal pair. 

  Let us consider a two-terminal-pair network which is connected to 
a power source and a load at each terminal pair shown in Fig.2.3. Re-

garding the power source as an operator, the load as an object and the 
two-terminal-pair network as a master-slave system, the whole system 
can be represented by the electric circuit in Fig.2.3. The correspon-
dence between the modeling in the previous section and the circuit 
representation in Fig.2.3 is given as follows:
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     force at the master side fm E —> voltage Vm 
     force at the slave side f, <—* voltage VS 

Representing the master-slave system by a two-terminal-pair network 
is not a new concept. However, this framework where operator and 
object are considered as the power source and load connected to the 
network was shown by Raju[72][73]. This representation of the system 
by electric circuits does not change the nature of the problem. However, 

it enables a very compact formulation and gives a good prospects for 

deriving the equations. 

   Rewriting the actuator forces Tm and Ts into voltages Tm and TS 

respectively in addition to the above correspondence, eqs.(2.1), (2.2), 
(2.5) and (2.6) are transformed from time domain into s-domain as 
follows: 

Tm +Vm= (mms + bm)Imo Z, Im (2.10) 

TS —V, = (mss + b3)1, = Z,I, (2.11)

7m = { K;Lpms + Kmpm 

      — [ K,'"ipss + K; ps

+ Kmpm s Kmfm J f 

+Kmpss Kmfs ] L

Im 

Vm 

Is  

Vs
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 [ Pm Qm ]
Im 

Vm
— R„, ] Is 

VS (2.12)

TS = [ Kis/pm

0

s+Kpm + Aspml

—[ Ks,ss + Ki            ps + Ksps+ 

[`5Qs ][ Vm ml  [ RS

Ksfm

Ksfs

Ss
Is 

Vs

Im 

Vm 

Is 

Vs

(2.13)

Eliminating Tm and TS from egs.(2.10), (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13), the 
following equation is obtained.

      [ Zm P~mEI                         —(Zs +Rs)JLts J 
            1 QQm—(1+SS),[ Vm(2.14) 

Noting that Il, I2i V1, and V2 in Fig.2.2 correspond to Im, —Is, Vm, 

and V, in Fig.2.3 respectively, each element of the impedance matrix 

of the master-slave system is given as follows: 

(1+Ss)(Zm— Pm) +SmPs o N11        =zll
(1 + S5)(1 + Qm) — SmQs Dz2.15) 

—(1 + Ss)Rm + Sm(Zs + Rs) o N12 z12_(2.16)  (1 
+ Ss)(1 + Qm.) — SmQs Dz 

(1 + Qm)Ps + Qs(Zm — Pm) o N21   z21(2.17)  (1 + S
s)( + Qm) — SmQs Dz 

  _2 .18               (1 + Qm)(Zs + Rs) — QsRmoN22()          Z22(1 + SS
.5)(1)(1+Qm)SmQsDz 

The determinant is given by 

             __(Zm,— Pm,)(Zs + Rs) + PsRm o Dy !ZI 
(1 + Ss)(1 + Qm) — SmQs Dz(2.19)
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The admittance matrix is given by inverting Z.

Y Z-1 = [ yll Y12 

Y21 Y22 

 N22 

Dy 
-N21

^

-N12

Dy 

N11 

Dy

(2.20)

 Dy

Dynamics of the operator and object can also be represented as the 
form of impedance. 

                    1
Cw —(2.21)                      Zr,=172.Es + bw+ 

 s 

                            1(2
.22)                    ZG = mss + bop + tor— 

                                            s Eqs.(2.21) and (2.22) are obtained from the simple modeling of the 
operator and object in the previous section. Of course, ZL and ZG need 
not always be represented by eqs.(2.21) and (2.22). One can suppose a 
more appropriate form (for example, a higher orders system or a time 
variant system) as long as the dynamics of the operator and object is 
described as the general forms, ZL and ZG. We will use eqs.(2.21) and 
(2.22) only when ZL and ZG are evaluated numerically.

2.3 Ideal Responses of Master-Slave Sys-

tems

2.3.1 Definition of Ideal Responses 

In this section, before evaluating the performance of the system, it is 
discussed what the ideal responses of master-slave systems should be. 
If the definition of the ideal response is valid, it would be possible to 
evaluate the performance of the system by examining how close the 
actual system response is to the ideal responses.

DEFINITION : The following three responses are defined as the ideal 

responses of master-slave systems.
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Ideal response I  : When the operator applies operating force Top to 
    the system, the position responses of both the master and slave 

    arms, xm, and x5j are exactly equal regardless of the object dy-
      namics. 

Ideal response II : When the operator applies operating force 'Top to 
    the system, the force responses of both the master and slave arms, 

f,,,, and f5, are exactly equal regardless of the object dynamics. 

Ideal response III : When the operator applies operating force Top to 
    the system, the position and force responses of the master and 

    slave arms, xn,, and x„ and fm, and f„ are absolutely equal re-
    spectively regardless of the object dynamics. 

The ideal response III coincides with the response when the opera-
tor operate the object directly. Therefore, if the ideal response III is 
achieved, the operator can operate the system as if he were manipulat-
ing the actual object himself. In this sense, the ideal response III can 
be regarded as a final ideal response for master-slave systems.

2.3.2 Conditions for Ideal Responses 

The concept of the two-terminal-pair network is well used to design a 
electric filter. The master-slave system can also be regarded as a sort of 
mechanical filter between the operator and the object. Here we define 
some transmission coefficients in order to derive the conditions for the 
ideal responses. 

  First, we define the velocity transmission coefficient which speci-
fies how the master side velocity (I,n) is transmitted to the slave side 
velocity (Is). 

                                        (2.23) TL I
s 

From eqs.(2.15) through (2.18) and the relationship Vs = ZLI3, T is 
given by 

Z22 + ZL _N22 + DZZL      T =(2.24) 

                      — 

            Z21N21 

Since it is necessary for realizing the ideal response I that Tt - 1 re-

gardless of ZL, the following conditions can be obtained.
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Conditions for ideal response  I  ] 

                  (A) DZ = 0 
                    (B) N21=N22 0

(2.25) 
(2.26)

Next, we define the force transmission coefficient, Tv, which shows how 

the master side force (VS) is transmitted to the slave side force (Vs). 
                                             Vn,. 

                     T=(2.27)                    vV
s 

Similarly, from eq.(2.20) and the relationship VS = ZLIS, To is given by 

                    1 

             T_Y22 +ZL_'11ZL+ Dy2.28       v -Y21N21ZL() 

Since it is necessary for realizing the ideal response II that Tv - 1 re-

gardless of ZL, the following conditions are obtained.

Conditions for ideal response II  ] 

                 (C) Dy=0 
                   (D) N21=N11*0

(2.29) 
(2.30)

Especially when ZL = 0, TT cannot be defined by eq.(2.28), because 
V, = 0 in this case. However it will be shown later that the conditions 

(C) and (D) are valid at this special case as well'. 
  When the both conditions for the ideal response I and II are satis-

fied, the system realizes the ideal response III. Letting x„L = x, = x and 

fm= f, = f in eqs.(2.3) and (2.4), it is clear that x and f become the 
response when the operator manipulates the object directly. In fact, 
the system impedance from the operator side corresponds to the input 
impedance given by 

Z12 Z21                    Z
IN = Zii Z

22 + ZL 

Dy+N11ZL (2
.31) 

N22 + DZZL 

  1See the footnote in section 2.4.1.
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And, substituting the conditions (A), (B), (C) and (D) to eq.(2.31), we 
get 

           ZIN  = ZL(2.32) 

which shows that the operator can feel the pure object dynamics through 
the system.

[ Conditions for ideal response III ] 

   All of conditions (A), (B), (C) and (D).

Because of the conditions (A) and (C), impedance matrix and admit-
tance matrix cannot be defined when the system is realizing the ideal 

response III. In this case, T, and Tv cannot be defined using zi, and y23 

in eqs.(2.24) and (2.28), and this fact may contradict to the obtained 
conditions which derived from T, and T. Here, let a new matrix called 

the chain matrix be defined. This matrix can be defined even when the 

condition (A) and (C) are satisfied. From Fig.2.2, let the following 
relations be considered: 

V1 = k11V2 + 1c12(-12)(2.33) 

                Il = k21V2 + k22(-I2)(2.34) 

The chain matrix is defined as: 

              Kofkll klz 1(2.35) 
                      Lkzl k22 

The chain matrix is used when the output of a two-terminal-pair net-

work is connected to the input of another two-terminal-pair network. 

In the case of master-slave systems, the chain matrix can be represented 

as follows:

K=1 zll 
z21 1

1Z1 
Z22 i =

Substituting the conditions (A) and (B) 
from eq.(2.34) and consequently  Ti - 1. 
tuting the conditions (C) and (D) to eq.

 N11 Dy  

N21 N21(2 .36) 
D N22 

 N21 N21 

to 2.36), we get Il = —I2 
 On he other hand, substi-

      we get V1 = V2 from
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eq.(2.33) and consequently T„ - 1. When the ideal response III is 
realized, that is, when all the conditions (A), (B), (C), and (D) are 
satisfied, the chain matrix becomes

     1 0 K=[0 1 (2.37)

2.3.3 Consideration of Transmission Ratios of Po-

sition and Force

So far in this chapter, we have been assuming tacitly that the scales of 

position and force are identity between the master side and the slave 
side. Practically speaking, however, we may face the situation where 
the scale of the object should be different from that of the operator, such 
as the case when very heavy objects are handled and the case when very 

precise operations are required. It is possible to deal with this situation 
by setting the velocity and force transmission coefficients in eqs.(2.24) 
and (2.28) not to one but Ti = (P and T„ = (f respectively. The values 
C, and Cf are arbitrary determined transmission ratios of velocity and 
force. It is possible to derive the conditions of the ideal responses when 
these (, and <If are considered. Especially, eq.(2.32) showing the ideal 
situation can be rewritten by the following equation. 

           ZIN =ZL(2.38)

Of course, it is possible to make the discussion more general by intro-
ducing (, and (f. Hereafter, however, we will consider only when (P = 1 
and (f = 1 to simplify the discussion.

2.3.4 Design Guide of Control Schemes Realizing 

      the Ideal Responses 

In this section, we discuss the design of control schemes which can re-
alize the ideal responses defined previously. In eqs.(2.5) and (2.6), we 
took the acceleration signals of master and slave arms into account for a 

general form of control schemes besides position, velocity, and force sig-
nals. Compared to the measurement of position and velocity, however,
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the acceleration measurement is rather difficult because accelerometers 

should be attached at the arm tip and the measured data may include 

some noises. Therefore, it would be desirable if the acceleration is not 

necessary for constructing control schemes. 

  However, one can find easily that it is impossible to satisfy the con-

dition (C) when the acceleration signals are not used in  eqs.(2.12) and 
(2.13), in other words, when Kmpm = Kmp3 = Kspm = Ksps = 0 in Pm, 
Rm, Ps, and R5. Consequently, the following proposition is obtained.

PROPOSITION : In the framework of eqs.(2.5) and (p.6), any con-
trol scheme cannot realize the ideal response II nor III unless the accel-

eration signals are used.

2.4 Evaluation of Maneuverability

2.4.1 Performance Index of Maneuverability 

A high performance master-slave system means that it provides high 
maneuverability and it enables stable operations. However, qualitative 
expressions such like "high maneuverability" and "stable operations" 
are not enough to evaluate the performance of the system. In this 
section, a quantitative performance index for maneuverability is given 
based on the concept of the ideal responses introduced in the previous 
section. 
  Let Gmp(s), Gsp(s), Gm f(s), and Gs f(s) be transfer functions of the 

master-slave system from the operator's force Top (Vop) to the master 
side displacement xm (Im/s), slave side displacement xs (I3/s), master 
side force fm, (V,,,,), and slave side force fs (V3) respectively. These four 
transfer functions are given by 

      ()_ s[N22+DZZL] (2.39)      Gmpss2[D y+N11ZL+N22ZG+DZZLZG]'

Gsp(s)
s[N21]

Gmf(s) =

s2[Dy+N11ZL+N22ZG+DZZLZG]' 

       s[Dy + N11ZL]
S2[Dy+N11ZL+N22ZG+DZZLZG]'

(2.40)

(2.41)
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By using these 

performance  in 
systems.

s2[N21ZL]

CHAPTER 2

             S2[Dy+AT+N22ZG + DZZLZG] 

By using these transfer functions, one can evaluate how well t] 

tual system lizes the ideal responses. Here, we propose 

performance  dex for evaluating the maneuverability of mastel

     (2.42) 

rw well he ac-

       owing 

of -slave

[ Performance index of maneuverability ] 
If the following equality of the position response, Jp, and the equality 

of the force response, Jf, between the master and slave arms are 

small, it is evaluated that the system has high maneuverability. 

                          mamas         Jp =f F(Gmp(jW), Gsp(jw))W(W)dw (2.43) 

                   0 

        Jf = F(Gmf(jW),Gsf(jW))W(W)dw(2.44) 
                         0W max 

where F() is an appropriate function which evaluates the difference 
between two transfer functions, W() is a weighting function of fre-
quency, andWmax is the maximum frequency of the manipulation 
band of human operators.

When the system realizes the ideal response I, Jp becomes zero, and 

when the system realizes the ideal response II, Jf becomes zero. Conse-

quently, if both J, and Jf are close to zero, the response of that system 
is close to the ideal response III. Concrete examples of Jp and J f are 

shown as follows: 

                                                       1Wmax 
Jp =J

oI Gmmp(jW) — GsP(iw)I1 +jWTdW,(2.45) 

   Wmar1 
Jf = J

oIGmf(jW)—Gsf(jw)I1 + jWTdW. (2.46) 

In this case, F() is just the absolute value of simple subtraction and 
W() is the gain of the first-order-lag for the purpose of attaching much 
importance toward the static characteristics and the low frequency do-

main. The value T is the time constant.
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  A difficulty with  eqs.(2.43) and (2.44) in evaluating the maneuver-
ability of the system is that the performance indices J, and Jf are 
functions of ZL and ZG. This means that, even if a control scheme is 
determined, the indices Jp and Jf may change according to ZL and ZG. 
Therefore, it may be better to consider another index which does not 
contain ZL and ZL so that one can evaluate the system performance 
regardless of ZL and ZL. On the other hand, it may make sense that 
ZG is taken into the consideration for the performance index, since the 
maneuverability is just for the operator and the operator dynamics ZG 
can be a standard for performance evaluation. 

  Now let us consider two special cases when ZL = 0 and ZL = oo. 
The case when ZL = 02 means the situation with no object and the 
slave arm is free in the space. On the other hand, the case when ZL = 
oo means the situation where the slave arm is completely constrained 
by a rigid environment and cannot move. In these special cases, the 
subtractions of two transfer functions become as follows: 

[ZL=0] 
                             s[Nzz—N21]              G

mp(s) — Gsp(s) = s2[DI'+N22ZG](2.47) 

          Gmp(s) — Gsf(s) =s[DY](2.48) 
                          s2[Dy + N22ZG] 

[ZL — oo] 

Gmp(s) — Gsp(s) =s[Nll--------------~ZZG](2.49) 

Gmp(s) — Gsf(s) =s[NNl+ DZZ]](2.50) 
Making eqs.(2.47),(2.48),(2.49) and (2.50) be zero corresponds exactly 
to the conditions (B), (C), (A) and (D) respectively. And one can get 
the performance indices which do not contain ZL by substituting these 

eqs.(2.47) through (2.50) into eqs.(2.45) and (2.46). 
2In the case of ZL = 0, substituting the condition (C) and (D) into eqs.(2.41) 

and (2.42), G„t f (s) = 0 and Gs f = 0 are obtained. It means that fm = f, = 0 
and the ideal response II is realized. Therefore the conditions (C) and (D) are valid 
even in this case.
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 2.4.2 Numerical Examples of Performance Eval-

        uation 

 Let us evaluate the performance of the conventional control schemes 
 such as symmetric position servo type, force reflection type, and force 

 reflecting servo type by using the proposed index when the parameters 
 of master and slave arms are concretely given, for example, by 

 mm = m, = 2.0[kg], bm = bs = 0.2[Ns/m]. 

The following three kinds of object are considered. 

   [case 1]: mw = 1.0[kg], bw = 2.0[Ns/m], c,,, = 10.0[N/m] 
   [case 2]: mw = 10[kg], bw = 50[Ns/m], cw = 1000[N/m] 

   [case 3] : mw = 1.0 x 104 [kg], bw = 2.0 x 104 [Ns/m], 
cw = 4.0 x 104[N/m] 

In case 1, a relatively soft object is supposed. In case 2, a relatively hard 
one is supposed. In case 3, a nearly rigid one is supposed. To simplify 
the problem, the parameters of the operator are fixed at constant values 
as follows: 

mop = 1.0[kg], bop = 20.0[Ns/m], cop = 10.0[N/m] 

   The gains for each control scheme are set as follows . The gains 
which are not shown below are set zero. 

  [Symmetric Position Servo Type]: 
Kmpm = Kmp, = —500[N/m], K; ipm = —50[Ns/m], 
K,pm = K = 500[N/m], Ki                         ps = 50[Ns/m] 

  [Force Reflection Type]: 
Kmf, = 1.0, Kspm = Ksp, = 500[N/m], 
K'ps = 50[Ns/m] 

  [Force Reflecting Servo Type] : 
Kmfm=2.5, Kmfs=3.5, 

= Kspm = 500[N/m], Ki                         ps = 50[Ns/m] 

  Fig.2.4 shows the values of Jp and Jf defined by eqs.(2.45) and 
(2.46) for the cases 1, 2 and 3, in addition to the special cases when 
ZL = 0 and oo. We set Wmax = 100[Hz] and 1/T = 50[Hz]. Symmetric
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Figure 2.4: Example of performance index for maneuverability

position servo type is good for position response but poor for force 
response. Force reflecting servo type has worse  J, than symmetric 

position servo type but Jf is better in every case. As for force reflection 
type, both J, and Jf become worse than symmetric position servo type, 
especially when the object has high impedance. 

  This numerical result is just one example for particular gains and 
we cannot conclude which control scheme is the best. But the result 
of the proposed quantitative evaluation for the conventional control 
schemes seem to agree with our intuition. As mentioned before, J, and 
Jf may change according to the object parameters. If we could know 
the range of the object parameter in advance, we could evaluate J2 and 
Jf by using a representative parameter among this object parameter 
range. If we cannot specify the object parameter range, we can evaluate 
J, and Jf by setting ZL at zero and infinity. Of course, it is very
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important to identify the operator's parameters in order to obtain a 

valid evaluation result. However actual parameters such as  bop and cop 

will fluctuate according to the task, and it would be necessary to choose 

an appropriate representative value. 

Eqs.(2.45) and (2.46) evaluate just an absolute difference between 
the two transfer functions. It is also possible to evaluate a relative 

difference with the ideal response as follows: 

         ~AmaxGmp(jw)-------------------— Gsp(jw) 1  Jdw2.51 p—JoG °p(jw)1 + jwT                               () 

              ~~maxGmf (jw) — Gs.f (.7w) 1  Jf — JoG° f( w) 1 + jwT dw (2.52) 

where Gop(s) and Go f(s) are transfer functions of the ideal response III 
and given by 

G0p(s) 
s[ZL + ZG]'(2.53) 

Gof (s) =s[ZL](2 .54)                       s[ZL + ZG] 

Evaluation by eqs.(2.51) and (2.52) which use relative differences may 
match to our intuition better than by eqs.(2.45) and (2.46) where the 
absolute difference is used. It should be noted , however, that Gof and 
G°p become zero when ZL = 0 and oo and Jf and Jf of eqs.(2.51) and 
(2.52) cannot be used in these cases.

2.5 Evaluation of Stability 

2.5.1 Linear Systems Case 

In order to evaluate strictly the stability of the system, it is necessary 
to consider whole system including the operator and object. From 
eqs.(2.39) through (2.42), the characteristic equation of four transfer 
functions, Gmp(s), Gsp(s), Gm f(s), and Gs f(s), are given by 

        H(s) = s2[Dy + N11ZL + N22ZG + DZZLZG]• (2.55)
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In order to make the system stable, all the roots of eq.(2.55) should be 
in the left half side of the complex plane regardless of parameters of the 

operator and object. Since H(s) contains many parameters, however, 
it is difficult to obtain a general condition for stability.

2.5.2 Passivity of the System 

The characteristic equation approach is applicable only to the case when 
the dynamics of the operator and object can be represented by linear 
systems described in  eqs.(2.3) and (2.4). Strictly speaking, however, 
the operator dynamics may be nonlinear and every object cannot be 
treated as a linear system. In this subsection, we discuss the system 
stability for more wide range of the operator and object dynamics based 
on the concept of passivity. 

Raju[72][73] showed that the positive definiteness of the impedance 
matrix of the master-slave system is a sufficient condition of stability. 

However, this condition cannot be applied in the case when the condi-

tion (A) is satisfied because the impedance matrix cannot be defined. 
Colgate et al.[15] showed that the necessary and sufficient condition 
for the system which may interact to any passive environments to be 

stable is that the system itself must be passive. In the case of master-

slave systems, the condition for the total system to be stable is that 

the master-slave system itself must be passive if the operator and en-

vironment can be regarded as passive systems. Anderson et al. [4] also 
checked the stability of the master-slave systems with time-delay by 

passivity of the system. 
   However, strictly speaking, the operator is not passive because he 

has a power source of muscles and may generate the energy outside. 

Colgate et al. mentioned that, even if the system interacting with an 

environment has an active term, the system stability is guaranteed un-

less the active term is in some way state-dependent. In the case of 

master-slave system, the operator himself is obviously passive when 

Top = 0, therefore, we set the following assumption about Top; "The 

operator does not generate Top that cause the system to be unstable." 

Dudragne et al.[19] gave a similar assumption in order to use the con-
cept of passivity for stability distinction. 

  Let us show the system stability using the concept of passivity of
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electric circuits. First, vectors are defined as V  °_ [ V,.,,, VS ]T and 
I °_ [ I,,,, —IS ]T . The system is defined to be passive when the power 

 P consumed by the system satisfies the following equation[53]: 

       P = Re(V;nI„t — Vs*IS) 

_ (V2I~*(V2I)—CV2I~*CY2Il 
           = a*a — b*b 

      = a*(E2 — S*S)a > 0(2.56) 

where * denotes conjugate transpose. The matrix S in eq.(2.56) is 
called the scattering matrix. The scattering matrix specifies the relation 

between the input wave to the system a °_ (V + I)/2 and the output 
wave from the system b =° (V — I)/2. 

           b = Sa(2.57) 

From eq.(2.56), the passivity of the system can be checked by the fol-
lowing equation: 

11511= maxiiSz                   III= maxA1/2(S*S) < 1(2.58) 

in other words, the system is passive if the maximum singularity value 

of S is less than 1 [4]. 
   The scattering matrix S of the master-slave system is given by 

 S — 1 D
y+N11+N22+Dz 

XfDy+Nll—N22—Dz2N121(2.59) IL               2N
21 DY— Nil +N22—Dz 

The system stability is guaranteed if the maximum singularity value of 

S in eq.(2.59) is less than 1. 

2.6 Conclusion 

The main results of this chapter can be summarized as follows:
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  • A simple one degree of freedom system model of the master-slave 
    system has been discussed where both the operator dynamics and 

    object dynamics have been taken into account. 

  • Three ideal responses have been defined and the conditions to 
    achieve these ideal responses have been derived. It has been 

    shown that acceleration signals must be used in the control schemes 
    in order to realize the ideal responses. 

  • A quantitative performance index for maneuverability has been 

    given based on the concept of the ideal responses by evaluating 
    how well the actual system realizes the ideal responses. 

  • The stability of the system is discussed based on the concept of 
    network passivity. 

  It becomes possible to evaluate the performance of the system ma-
neuverability quantitatively by using the result of this chapter. It could 
also be a design guide for new control schemes to provide good maneu-
verability.
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Chapter 3

BILATERAL CONTROL

OF MASTER-SLAVE

MANIPULATORS FOR

IDEAL KINESTHETIC

COUPLING

3.1 Introduction

Master-slave systems have been applied to many areas since the 1960's 

when the first master-slave manipulator was developed. However, there 

was little improvement about the control scheme. Very recently, sev-

eral studies analyzed master-slave systems strictly and new control 

schemes aimed at the improvement of maneuverability were proposed. 

Dudragne et  al.  [19] paid their attention to the system passivity and 
proposed a new control scheme by extending the symmetric position 
servo type. There are other new control schemes such as a modifica-

tion of force reflecting servo type by Nagai and Matsushima[64], the 
virtual internal model scheme by Furuta et al.[23], adaptive control by 
Fujii et al.[21], and parallel control type by Miyasaki et al.[59]. Some of 
these control schemes are not clear in the point of the system stability 

or the quality of the total system response. Especially, these studies

41
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lack the discussion about how to improve the maneuverability. 
   It is important to specify an ideal response of master-slave systems 

for designing control schemes. In order that the operator can perceive 
the remote object as if he were manipulating it directly, the system 
must be coupled with the operator to give the ideal kinesthetic sense. 
Dudragne et al. mentioned that the system should give a response just 
like a virtual rod connecting the operator and remote site which has 
infinitely small mass and infinitely large stiffness[19], and specified an 
ideal response as the case when the hybrid matrix has a special value. 

The latter fact was also shown by  Hannaford[35]. But they did not 
exactly discuss to what extent the actual responses can be realized the 

ideal response. Tachi et al.[81] proposed the impedance type control 
scheme where an appropriate impedance model is realized at each arm 

in order to improve the maneuverability, and they mentioned that the 

smaller a desired impedance is set, the closer the system response is 

to the ideal one. Kazerooni[49] proposed a concept of "Telefunction-
ing", the extension of telepresence by including appropriate functions 

between the master and slave sides. 

  In this chapter, we design a new control scheme which provides 

ideal kinesthetic coupling. First, we design new control schemes to 

realize the ideal responses defined in chapter 2 . Next, we discuss the 
system stability when the designed control schemes are used based on 

the system passivity. Last, we confirm the validity of the proposed 

control schemes by simulations .

3.2 Design of Control Schemes Realizing 

    the Ideal Responses 

3.2.1 Modeling in One DOF System 

The dynamics of the master arm and the slave arm is given by the 
following equations.

Ty,_,, +~,= rnm xm + br,,. bm

Ts —fs = Ms is 3

(3.1)

(3.2)
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Figure 3.1: Master and slave arms

where xm, and xs denote the displacements of the master and slave arms 
respectively. And mm and ms represent mass of the master and slave 
arms, and bm and bs are the viscous coefficients of the master and slave 
arms. On the other hand, fm, denotes the force that the operator applies 
to the master arm and fs denotes force that the slave arm applies to 
the object. The actuator driving forces of the master and slave arms 
are represented by Tm, and TS respectively. Fig.3.1 shows the model of 
master and slave arms. 

  The dynamics of the object which the slave arm manipulates is 
modeled by the following liner system. 

fs = mwxs + bwxs + cwxs(3.3) 

where mw, bw, and cw denote mass, viscous coefficient, and stiffness of 
the object respectively. 

  The dynamics of the operator is also assumed to be represented by 

Top — fm = mom + bopxm + Copxm(3.4) 

where mop, bop and cop denote mass, viscous coefficient, and stiffness of 

the operator respectively and Top means force generated by the opera-

tor's muscles.

3.2.2 Control Scheme Realizing the Ideal Response 

     III 

In this section, we design control schemes which realize the ideal re-
sponses based on the results obtained in the previous chapter. First,
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we design a control scheme realizing the ideal response III. 

  Let the following basic form of control schemes be considered: 

        Tm =  mmum + bmXm — kmf (fs —2 — fm 2fs(3.5) 

Ts = msus+bsxs — ksf1fa2fm)+fm2f5(3.6) 
where kmf and ksf > 0 are force gains, and um and us are new input 

vectors. Eqs.(3.5) and (3.6) satisfy the condition (A) derived in chapter 
2 unless force signals are used in the new inputs um and us. We assume 

that physical parameters of each arm, such as mm, ms, bm and bs, 

are correctly known so that the exact parameters can be used in the 

control schemes. Substituting eqs.(3.5) and (3.6) into eqs.(3.1) and 
(3.2) respectively, the following equations are obtained:

           m = Urn — m(1+kmf)Ifs2fm  
           TnV\ 

          xs = us — m(1+ksf)(fs2fms 
Adding both sides of eqs.(3.7) and (3.8), we obtain 

~m+xs =um+us — (1+krni + 1+ksf (Is_frn) 
         mm ms 2 

Here, if 
xm+X = urn 

 be satisfied, we get 
fm—fs=0 

from eq.(3.9) and it means that at least the ideal response 
ized. It is clear that acceleration signals are necessary in 

schemes to realize eq.(3.10). Next, subtracting both sides 
from eq.(3.7) and considering eq.(3.11), we get 

in ,—is =um —u
s

(3.7) 

(3.8)

II i 

;he 

of e

 (3.9) 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

2-\--

(3.12)
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where e  2" xm, — x,, denotes the position error between the two arms. 
Eq.(3.12) shows that the behavior of e can be specified by u,,,, — us. 
Here, we set um — us as follows: 

2Gm — 2Gs = —kle — k2e(3.13) 

Then, we get 

                + k1e + k2e = 0(3.14) 

and e converges into zero asymptotically by appropriate gains k1 and 

k2, and the ideal response III can be realized in the steady state. From 

eqs.(3.10) and (3.13), um and us are given by the following equations: 

um =2(x,,,.+xs)—2k1e —2k2e (3.15) 

us =2(xm s) + 2k1e+2k2e (3.16) 
Consequently, the control scheme is given as follows: 

Tm = mm[xms + klP
(ms — xm)+k2(xms— Xm)] +bmxm—kmf(fms — fm) — fms (3.17)

Ts = ms[xms + ki(xms — s) + k2(xms — xs)] 

               + bsxs + ksf (fms — fs) + fms (3.18) 

where x,,,s(xm+xs)/2 and fms (fm,+ fs)/2. Eqs.(3.17) and (3.18) 
can be interpreted as the dynamic control where the desired trajectory 
is the middle point of both arms xm.s, and the forces of both arms 
are simultaneously controlled to follow the averaged force fms. Force 
gains km f and k fs are not required in this case because these terms in 
eqs.(3.17) and (3.18) are zero from eq.(3.11). 

  We assumed that arm parameters mm, ms, bm and bs are exactly 

known. However, it should be noted that these parameters may ac-

tually contain some identification errors, and not only these param-

eter errors but also noises of the acceleration and force signals and 

the computation delays may cause the system to be unstable. Several
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Figure 3.2: Ideal state of master-slave system

researchers discussed the robustness of the computed torque law for tra-
jectory control of manipulators with respect to the uncertainty of the 
dynamics parameters where the controller provides an arbitrary small 
tracking error capability for the particular class of the desired trajec-
tories by choosing appropriate feed-back  gains[31][68]. In the case of 
master-slave systems, the parameter uncertainty or time delay of the 

computation spoils the achievement of eq.(3.10), and the robustness of 
the controller should be considered for the future. 

  It is obvious that this control scheme satisfies the conditions of the 

ideal response III obtained in subsection 2.3.2, because we can get 

Pm = (s — k1 — k21S) + bm Qm — 2 (kmf — 1) 
Rm = — (S +k1+ k2/S) Sm=2(kmf+ 1) 
P, = 9'(s + k1 + k2/s)Qs = 1(ksf + 1) 
R,= z (—s+ki+k2/s)—b,S3=2(k3f-1) 

from eqs.(3.17) and (3.18).

3.2.3 Control

sponses

Schemes Realizing the Ideal Re-

I and II

In the previous subsection, we discussed a new control scheme which 
can realize the ideal response III . We can interpret that this control 
scheme cancels the dynamics of the master and slave arms which actu-
ally exists between the operator and object . It means that this control 
scheme requires the arm controller a high performance . In this section, 
we discuss a way to reduce the burden on the controller by allowing the 
existence of arm dynamics as a certain type of impedance . Applying 
the control scheme of eqs.(3.17) and (3.18) corresponds to achieving
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C

           Figure 3.3: Intervenient impedance model 

the state shown in Fig.3.2 from the actual system shown in Fig.3.1, 
where the master side and the slave side are connected by a virtually 
rigid and weightless bar if e = 0 at the initial state. Here, we try to 
make the dynamics of master and slave arms act as a certain kind of 
impedance shown in Fig.3.3. Since this impedance seemingly inter-
venes between the operator and the object, we call it the intervenient 
impedance. The existence of this intervenient impedance requires the 
operator to exert force toward the system even if there is no load at the 
slave side. Consequently the movements of the master and slave arms 
are restricted so that the burden on the arm controller is reduced. The 
state of Fig.3.3 can be described by the following equation by setting 

 xrn=xs=x. 

frt — f, ="17.1 + bx + cx(3.19) 
where m, b, and c are the mass, coefficient of viscous friction, and 

stiffness of the intervenient impedance respectively. Since xm, and x, 

may not coincide all the time, we consider the following equation: 

frn — fs = mx,n, + bums + cx.,,„ (3.20) 

We set the following equation corresponding to eq.(3.14). 

             e+k1e+k2e=Afm21s(3.21) 
where A > 0 is a positive constant. Substituting eq.(3.20) into eqs.(3.7) 
and (3.8), and substituting um and u, which are obtained by considering
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eq.(3.21), into  eqs.(3.5) and (3.6) respectively, 
control scheme:

we get the following

Tm = mm[xms + kl(xms — xm) + k2(Xms — xm)] 

       + bm m—(1+2kmf)[mxms + bxms + Cxms] 

+ 2 mmfms — kmf (fms — fm) — fms (3.22)

Ts = ms[xms + kl(xms — xs) + k2(xms — x3)] 

      + bsxs—(12ksf) [mxms + bxms + Cxms] 

— 2 msfms + ksf Urns — fs) + fms (3.23)

If A = 0 in eqs.(3.22) and (3.23), e converges into zero by appropriate 
gains kl, k2 similarly to eq.(3.14) and the state of eq.(3.20) becomes 
the state of eq.(3.19). Since the control scheme of eqs.(3.22) and (3.23) 
where ) = 0 guarantees the convergence of e into 0, this control scheme 

is one of the examples of the control schemes realizing the ideal response 

I. It is also easy to show that this control scheme satisfies the conditions 

for ideal response I. Especially when c = 0, this particular intervenient 

impedance can be regarded as a model of mechanical master-slave ma-

nipulator where the viscous friction of the transmission wires is con-

sidered. Besides, when b = 0, the intervenient impedance becomes an 

ideal model of a mechanical master-slave manipulator, where there is 

no friction. Moreover, when m = 0, this control scheme coincides with 

that of eqs.(3.17) and (3.18). Therefore one can regard the control 
scheme of eqs.(3.17) and (3.18) as the special case when the interve-
nient impedance is set at zero. On the other hand , when m, kmf, and 
ks f are set so that m = 2m,,,,/(1 + kmf) = 2m3/(1 + ks f), the acceler-
ation terms in both eqs.(3.17) and (3.18) become zero and the control 
scheme becomes the special case where no acceleration signal is used . 
  On the other hand, when m = b =C = 0 in eqs.(3.22) and (3.23), 
this control scheme realizes the ideal response II . Moreover, when mm = 
ms = m, A = 2/m, kmf = ks f = 0, the control scheme becomes the 
special case where no force signal is used .
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  Consequently,  eqs.(3.22) and (3.23) are general forms of the control 
schemes for realizing three ideal responses. Especially, when A 0 

and c = 0 in eqs.(3.22) and (3.23), the corresponding intervenient 
impedance can be regarded as a model of a mechanical master-slave 

manipulator where the stiffness of the transmission wires is also con-

sidered.

3.2.4 Special Cases of Object 

Let the following two special cases of the object be considered; the cases 
when the object impedance is zero ZL = 0 and infinite ZL = oo.

ZL=O: 

This case corresponds to the case when mw = bw = cw = 0 in eq.(3.3). 
This is one of the special cases of the object, but it happens very of-
ten such that when the operator moves the slave arm from a point to 
another without handling any object. 

  In this case, from eq.(3.3), the following equation always satisfies. 

fs = 0(3.24) 

When the control schemes of eqs.(3.17) and (3.18) are applied, eq.(3.11) 
is realized. Consequently, we get 

           = 0.(3.25) 

Since there is no object at the slave side, eq.(3.25) is an ideal situation 
for the operator. However, eq.(3.25) means that the master arm have 
to move in the same acceleration as that of the operator's without the 
force interaction with the operator, and this situation seems against 
the principle of causality. This problem appears due to the inexactness 
of the sensor placement. 

  Fig.3.4 shows the sensor placement at the master arm. The force 
sensor is placed at the tip of the master arm, and the accelerometer is 

placed at the tip of the force sensor so that the accelerometer can sense 
the acceleration of the operator even if f„t = 0. In the above analysis, 
we implicitly assumed that mass of the tip part from the force sensor, 
including the gripper and accelerometer, is negligible.
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force sensor

accelerometer

Fig ure 3.4

 

: Sensor placement at master arm

  When the acceleration is measured at the joint, we cannot cancel 
out all the dynamics of arms but have to set the intervenient mass m 
at nonzero. However, theoretically speaking, we can set m close to zero 
as much as we want.

 ZL=oo: 

When at least one among mu„ bu„ and cu, becomes infinite in eq.(3.3), 
ZL becomes oo. This case corresponds to the situation when the slave 
arm contacts to the rigid object fixed on the base. 

  This is also one of the special cases of objects. It also happens 
often in teleoperation as well as the case when ZL = 0. And this is a 
very critical situation for manipulator control where a sudden transition 
from the free motion to the constraint motion causes sometimes the 
system to be unstable. In this case,

  = iss =x,=0

must be satisfied all the time

Even in this case, we 

(3.17), (3.18), (3.26),
can 

and

, and eq.(3.2) becomes

fs = Ts

derive 

(3.27).
egs.(3.11) and (3.14)

(3.26)

(3.27)

from eqs.(3.1),
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3.3 Discussion about Stability 

We discuss the stability of the system when the proposed control schemes 
are applied. In order to evaluate the stability of the system strictly, it is 
necessary to consider whole system including the operator and object. 
As for the control schemes of  eqs.(3.17) and (3.18), the system stability 
can be shown from the characteristic equations (2.55) of four transfer 
functions shown in chapter 2. However, this approach is applicable 
only when the dynamics of the operator and object can be regarded 
as linear systems shown in eqs.(3.3) and (3.4). In chapter 2, we have 
discussed the system stability based on the concept of passivity where 
we can treat more wide range of operators and objects. In this section, 
we show the system stability when the general form of control scheme 
eqs.(3.22) and (3.23) is applied based on the concept of passivity. 

  From section 2.5.2 in chapter 2, the passivity of the system can be 

checked by the following equation: 

IISII = mxIIII~III= maxA1~2(S*S) < 1 (3.28) 

where S is the scattering matrix of the master-slave system and given 

by 

              1 
     _ SD

Y+N11+N22+DZ 

        X DY+N11 — N22 - DZ2N122N21DY_N11+N22-DZ1(3.29) 
                                                     Eq.(3.28) means that the system is passive if the maximum singularity 

value of S is less than 1. Substituting the parameters in eqs.(3.22) and 
(3.23) to eq.(3.29), we get 

                        1 S = -----------------------------------

a 

Q

((s + k1+ k2/2) + +b+c/2)+2) 

x [ J 
= (s + k1 + k2/s)(ms + b + c/s) — a 

= 2(s + kl + k2/s) — Z(ms + b + Cis)

(3.30)
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From eq.(3.30), the singularity values of S are given as follows: 

 al -=-~(~ns +b +'Os) — 21 < 1(3.31) 1(
ms+b+c/s)+21 — 

               1(s + ki + k2/s) — 2\j  U21(3.32) 1(s+kl+k2/s)+2\I — 
and both of them never over 1. Consequently, the system stability 

by applying the proposed control schemes of eqs.(3.22) and (3.23) has 
been guaranteed under the assumption that the object is passive and 
the operator is passive when Top = 0.

3.4 Simulation 

In this section, we confirm the validity of the proposed control scheme 

by simulations. The parameters of the master and slave arms are chosen 

as follows: 

mm = ms = 2.0[kg], bm = bs = 0.2[Ns/m] 

and the object parameter is set as: 

mu, = 3.0[kg], b,,, = 1.0[Ns/m], c,,, = 100.0[N/m] 

The parameter of the operator is set the constant values for simplifica -

tion as follows: 

mop = 1.0[kg], bop = 2.0[Ns/m], cop = 10.0[N/m] 

  The following three cases of control schemes are compared . 

[Case 1]: Eqs.(3.17) and (3.18) 
kl = 20[1/s], k2 = 100[1/s2], km] = ks f = 0 

[Case 2]: Force reflecting servo type 
Kmfm=2.5,Kmfs=3 .5 

Ksps = Ifspm = 500[N/m], K'ps = 50[Ns/m]
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[Case 3]: Eq.(3.22) and (3.23) 
 kl = 20[1/s], k2 = 100[1/s2], m = 2.0[kg] 

b = 1.0[kg/s], c = 0.0[kg/s2], A = 0.1[1/kg], km f = ks f = 0 

Fig.3.5-3.7 show the responses of x„i, xs, fm and fs respectively when 
sinusoidal input Top = 5 — 5cos(4irt)[N] is exerted. Sampling time is 
1[ms]. In each figure, the maximum inputs of both arm actuators are 
shown. While the case 2 has delay of response and steady error, the case 

1 almost realizes the ideal response III, although the actuator inputs 

are smaller. It should be noted that the case 2 becomes unstable when 

the gains are set larger in order to suppress the errors. The case 3 

shows the effect of the intervenient impedance. The actuator input 

at the slave arm was reduced due to the existence of the intervenient 

impedance.

3.5 Conclusion

The main results obtained in this chapter can be summarized as follows: 

  • New control schemes of master-slave manipulators have been pro-

    posed which can realize the ideal responses previously defined. 
    These control schemes take the arm dynamics into account by 

    using acceleration signals. Especially, the control scheme that 

    can achieve the ideal response III provides the ideal kinesthetic 

    coupling. 

  • It has been shown by using the concept of network passivity that 

    the proposed control scheme guarantees the system stability. 

  • The validity of the proposed control schemes has been confirmed 

    by simulations.
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Chapter 4

DESIGN GUIDE

MASTER ARMS

OF

CONSIDERING

OPERATOR DYNAMICS

4.1 Introduction

The design of master-slave systems has two aspects; one is the design 

of control schemes and the other is the mechanical design of arms. In 

chapter 3, we have discussed the control design of one DOF master-slave 

systems. Before extending the discussion of the controller design into 

the multiple DOF case, we discuss the mechanical design of multiple 

DOF arms and especially focus on the design of master arms. 

  The design of the master arm is very important as a man/machine 
interface of the teleoperation system and the quality of master arm 

design affects considerably the maneuverability of the system. In the 

early model of master-slave systems, the isomorphic configuration arms 

were used and the master arm should have the same configuration as 

that of the slave arm. Therefore, the amount of freedom in designing 

master arms was restricted. Recently, the performance of computers 

has improved and it becomes practicable to compute  the coordinate 

transformation in real time. Under this situation, the isomorphic con-

57
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 figuration type has been taken over by the different configuration type 

 and the amount of freedom in designing the configuration of the master 

 arm independently from that of the slave arm has become greater. So 

 far, several master arm designs aimed at high maneuverability for oper-

 ators were proposed. For example, polar coordinates type was proposed 

 by Bejczy et  al.{11], Cartesian coordinates type by Inoue et al.[43], par-
 allel link type using direct-drive motors by Hirai and Sato[38][76] and 
 homogeneous inertia type by Ioi et al.[44]. However these designs were 

 somewhat intuitive and there were little discussion about quantitative 

 evaluation of the master arm manipulability. In this chapter, we use 

 the term of "manipulability" as a measure of the easiness to manipu-

late the arm, whereas "maneuverability" means the measure of total 

 performance of the master-slave systems. 

   The generalized inertia matrix[7] or the generalized inverse inertia 
matrix[39][8], can be a candidate for a measure of the master arm ma-
nipulability. These matrices represent the equivalent inertia of the arm 

at the hand tip, and one can evaluate the easiness for the operator to 

move the master arm based on these matrices . This evaluation, how-
ever, does not consider the dynamics of the operator himself and such 

properties of the operator as he can easily exert force in a certain di-
rection but cannot in another direction . Another problem is that the 
standard of the manipulability evaluation is not clear . 

   In this chapter, a measure of the master arm manipulability is pro -
posed considering the operator dynamics by extending the concept of 
the dynamic manipulability[88]. Furthermore, we point out that it is 
important for evaluating the master arm manipulability to consider 

not only the scalar value of the manipulability measure but also the 

directional property of the manipulability . We propose a new index 
to evaluate the directional property of the manipulability

. Numerical 
examples are shown where several master arms are evaluated b

y using th
e proposed measure .

4.2 Dynamic Manipulability

In this section, we briefly introduce the concept of the dyn
amic ma-

nipulability proposed by Yoshikawa[88] before we discuss the master
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arm maneuverability. Consider an n DOF robotic arm and let q E  Rn 
be the joint vector. The notation Rn means n-dimensional Euclidean 
space. Let the task vector be represented by r E RT" (m < n) where 
m is the dimension of the task vector. Since the end-effector position 

(and orientation) is usually chosen as the task vector r, we hereafter 
assume that r represents end-effector position (including orientation 
if necessary). The kinematic relation between q and r is given by a 
nonlinear function FT(•). 

r = FT(q)(4.1) 

Taking the first and second order time derivatives of eq.(4.1), the fol-
lowing equations are obtained.

r = J(q)q (4.2)

             = J(q)4+J(q)4(4.3) 

where denotes the end-effector velocityl, q = dq/dt is the joint ve-
locity vector and J(q) E Rr''"n is the Jacobian matrix. On the other 
hand, the dynamic equation of a robotic arm is generally given by

T = M(q)q + h(q, q) + g(q) (4.4)

where T E Rn is the joint driving force vector, M(q) E Rnxn is the 
inertia matrix, h(q, q) E Rn represents the centrifugal and Coriolis 
forces, and g(q) E Rn represents the effect of gravity. If we neglect 
the term of square of velocity and the gravity effect in eqs.(4.3) and 
(4.4) in order to simplify the problem, we get the relation between the 
end-effector acceleration and the joint driving force as follows:

= JM-1T = JM-177 .. 1;r °= G r (4.5)

In eq.(4.5), T. = diag(1/Tinos), and T is the normalized joint driving 
force vector which satisfies IITII < 1, where Timor represents the maxi-
mum value of the i-th joint driving force and II • II denotes the Euclidean 
norm. 

'Sometimes, the end-effector velocity is defined by a new velocity vector which 
orientational component is angular velocity vector instead of the orientational com-
ponent of r = dr/dt. In this chapter, we will use r for the notation of the end-
effector velocity for convenience, assuming that it also includes this new definition.
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The dynamic manipulability[88] is defined as follows:

wd = VdetGGT (4.6) 

where the superscript T denotes the transpose. The dynamic manip-

ulability wd measures the degree of realizable acceleration of the end-

effector under the restriction of III-II < 1 and wd is proportional to the 
volume of the ellipsoid (the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid) in R"" 
which is made from all the sets of the realizable end-effector accelera-

tions r by the joint driving force satisfying IrrIl < 1. 
  Here, we neglected the term of the square of velocity (the Coriolis 

and centrifugal forces) and the effect of gravity in the above formula-
tions. Of course, we can cope with these terms by defining a new joint 
driving force vector T' = T - h(q, q) — g(q) , and a new end-effector 
acceleration r' = r — .7-4. 

4.3 Manipulability of Master Arms for 

Human Operator

4.3.1 Definition of Manipulability Measure of Mas -

       ter Arms 

As shown in Fig.4.1, we will suppose a situation where the operator is 
manipulating a master arm by gripping the end-effector of the master 
arm. We assume that the operator is gripping the master arm tight 
so that the end-effector position (and orientation) of the master arm 
always coincides with that of the operator hand . We also assume for 
the simplification that the master arm does not generate any j oint driv-i
ng force. Later, we will comment on the case when the master arm 

generates the joint driving force. 
  If we regard the arm of the operator as a robotic arm

, the supposed state shown in Fig.4 .1 can be treated as the motion of a robotic arm 
(the operator) grasping another robotic arm (the master arm) as a pay-
load which does not generate any joint driving force. Assuming that 
the operator arm and the master arm are n DOF and n' DOF respec-ti

vely, and denoting the common position (and orientation) vector of
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operator

 Top

7 f

master arm

Figure 4.1: Operator arm holding a master arm

the two end-effectors by r E R"n (m < n, m < n'), the supposed state 
is given by the following equations:

Top = MoP(gop)4op + J p(gop)f (4.7)

             r = Jm(gm)Mml(gm,)JT.(gm)f (4.8) 
Here we have also neglected the term of the square of velocity and the 

gravity effect for the simplification. In eqs.(4.7) and (4.8), ror E An 
is the joint driving torque vector of the operator, and q0 E ./In and 

qm E H"' are the joint position vectors of the operator and the master 
arm respectively. And Mo2(gor) E Hnxn and Mm(qm) E Hnixn1 are 
the inertia matrices of the operator and the master arm respectively, 

and JoPI      P(qo) ERmxnandJm(gm) E Rm,xnare the Jacobian matrices 
of the operator and the master arm respectively. Hereafter, these ma-
trices will be written as Mop, Mm, Jor and Jm. The vector f E Htm 
represents the force (and moment) that the operator applies to the end-
effector of the master arm, and its definition must correspond to the 

definition of r. 

  Multiplying both side of eq.(4.7) by JoMo' and considering r = 
J0P40P (J07,4op was neglected) and eliminating r furthermore by using
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eq.(4.8), we get the following equation: 

J0 Mo' T0P = (Jo2MoP J02;  + JmMml'T m)f(4.9) 

If there exists (JopM_ J P + JmMm1Jm)1, we can solve the force 
vector f from eq.(4.9). Substituting this f back to eq.(4.8), we finally 
obtain the following equation. 

    = JmMm1Jm(JOPMon p + JmMm1Jm)-1 JOpM;p1 Tas 
    = J,nMin1Jm(JopMoP n + JmMm1'Jm)-1 JOPM1 TT PT 

== GT(4.10)

where TT0 = diag(1/Tops mar) and r01 mar represents the maximum value 
of the i-th joint torque of the operator. In eq.(4.10), if the inertia of 
the master arm becomes close to zero, then JmM .1Jm -- + oo and the 
matrix JmMm1Jm(JopMo~JPJmM;n1Jm)-1 becomes close to the 
unity matrix. Consequently, the matrix G defined in eq.(4.10) becomes 
close to the following matrix:

Gop = JOPMOP TT p (4.11)

which corresponds to the case when the operator has no load. In this 

sense, eq.(4.10) is a sort of extension of eq.(4.5). Hence, when the 
robotic arm is grasping another arm as a payload, the dynamic ma-

nipulability is defined in the same way as eq.(4.6) by the following 
equation: 

           wd =detGGT(4.12) 

  Now, let us consider the condition when the matrix (JOPMoP JOP+ 
J,nM1Jm)-1 exists. Since the matrix (JoPM01J 02; + Jm,Mmn1Jm) is 
transformed as:

(JOPMopJTp + JmMrT11Jm) 
   r1 [MOP  of-1MmL0JmJoIL`T0pJm , (4.13)
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the matrix  (JopMoP  J  P-I-J,Mm1J  ) is positive definite if and only if 
rank 

    bJop Jm ]) = m. On the other hand, when rank ([ JopJm ]) <711,oth the operator and the master arm are at the singularity and 

the singular direction (the direction in which the end-effector cannot 
move at an arbitrary velocity) coincide mutually. In this case, one 
cannot obtain f from Top and cannot define G. However, it would be 
reasonable to set the dynamic manipulability to zero in this case from 
the original meaning of the manipulability, because the operator cannot 
accelerate his hand in arbitrary directions when both his arm and the 
master arm are at the singularity point. In the neighborhood of the 
singularity point, the more it is close at the singularity point, the more 
wd becomes close to zero. 

  From the above discussion, we define the manipulability measure of 
master arms as follows:

[Manipulability of master arms]

     ^detGGT if rank [Jop Jm ] = m 
wd = 

     0if rank [ Top Jrn ] < m (4.14)

  The matrix G contains Jop, Mop, and TTop. It means that the 

dynamics of the operator arm is considered in this measure.

4.3.2 Consideration of the Joint Driving Force of 

Master Arms

In the above discussion, we assumed that the master arm does not 

generate any force or torque at its joints. This assumption corresponds, 
for example, to the case of the unilateral servo control or the case when 
no external force is applied to the slave arm from the environment under 
the force reflection type bilateral control (no force feedback loop in the 
master arm side). 

  We can also apply our discussion to master arms with the joint driv-
ing force under a certain control scheme, if we can obtain the equivalent 
inertia of the master arm. Consider force reflecting servo type bilateral
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control, for example. Assume that the master arm is controlled by force 
feedback with the gain matrix  Kf E Rnf <n` in joint space as follows:

Tni = KJ JTTL(/ - f3) (4.15)

where Tn,, E Rn' is the joint driving force vector of the master arm and 
f , E R'n is the force vector applying at the slave side. When f s = o, 
that is, when no external force applies at the slave side,the inertia 
of the master arm becomes equivalently (E + K f)-1 Mmand we can 
regard it as a new inertia matrix, where E E R'nxm is unity matrix.

Figure 4.2: Operator arm model in the horizontal plane

Table 4.1: Parameters of operator arm model

link 1 link 2

 li [m] 0.25 0.30
lg. [m] 0.125 0.15

mt [kg] 1.5 1.5

It [kgm2] 0.0078 0.0113
Ttmaz [Nm] 15 10
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4.3.3 Numerical Example

We will evaluate several types of master arm by the proposed measure of 

manipulability. To simplify the problem, we suppose that the operator 

arm is a two-link manipulator in a horizontal plane as shown in Fig.4.2. 

The parameters of the operator arm are given in Table 4.1. 

  We will compare three types of master arms such as (i) articulated 
type, (ii) Cartesian coordinates type, and (iii) homogeneous inertia 
type. All of them are 2 DOF planner manipulators. Therefore, we can 

set as n = n' = m = 2 and r = [  rx  ry ]T, where rx and ry are x and 
y coordinates of the end-effector in the horizontal plane. 
  Concerning the type (1), we will use the parameter in Table 1, that 

is, we supposed an articulated type master arm which is identical with 

the operator arm. Besides, in this type, it is necessary to determine 

the relative position between the operator and the master arm. We 

will choose two cases such as (ia) the case when the position of the 
first joint of each arm is apart just sum of the length of link 1 and 
2, 11 + 12, (we call it "opposite origin"), and (ib) the case when the 
first joint coincides at one point ("same origin"). Furthermore, there is 
another option whether the arm posture is elbow up or down. We set 

the posture of the operator arm to the elbow down supposing the right 

arm. As for the posture of the master arm, we can choose both elbow 

up and down. Consequently, we get four cases by changing the posture 

and the position of the master arm origin as shown in Fig.4.3, that 

is, (ia-1) posture I, (ia-2) posture II, (ib-1) posture III, (ib-2) 
posture IV, where the posture of the operator is set to posture IV. 

  On the other hand, master arms of both type (ii) and (iii) can be 
represented as follows: 

           = E2(4.16)

                          0_(4.17) Mm [mx 
 0 my 

where E2 is 2 x 2 unity matrix. As for the type (ii), we will choose two 
cases such as (ii-1) mx = 0.5[kg], my = 2.5[kg], and (ii-2) ms = 2.5[kg], 
my = 0.5 [kg]. As for the type (iii), we set mx = my = 1.5 [kg], that is, 
we suppose an ideally homogeneous inertia arm which keeps the same 

inertia at any posture.
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I

Figure 4.3: Arm postures and work space in a plane

   The manipulability will be evaluated in a fan-shaped area shown in 

Fig.4.3 which is approximated to the common work space between the 

operator and the master in the case (ia). 
  In Figs.4.4 through 4.10, distribution maps both of the dynamic 

manipulability ellipsoid and the value of the measure  iud are shown. In 

order to compare the manipulability among those arms, we will regard 

the dynamic manipulability of the operator when he has no load shown 

in Fig.4.11 as a criterion of the evaluation. As can been seen from 

Fig.4.11, the dynamic manipulability of the operator with no load 

makes uniformly a concentric circular distribution. 

  In the evaluation of the manipulability of master arms, it is impor-

tant not only how much the maximum value of i'a is in the work space 

but also how well the distribution of wd and the directional property 

of the ellipsoid are similar to that of the operator without any load. 

If we concerned only the maximum value of wd, (ia) and (ii) have the 
largest value. However, if we concerned the distributions of the value 

wd, (ib) and (iii) have a uniformed distribution and we can expect a 
good manipulability from these cases of master arms. In other words,
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it can be expected that incongruous feeling of manipulation is small for 

operators over the whole working space in these cases.

4.4 Evaluation of Directional Property of 

Manipulability

4.4.1 Index for Evaluation of Directional Prop-

erty

As we pointed out in the previous section, the manipulability of master 

arms for the operator depends on not only how much the proposed 

measure is but also how this measure is distributed in the working 

space of the arm and what the shape and the directional property of 

the manipulability ellipsoid is. As a standard of these evaluations, the 

dynamic manipulability of the operator himself would be suitable. It 

corresponds to the situation when he accelerate his own arm without 

any load. If the distribution of the manipulability measure of the master 

arm and the directional property of the manipulability ellipsoid are 

similar to those of the dynamic manipulability of the operator himself, 

he may be able to manipulate the master arm in a natural feeling. 

  In this section, we discuss a way to evaluate the similarity between 

the manipulability of master arms and the dynamic manipulability of 

the operator without any load. Here, we again represent the relations 

of  egs.(4.11) and (4.10) as:

i = Gopf (4.18)

           ii = GT(4.19) 

Eqs.(4.18) and (4.19) give the acceleration of the operator hand (and 
the end-effector of the master arm) by the normalized joint torque 
III-11 < 1. These two equations mean that i and r are different vectors 
even by the same joint torque T. 

  Since it is desirable that the acceleration i when the operator is 
gripping the master arm is similar to the acceleration r when he has 
no load, we will consider the following integral of the inner product of
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these two vectors,  rT  r, assuming that T is distributed uniformly on the 

surface of the n-dimensional hyper sphere 11Th = 1.

e(Go0, G)= jTTTd52n, = fTTGTTGTdc1 
   nn

(4.20)

where d527, denotes the infinitesimal n-dimensional hyper solid angle 

from the center of n-dimensional hyper sphere (see Appendix 1), and 
fsn denotes the integration over the whole of the hyper sphere. Here, 
we can show that fsn r rTA in, = 11(n)En, where En is n x n unity 
matrix and II(.) is a scalar function of n. The reason is as follows. 
The off-diagonal part of the matrix fsn TTT d52n represents the corre-
lation between the i-th and j-th elements of -r, and the diagonal part 
represents the self-correlation. Integrating over the whole of hy-
per sphere, there is no correlation between the different elements of l-
and  self-correlations of each element are equal mutually because of the 
symmetrical property of the hyper sphere (see Appendix 2). 

  Denoting the trace of matrix as tr() , generally tr(AB) = tr(BA) 
for matrices A and B, and a = tr(a) for a scalar a . From these facts, 
we get

e(G02, G) = fsn 
           fsntr(TG)dI2/        = tr`GJTTTd52 nG 

     \sn/ 

II(n)tr(GGTT) (4.21)

A massless master arm , that is the case when G = G, can be regarded 
as an ideal master arm . Therefore, we propose the following index 
which is a relative evaluation by regarding the case of G = G as a 
standard of the evaluation .

[Similarity between the master arm operation and no load]

P _ e(G02,G)_tr     (G
op, Gon)

COG,)
tr(G,,,pGoTy) (4.22)
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  The index value p is less than 1 (see Appendix 3), and one can 
evaluate that the more the index p is close to 1, the better manipula-

bility the master arm has.

4.4.2 Numerical Example 

In Figs.4.4(c) through 4.10(c), the similarity index p is given for each 
case. These examples show that the distribution of p reflects well the 

similarity of the ellipsoid to that of Fig.4.11, and the area of maximum 

value of  iv  d does not always corresponds to the area of maximum value 

of p. Especially in case (ib-2), p = 0.5 is achieved over the whole work-
ing area and we can conclude that this case has the best manipulability 

among these examples. The master arm of this case (ib-2) corresponds 
to the exoskeleton type. It should be noted that only the proposed in-

dex is not the design factor of master arms. Compactness, easiness to 

set up, and safety are other factors, and obviously the exoskeleton type 

has disadvantages against these factors. The homogeneous inertia type 

in case (iii) also shows good manipulability. However its directional 
property of the ellipsoid is different a little from that of the operator 
without any load. This difference is reflected in the value of p. 

  It should be noted that not only the arm design itself but also the 

relative position of the arm to the operator is very important factor for 

evaluating the manipulability of master arms. For example, comparing 

between cases (ib-1) and (ib-2), the case (ib-1) becomes worse than 
the case (iii) by only changing the elbow position from the case (ib-2) 
which is much better than case (iii).

4.5 Conclusion

The main results of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• We have pointed out that the consideration of operator dynamics 

 is important for evaluating the manipulability of master arms, 

 and we have proposed a measure of the manipulability of master 

 arms by extending the concept of the dynamic manipulability.
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• We have regarded the dynamic manipulability of the operator 

 himself without any load as a standard for evaluating the manip-

 ulability of master arms, and we have proposed an index of the 

 similarity between the manipulability ellipsoid of the master arm 

 and the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid of the operator with-

 out any load. The manipulability measure itself evaluates only 

 the volume of the ellipsoid, whereas this index also evaluates the 

 directional property of the ellipsoid.

• We have pointed out that the relative position of master arm to 

 the operator is an important factor for evaluating the manipula-

 bility of master arms as well as the arm design itself.

The proposed measure and index can be a design guide of master arms. 

The discussion in this chapter is applicable to the problem determining 

from which direction and position the teaching operator should grasp 

the robot arm in the direct teaching.
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Figure 4.11: Dynamic manipulability of operator arm without loads
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Appendix 

1. Hyper solid angle 

A spatial extent surrounded by a cone is called the solid angle. Denoting 
the area cut off by the cone from the spherical surface with a radius of 
r which center is at the vertex of that cone by OS, the solid angle is 
defined as: 

            S2 = OS/r2(A.1) 

Concerning a sphere with a unity radius,  S2 corresponds just to the 
cut-off surface of the sphere. 

  We extend it to n-dimensional space. Supposing a hyper cone in 
n-dimensional space and denoting the area cut off by the hyper cone 
from the hyper spherical surface with a radius of r which center is at 
the vertex of the cone by AS„, the hyper solid angle is defined by 

517, = OS,,/rte'-1.(A.2) 

The hyper stereo angle corresponds to radian when n = 2 and to the 

solid angle (steradian) when n = 3.

2. Integral JTTTd 
                   s,, 

First, let us consider when n = 2 

So = sin B and Co = cos B. 

(1) when n = 2 

From Fig.4.12, we can set

Therefore,

  TTT 2 IS2

and 3.

fo 

1

SB 

CB

2,r

7F 

0

Hereafter we

 se 
SBCB 

0

So Co 

c2   B
dO

will shorten as

(A.3)

(A.4)
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(ii) when n = 3 

From Fig.4.13, we can set 

 Co  Se 

T = CCCB .(A.5) 
_ So 

Therefore, 

              2irzCS9CSBC9C~S~S0 

 fTTTdS23 =ff/CoSo CB CCCBCoS,CB CCdOd9  s,0712 CoSoSBCoSoCe S?
0 

47r/3 0 0 
     = 0 47r/3 0 .(A.6) 

             0 0 47x/3 

rpHere, we denoteTof(n-dimension by I. We will show that if JSn_1 fn-1i-1d~n-1 =H(n-1)En_1 is achieved, then f5nT.TnTdC2n = 
II(n)En can be achieved. Denoting the i-th element of -i-n, by Tn,ti, each 
element of Tn is given by 

       Tn,i = SS1'`C~~?<n~— 7r/2 < 0 G 7r/2 (A.7) 
                 o

and we can divide the integration as: 

       __~r/2__ 

        fSnTnI-dotr/2 S                = f'1-1W(~)dCb (A.8)                                             ,_1 

where W(0) is the weighting function of cb. Now, from 

pr/2           c0S'¢Tn-l,adCin-1W(0)d0 = 0 (1 < i < n — 1) (A.9) -i-/2fSn_,— 
and 

Iir/2fsc0n-1,:n-l,jd~n-1W(0)d0 = 0 (1 < i,(z j) < n-1), ,r/2n-1 

(A.10)
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the  of  diagonal elements of the integration become zero. Since all of 

the diagonal elements are equal from the symmetrical property, we get 

                   rT,T                   ~dS2n = II(n)En•(A.11)          In 
The scalar function II(n) is given by 

II(n) = Sn/n(A.12) 

where Sn is the surface area of an n-dimensional hyper sphere with a 

unity radius. 

fThe reason is as follows. Considering that      tr(JTTT d~n)=Jtr(TTT)d~n= jIIi2dS2n 
  SnSnn 

             =fd52n= Sn, (A.13) 
                                       Sn 

we can get eq.(A.12) from the symmetry. 
  The surface area of n-dimensional hyper sphere with a unity radius 

is given by

7n/2 
Sn F(

n/2) 

where F(•) is th

II(n) = Sn/n

 Gamma function. 

      7rn/2 

 F((n/2) + 1)

(27)n/2/[2 .4. 6 ... n — 2] 

2(27)(n-1)/2/[1 - 3 • 5 ... n — 2] 

 amma function. Therefore II(n)

and it shows that  11(n) represents the volume of n-c 
sphere with a unity radius. 

3. Proof ofp<1 

Setting Wop = JopMo17 J P and Wm - Jm,M,n1Jr, 

G = Wm(Wo + Wm)-1Gop

• • n — 2] n = even number 

3. 5•••n-2] n = odd number 
(A.14) 

Therefore I1(n) is given by 

(27r)42/[2•4•6•••n] 
            n = even number 

2(270(n-1)/2[1 3 . 5 ... n] 
           n = odd number 

                  (A.15) 
the volume of limensional hyper

we get

(A.16)
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and 

T = Wm(Wop + Wm)-1 . 

Taking the norm of both sides of eq.(A.17), we obtain 

OH = IIWm(Wop + W.)-1 II 
< Amax(Wm(Wop + Wm)-1)IITII 

where )\max(•) denotes the maximum ei 
Wop > 0, Wm > 0, and W of 

)max(Wm(Wop + Wm)-1) < 1, therefore, we obtain

genvalue of the matrix 
                                      Wm,

(A.17)

(A.18) 

. Since 

we get

                                        (A.19) 

This result is obvious from the physical point of view such as the accel-
eration of hand with loads is always less than the acceleration without 
loads under the same joint torque. Consequently, we get 

TT r < TT T(A.20) 

and finally 

               e(Gop,G) < e(Gop, Gop).(A.21) 
Eq.(A.21) proofs p < 1.
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Chapter 5

CONTROL OF MULTIPLE

DOF MASTER-SLAVE

MANIPULATORS

5.1 Introduction

The use of master-slave manipulators is an intuitive way to perform 
dexterous tasks in the environments where human operator cannot do 
himself. However, the maneuverability of the present master-slave sys-
tems seems still far from satisfactory. Certainly, the bilateral control 
is a good way for operators to interact remotely with the environment 
by a  kinesthetic coupling. The problem is how this kinesthetic cou-

pling with the environment can be more "realistic". In chapter 3, we 
have discussed new control schemes of master-slave manipulators which 
achieve an ideal kinesthetic coupling in one DOF case. By the proposed 
scheme, the operator can feel the object through the master-slave sys-
tem as though he were manipulating the object directly by himself. 

  In this chapter, the discussion is extended to the multiple DOF 
case. Concerning the previous studies of multiple DOF master-slave 
systems, Handlykken and Turner[32] developed 6 DOF different con-
figuration master-slave system and applied the force feedback bilateral 

control in Cartesian space. Arai et al.[6] proposed a force feedback 
bilateral control for different configuration arms in the joint space us-

85
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ing coordinate transformations between the master and slave arm joint 
space. Miyazaki et al.[58] extended the symmetric position servo type 
into the multiple DOF case and showed the asymptotic stability of this 

control law. Furuta et  al.[23] applied a virtual internal model following 
control to master-slave manipulators. Dudragne[19] proposed a new 
control scheme by extending the symmetric position servo type bilat-

eral control considering the passivity of the system and extended to 

the multiple DOF case. But they did not discuss exactly how the ideal 

kinesthetic coupling can be realized. 

  In this chapter, new control schemes which can realize the ideal 

responses are proposed in two cases; different configuration arms and 

isomorphic configurations arms. Next, the validity of the proposed con-

trol schemes is examined by simulations. Last, design guides of master 

and slave arms are discussed from several aspects. Design problem for 

the intervenient impedance in the multiple DOF case are also discussed . 
It is shown that these design guides are also applicable to choosing the 

parameters of the intervenient impedance.

5.2 Definition of Ideal Responses

In chapter 3, we have discussed the ideal responses of master-slave 

systems and derived their conditions in the one DOF case . Here we 
again show the definition of the ideal responses for the multiple DOF 

case.

DEFINITION : The following three responses are defined as the ideal 
responses of the master-slave system . 

Ideal response I : The responses of position of the hand tip of the 
    master arm and the slave arm are exactly equal regardless of the 
    object dynamics.

Ideal response II : The responses of force at the hand tip of the mas-
    ter arm and the slave arm are exactly equal regardless of the object 

     dynamics.

Ideal response III : Both the responses of position of the hand tip 
    and the responses of force at the hand tip are absolutely equal
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between the master arm and the slave arm regardless of the object 
dynamics.

If the ideal response III is realized, the operator can feel the object 
through the master-slave system as though he were manipulating it 
directly by himself. Therefore it can be said that the ideal response III 

performs the ideal kinesthetic coupling. 
  In the one DOF case, we derived conditions to realize these ideal re-

sponses by using linear circuit theory in chapter 2. We showed that the 
acceleration signals of both arms are necessary in addition to the posi-
tion, velocity, and force signals for composing a control scheme which 
realizes the ideal response III. In chapter 3, we have designed control 
schemes that realize ideal responses based on the result of chapter 2. 

 If  the control scheme which realizes ideal response III is applied, the 
arm dynamics existing between the operator and object are canceled 
completely. 
  For extending the discussion to the multiple DOF case, the circuit 

theory cannot be applied straightforwardly because the system becomes 
nonlinear and multivariable. In the following section, we design control 
schemes for the multiple DOF case based on the design process in one 
DOF case discussed in chapter 3.

5.3 Control of Different Configuration Arms

5.3.1 Control Scheme Realizing the Ideal Response 

III 

Most of the discussions about master-slave systems in the traditional 
studies were restricted in one DOF cases. They dealt with the problem 
to control multiple DOF master-slave manipulators by applying one 
DOF controller at each joint for the isomorphic configuration arms, and 
at each direction of Cartesian coordinates for the different configuration 
arms. But this approach does not consider the arm dynamics such as 
the inertia coupling and nonlinear effects, and these dynamic effects 
may spoil the maneuverability and sometimes it may cause instability 
of the system. Here, we formulate the problem based on the same
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concept as in the one DOF case, and propose a new control scheme for 

the ideal kinesthetic coupling (ideal response III) which is applicable 
to the different configuration arms. 

  First, dynamic equations of master and slave arms are given by 

 Trn = Mm(grn)gm + hm(grn, 4m) — Jm(grn)frn(5.1) 

T, = M5(g5)4s + hs(g5) 45) + J; (g5)f5(5.2) 
where qm, q5 E Rn are joint displacement vectors of master and slave 
arms, T„,,, TS E Rn are joint driving force/torque vectors of each 
arm, Mm(q,n), M5(g5) E Rn" are inertia matrices, hm(gm, 4,m) and 
hs(gs, 4s) E Rn are terms of centrifugal and Coriolis force and gravita-
tional force of each arm respectively. And J,n(q,n) and J5(g5) E RnXn 
are the Jacobian matrices. Here, n denotes the number of DOF and 
Rn denotes an n-dimensional Euclidean space. We assume that both 
arms have different configurations but the same DOF, and they have 
no redundancy, that is, the dimension of the control variable is also n. 
The vector f „L E Rn means the force that the operator applies to the 
master arm, and f 5 E Rn means the force that the slave arm exerts to 
the object. Hereafter, the inertia matrices and the Jacobian matrices 
will be written as Mm, M5, Jm, and JS respectively. Also, the vectors 
hm(q„,,, 4„,,) and hs(g5, 43) will be written by h.m and h5. 

  Let us start from the following form of control scheme. 

Tm = MmJm1[Um — Jm4 m] + hrn 

—Jm[Krnf (f5—fm)+ fm+ f5] (5.3)            2J2

TS = MSJS 1[u5 — J545] + hs

— Js [K5 f (f S 2 frn  )  fm. 2 fs  ] (5.4)

where Kmf and K5 f E Rn" are gain matrices of force , and um and 
u5 E Rn are input vectors defined anew . Since the above equations 
consist of Mm ,, M5, hrn, and h5, we will assume that dynamic param-
eters of each arm are exactly known. Eqs.(5.3) and (5.4) are natural 
extensions of eqs.(3.5) and (3.6) in chapter 3.
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  Substituting  eqs.(5.3), (5.4) into eqs.(5.1), (5.2), the following equa-
tions are obtained. 

= u,n — Wm(E + Kmf) (fs 2 fm)(5.5) 
es = u,— WS(E+Kg)(fs2fm)(5.6) 

where xm and xS E R" are position(and \orientation) vectors of each 
hand tip. Each hand tip acceleration and joint acceleration has a rela-
tion such as i,n = Jrgr + Jmgrn or is = JSg3 ~- JSgs. The matrices 
Wm g: JmMrn1Jrn and W. =° JSM .<1Js E Rn"n are the generalized 
inverse inertia matrices. The matrix E denotes n x n unity matrix. 

Adding eqs.(5.5) and (5.6), we get 

i,n+is = Um, +us —[Wr(E+Kmf)+Ws(E+Ksf)](fs2fm) 
                                      \ 

(5.7) 
  Here, if

m + is = um + us(5.8) 
were achieved and if the matrix [Wm(E+Kmf)+WS(E+KSf)] is a 
non-singular matrix, then we get 

fr.— f,= o(5.9) 

from eq.(5.7) and it means at least the ideal response II has been real-
ized. Next, subtracting eq.(5.6) from eq.(5.5) and considering eq.(5.9), 
we get 

zm—  =um—us(5.10) 

Let ey -- x,n — xS be the error vector between master and slave arms. 

Eq.(5.10) means that the behavior of ey can be specified by urn — us. 
Here, we set as 

um — us = —K1ey — K2ey(5.11) 

where K1 and K2 E Rn"n are gain matrices for velocity and position, 

respectively. From eqs.(5.10) and (5.11), we obtain 

ey + K1 ey+ K2 ey= o(5.12)
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and appropriate gain matrices, K1 and K2, guarantee an asymptotic 

convergence of ey to zero. Consequently, the ideal response III can be 

realized in steady state. From eqs.(5.8) and (5.11), the input vectors 
um and us are given by the following equations:

 11 1 
um = —2 + is) — 2K1ey — 2K2ey (5.13)

us =2(xm +xs) +ZKley +2K2ey (5.14) 
Finally, control scheme which can realize the ideal response III is ob-

tained as:

Tm = MmJm1[xms + Ki(ims — :Cm) + K2(2ms — xm) 
      — J m4m] + hm — J[Kmf (fms — f m) + fms] (5.15)

Ts = Ms.T s 1[xms + Ki(xm,s — is) + K2(xrns — xs) — Js4s] 
     + hs +J;'[Kmf(fms — fs) + fms] (5.16)

where xms =°(xm -f xs)/2 and fmsA= (f m + f ,)12. The control scheme 
of eqs.(5.15) and (5.16) can be regarded as a combination of the resolved 
acceleration control which makes each arm follow xms, the middle point 
of both arms, as the desired trajectory and force control which makes 
actual exerting force of each arm follow f,, the average of force at the 
both sides, as the desired force command. 

  We assumed that we can calculate Mm, Ms, hm, and hs accurately. 
Several methods to identify the dynamic parameters of manipulators 
were proposed[9, 50]. In practice, however, the identified values of 
dynamic parameters may have a certain amount of error. It should 
be noted that these identification errors may cause the system to be 
unstable. Several researchers discussed the robustness of the computed 
torque law for trajectory control of manipulators with respect to the 
uncertainty of the dynamics parameters where the controller provides 
an arbitrary small tracking error capability for the particular class of 
the desired trajectories by choosing appropriate feed-back gains[31][68]. 
In the case of master-slave systems, the parameter uncertainty or time
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delay of the computation spoils the achievement of eq.(5.8), and the 
robustness of the controller should be considered for the future. 

  The resolved acceleration control law generates the joint driving 
force based on the on-line compensation of the manipulator dynam-
ics. Concerning the multiple DOF case, the on-line compensation of 
arm dynamics becomes difficult because dynamics of multi-link mecha-
nisms is complex and requires many computations. Another method to 
compensate the manipulator dynamics is the feedforward scheme that 
compensates for the manipulator dynamics in the feedforward path ac-
cording to the desired trajectory.  If  the desired trajectory can be given 
in advance, the feedforward compensation can be realized by the off-line 
computation where the performance of the computer is not so serious. 
In controlling the master-slave manipulators, however, there is no spe-
cific desired trajectory. Consequently, the on-line computation is only 
the way to compensate for the manipulator dynamics of the master and 
slave arms.

5.3.2 Control Scheme Realizing the 

I and II

Ideal Response

In the previous subsection, we discussed a new control scheme which can 
realize the ideal response III. We can interpret that this control scheme 
eliminates the dynamics of master and slave arms completely which 
exists between the operator and the object. In this section, we discuss 
other control schemes which do not eliminate arm dynamics completely 
but allow the existence of arm dynamics as a certain type of impedance. 
Here, we try to make the dynamics of master and slave arms act as an 
impedance shown in Fig.5.1. We call call it the intervenient impedance 
as discussed in one DOF case. The state of Fig.5.1 can be described 
by the following equation. 

fm— fs =Mx+Bz+Cz(5.17)

where M °= diag(ml, • • • , ma), B == diag(bl, • • • , b,i), and 
C =° diag(cl, • • • , c,,) denote matrices which elements represent mass, 
viscosity, and stiffness of the intervenient impedance in each direction of 

Cartesian coordinates respectively. And z means the position vector of
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 intervenient impedance. Actually  xm and xs may not always coincide, 

 therefore we will consider the following equation. 

fm — f s = Mims + Berms + Cxms (5.18) 

 Moreover we set the following equation corresponding to eq.(5.12). 

             y+ Kiev+K2ey = Afm2fs(5.19) 
where A ---- diag(Ai, • • • , An) is a coefficient matrix corresponding to A in 
eq.(3.21) in chapter 3. The following control scheme is obtained which 
achieves both eqs.(5.18) and (5.19). 

      Tm — MmJml[Z°ms + K1(xms — xm) + K2(Z'ms — Zm) 
—J m4m~+hm 

E+Km             -Jm  
2f)  [Mims + Bxms+Cxms] 

                A + MmJTn1 2'5— JT[Kmf(fms — f m) + fr.] 

                                        (5.20) 

Ts = MsJ S l[Zms + K1(xms — s) + K2(xms — X s) — Jsgs] 

+ hsJT(E2Ksf) [Mims+Bims +Cxms] 
         — MSJS 1  f ms + JS [Ksf (fms — f) + fms](5.21) 

When we set A = o in egs.(5.20) and (5.21), ey converges into zero 
asymptotically from eq.(5.19). And in a steady state, the system re-
sponse by eq.(5.18) becomes that of eq.(5.17). Therefore, the control 
scheme of egs.(5.20) and (5.21) when A = o is an example of control 
schemes realizing the ideal response I . On the other hand, when we set 
M = B = C = o , the system response becomes the ideal response 
II. In this sense, the control scheme of eqs.(5.15) and (5.16) can be re-
garded as a special case of egs.(5.20) and (5.21) when the intervenient 
impedance is set at zero. Egs.(5.20) and (5.21) are general form of 
control schemes which realize the ideal response I or II o

r III.
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                  virtual arm 

 master arm  •---------------- •                               slave arm 

dri. ,-(3k" 
Tl7/77, 

    Figure 5.1: Intervenient impedance model in Cartesian space 

5.4 Control of Isomorphic Configuration 

    Arms 

5.4.1 Control Scheme Realizing the Ideal Response 
III 

A serious problem in the multiple DOF case is singularity points where 
the control schemes using the Jacobian inverse matrix cannot be ap-
plied. In order to avoid this problem, we next focus on the isomorphic 
configuration arms and formulate new control schemes where the joint 
space is used instead of the Cartesian space. Since this scheme does 
not use the inverse of Jacobian, there is no problem at the singularity 
point or around it. 

  Early models of master-slave manipulators used isomorphic config-
uration arms. By applying a one DOF servo controller to each joint, 
the controller could be simple. But those method neglected the con-
sideration of arm dynamics such as the coupling inertia effects and 
Coriolis force and centrifugal force. The control scheme to be proposed
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takes the arm dynamics exactly into account and it is different from 
the conventional methods where an one DOF controller is applied to 
each corresponding joint. 

   First, let the following basic form be considered corresponding to 
 eqs.(5.3) and (5.4). 

 Tm =111?mm+hm-2(Jmfm+Jsfs)—I'mf2(Jsfs—JTmfm) (5.22) 

Ts= Msi7s +hs+2(J.fm +Jsfs) — rsf2(Js                                   Is — JTfm) (5.23) 

where lm and ns E lt" are new input vectors in the joint space and 
rmf and rsf E R"" are gain matrices of force in the joint space. 
Hereafter, we will regard eqs.(5.1) and (5.2) as the equations of motion 
of the isomorphic configuration arms. Isomorphic configuration means 

that the kinematic parameters are equal between the master and slave 

arms but the dynamic parameters need not be equal. Substituting 

eqs.(5.22) and (5.23) to egs.(5.1) and (5.2), the following equations are 
obtained. 

                                    JTfs—J,Tnfm       4m= rim —M1(E+rmf)Cs21(5.24) 
qs =~,—s 1(E+rsf)CJSfs2J       Mm)(5.25) 

                                   l Adding both side of eqs.(5.25) and (5.25), we get 

4m+4s=nm+q, 

    — [Mm1(E +rmf) + MS 1(E +sf)] ("'Tf.s2JTmfm)(5.26) 
  Here, in the same way as eq.(5.8), if 

rim + ns = 4777, + 4s(5.27) 

were achieved, then we get the following equation, since [M1(E + 
Kmf) + mV (E + K3 f)] is always a non-singular matrix. 

.7-13' is — JTmf m = o(5.28)
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Next, subtracting eq.(5.25) from eq.(5.25) and considering eq.(5.28), 
we get 

 qm-4s=r1m—rls•(5.29) 

Let e°= q,,,,, — q, be the joint error vector between the master and 
slave arms. Eq.(5.29) means that the behavior of e can be specified by 
rim — n,. Here, we set as 

1m—r)s = —Fie —r2e(5.30) 

where r1 and r2 E IV" are gain matrices for velocity and position 

in the joint space respectively. From eqs.(5.29) and (5.30), we obtain 

e+ Fie +r2e=o(5.31) 

and appropriate gain matrices, r1 and r2i guarantee an asymptotic 

convergence of e to zero. Since the master and slave arms have the 

same configurations, both the hand tip positions coincide when e = o. 

Therefore at least the ideal response I has been realized. Moreover, 

when e = o, the Jacobian matrices of both arms become the same one. 

Jm = J, o J,,,,,(5.32) 

and eq.(5.28) becomes 

JTms(fs — fm) — 0(5.33) 

When Jm, is a non-singular matrix, we get 

fs_ f s = o(5.34) 

and finally ideal response III has been realized. From eqs.(5.27) and 
(5.30), the control scheme is formulated as: 

Tm = Mm{4ms + r1(4ms — 4m) + 112 (elms — gm)] + hm 

          (jTut               lY,bffm + Jdf sjTfm—Jmfm+ JSf     2)2 
                                       (5.35)
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virtual arm

 master arm

slave arm

Figure 5.2: Intervenient impedance model in joint space

 Ts  =  Ms[g,m,, + ri(i ms — 4s) + r2(q5 — q3)] + h, 

    +r,fJ—Jf(fm1"fs 2s5 2
(5.36)

where q.,,,, ° (q,n + q3)12. It should be noted that eqs.(5.35) and 
(5.36) can be applied even when arm is in the singularity posture since 
they do not contain the Jacobian inverse matrix whereas eqs.(5.15) and 
(5.16) does. Moreover it should be noted that eqs.(5.31) and (5.33) are 
achieved whichever arms are in singularity or not. Especially, eq.(5.33) 
means that, when arms are in singularity, corresponding elements be-
tween fm and f except in the singularity direction are equal, and it 
is equivalent to eq.(5.34) when arms are not singular.
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5.4.2 Control Scheme Realizing the Ideal Response 

 I and  II 

In this section, we discuss the intervenient impedance in the isomorphic 
configuration case. Let a virtual arm shown in Fig.5.2 be considered 
as an intervenient impedance model. This virtual arm has the same 
configuration as that of the master and slave arms and its joint angle 
is gms7 the average of joint angles of the both arms. The dynamics of 
the virtual arm can be described as follows: 

Jm f m — JS f5 = M(q,,,.^)4ms + h(gm5, 4m5) + B4m5 + CgmS (5.37) 

           e+1'1e +172e = AJmfm 2JS f5(5.38) 
where M(grn5) denotes inertia matrix of the intervenient virtual arm 
and h(q 5, 4m5) denotes Coriolis and centrifugal force vector of the vir-
tual arm. And B = diag(bi, • • • , (;,,) and C = diag(c1i • • • , cam) denote 
the matrices which element represents the parameter of viscous coeffi-
cient and stiffness at each joint of the intervenient virtual arm. And 

A diag01, • • • , 37i) is a coefficient matrix which corresponds to A in 
eq.(5.19). Eqs.(5.37) and (5.38) correspond to eqs.(5.18) and (5.19). In 
the same way as the different configuration case, the control scheme 

which achieves both eqs.(5.37) and (5.38) is given by 

   Tm = Mm[4m5 + r1 (4m5 — 4m) + I12 (elms— qm)] + hm 

— (E+rmf)[M4 m5+ h+B4m5+Cgm5] 

2 

      +Mm1A(.7fm2Jsfs) 
                JT         77mf /Lfm+JS fJ                          5_Jm fm 7f+                                                 T7LmJ9 f5'   12)2    C 

                                         (5.39)

TS = Ms[gm5 + r1(4ms — qS) + r2(gm5 — q5)] + h5 

       (E+r$f)[M4 m5+h+B1m5+Cgm3] 

          2
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Table 5.1: Parameters of master and slave arms, and operator arm

Master & Slave Operator

link  1 link 2 link 1 link 2

1.0

 

1 1.0li [m] 1.0 1.0

mi [kg] 2.0 C 1.0 1.0

lgi [m] I .5 0.5 0.5

1i [kgm2] I1.0 1.0 0.5

bi [Nms/rad] 0.5 0.5

ci [Nm/rad] I- 1.0

 1 
 —  M s 2 A (J7ni'f.+ JT f

+rf (Tfm  

         2

  2 

F J; f, —JTfs) Jmfm JTfs
2

(5.40)

In eqs.(5.39) and (5.40), the ideal response I can be realized when 
A = o. And the ideal response II can be realized when M = B = 

C = o, h = o. Moreover, if we set lm,f = 2MmM — E, 1, f = 

2M8M— E in the case when A= o, the control scheme of eqs.(5.39) 
and (5.40) becomes a special case where no acceleration signals are used. 
If both the inertia matrices satisfy Mm, = M, °= Min, when e = o and 
if we set rmf = T, f = o and A = 2M;,,,;, the control scheme becomes 
a special case where no force signals are used.

5.4.3 Discussion about Sensor Placement

In section 3.2.4, we discussed the sensor placement in the one DOF 
case, where it was shown that the accelerometer must be placed at the 
tip of the force sensor in order to satisfy the principle of causality when 
the ideal response III is realized without any constraints at the slave 
side. In the case of isomorphic configuration arms, what we need is 
not the acceleration at the hand tip but the acceleration at each joint.
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operator

Figure 5.3: Initial postures of master and slave arms

The joint acceleration can be obtained from the hand tip acceleration 
by solving the inverse kinematics problem. But we are again faced 
with the singularity problem where the hand tip acceleration cannot be 
resolved uniquely into the joint accelerations. In this sense, realization 
of the control scheme eqs.(5.35) and (5.36) is rather difficult. One of 
the solutions would be to place the accelerometer at each joint and set a 
small intervenient inertia in the control scheme of eqs.(5.39) and (5.40).

5.5 Simulation

In this section, we show several numerical simulations in the multi-

ple DOF case in order to confirm the validity of the proposed control 
schemes. 

  Isomorphic configuration arms of 2 DOF as shown in Table 5.1 are 
used for simulation in a two dimensional plane. First, we set different 
initial postures for the master and slave arms as shown in Fig.5.3 so 
that the control scheme for different configurations can be applied. The 
environment is a set of independent spring-damper-mass systems in x 
and y directions shown in Fig.5.3. The tip of the slave arm is just
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attaching to the environment in the initial state. Parameters of the 

environment are given as follows: 

mx = 10[kg] bx = 50[Ns/m] cx = 1000[N/m] 
my = 0[kg] by = 1[Ns/m] cy = 0[N/m] 

As the operator model, we also use a 2 DOF arm shown in Fig.5.3. 
At each joint of the operator, a rotational spring and a damper are 
attached. Parameters of the operator are also given in Table 5.1. 

   Fig.5.4 shows the responses of xT,,,, xs, fm, and f s under the 
control scheme of eqs.(5.15) and (5.16) when the operator continued 
to exert a constant joint torque which is equivalent to the hand tip 
force [ —10 1 ]T[N] at the initial posture. Control parameters are 
K1 = diag(20)[1/s], K2 = diag(100)[1/s2], and Km f = Ks f = 0. We 
added identification errors of +10% and —10% to the dynamic param-
eters of master and slave arms respectively which are used in eqs.(5.15) 
and (5.16). The sampling time is 10[msec]. 
  Next, in order to apply the control scheme for isomorphic config-

uration arms, we change the initial posture and base position of the 

master and slave arms so that the both arms coincide with the opera-

tor's initial posture. Fig.5.5 shows the responses of the system under 

the control scheme of eqs.(5.35) and (5.36). The control parameters are 
Fl = diag(20)[1/s], r2 = diag(100)[1/s2], and rm f = rs f = 0. These 
simulation results show the validity of the proposed control schemes .

5.6 Design Guide of Master-Slave Arms

In the previous sections, we focused on the design of control schemes for 

master-slave manipulators . But there are other aspects which should be 
considered, such as workspace and singularity points which depend on 

the arm design. In this section , we focus on the arm design for master-
slave manipulators. Here , the arm design includes determination of the 
relative position between the operator and master arm

, and between th
e master arm and slave arm' . The quality of arm design influences 

  'Relative positi on between the master and slave arms is not the physical distance 
between two arms but the distance with respect to the common reference base
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considerably to the maneuverability of the system as well as the quality 

of control scheme does. As we designed each controller for different 

configuration arms and isomorphic configuration arms, the arm design 

and the controller design have a tight relation. 

  Certainly, dynamic property of the master and slave arms can be 

changed by the control schemes. If the ideal response III is achieved, the 

arm dynamics is completely canceled and it doesn't matter what kind 

of arm is used. However, the workspace and singularity points cannot 

be changed by the control scheme. The discussion of arm design is also 

applicable to the determination of intervenient impedance. One can set 

a suitable dynamic property of the  intervenient impedance as a virtual 

arm based on the result of this section.

5.6.1 Design Guide of Master Arms from the View-

     point of Manipulability for Operator 

In this subsection, we discuss a design guide of master arms from the 
viewpoint of maneuverability for operators. Let the situation shown in 
Fig.5.6 be considered, where the operator is manipulating the master 
arm by gripping the end tip of the master arm. In chapter 4, we have 

proposed a measure of master arm manipulability by extending the 
concept of dynamic manipulability measure as follows:

iud  JdetGGT if rank [ Jop Jm ] = n 

  = 

     0 if rank [ Jop Jm ] < n
(5.41)

G o JmMz1Jm(JopM1 JTp + JmMm1Jm)-1 JopMop TT 1 (5.42) 

TTap = diag(1/Top; max)(5.43) 

where Jop E Rn°pxn°P, Mop E $n0,Xn°p are the Jacobian matrix and 
inertia matrix of the operator respectively, regarding his arm as an nop 
DOF robotic arm. And Top,. represents the maximum value of the 
i-th joint torque of the operator. The measure of iud represents the 

coordinates. Therefore, in the case of isomorphic configuration arms, the relative 

position is always zero although the slave arm is existing at remote site far from 
the master arm.
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degree of realizable acceleration of the operator hand tip holding the 
master arm under the restriction of maximum joint torque. The value 
of  wd is proportional to the volume of ellipsoid in R" which can be 
made from all the set of realizable acceleration vectors of the operator 
hand tip holding the master arm. Therefore if the value of iud is large, 
the manipulability of master arm is high at that point. 

  However the measure of Thd evaluates only the volume of ellipsoid 
and it cannot evaluate such a directional property that the operator 
can move his arm easily in a certain direction but cannot in another 
direction. Then we proposed the following index which evaluates sim-
ilarity between the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid of the operator 
holding the master arm and the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid of 
the operator holding nothing. This index is based on the idea that an 
ideal master arm is a massless arm so that the operator does not feel 
the existence of the master arm.

Pm =
tr(GG P)

tr(G0 G ,) (5.44)

              G0P°=JOMopTTp(5.45) 

where Goo corresponds to G when Mm = o. The index value pm is in 

the range of 0 < pm < 1 and it can be said that the more the index p m 
is close to 1, the better manipulability the master arm has . 

  Here we will apply the proposed index to the evaluation of inertia 

term of the intervenient impedance. If we set A = 0(11 = o) or suffi-
ciently small in eqs.(5.20) and (5.21) (eqs.(5.39) and (5.40)), the total 
system behave as if only the intervenient impedance

, which is described 
by eq.(5.18) (eq.(5.37)), exists between the operator and environment. 
Therefore, the above discussion can be applied to the evaluation of the 
inertia term of intervenient impedance by supposing that the operator 
holds the intervenient impedance as a virtual arm. 

  In the discussion of chapter 4, the best type of master arm is the 
isomorphic configuration type which just align with the operator's arm 
as shown in Fig.5.7(a) . This result can be straightforwardly applied to 
the case of intervenient impedance . This type of intervenient impedance 
can be realized easily in the case of isomorphic configuration arms .
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operator

slave

environment

Fig ure 5.8  : Slave arm interacting with environment

5.6.2

Next  we  discuss 

interaction with environments. First, suppose the situation where the 

slave arm runs into the environment. The relation between the impulse 

and hand tip velocity is given by 

v — vo = —W,s(5.46) 

W, = J,MT 1Js(5.47) 
where vo is the approaching velocity of the hand tip and v is the re-

bound velocity from the environment. The impulse that the slave arm 

applies to the environment is represented by s. If the collision is per-

fectly non-elastic and W, is non-singular, the impulse s can be obtained 

from vo. 

s = Ws 1vo(5.48) 
When the arm is in singularity point, W1 does not exist. This state is 

a sort of statically indeterminate situations and s cannot be obtained

Design Guide of Slave Arms from the View-

point of Interaction with Environments 

 iscuss a design guide of slave arms from the viewpoint of the 
.1 with environments . First, suppose the situation where the 
runs into the environment. The relation between the impulse
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from only Do. Next, let the situation shown in Fig.5.8 be considered 

where the operator holds the slave arm directly and the slave arm col-

lides with the environment. In this case, the generalized inverse inertia 

matrix is given as follows:

 W  Wop(Wo1 +Ws)-1W, (5.49)

W op

A 'T°PMopTT (5.50)

In the same way as in the previous subsection, if the shape of ellipsoid 

made from W is similar to the ellipsoid made from W02, the impulse 

against the environment and the direction of rebound after the collision 

would be similar to the case when the operator arm itself collides with 

the environment. Then the operator's strange feel could be minimized 

even at the unexpected collision. 

  In order to evaluate the similarity of the ellipsoid, we can use the 

same equation as eq.(5.44).

p3 =
tr(WW P)

tr(W0PWT )oP (5.51)

The index value, p, is also in the range of 0 < p, < 1, and the more p, 

is close to 1, the better the slave arm is. 

  In the above discussion, we supposed that the operator holds the 

slave arm directly. Of course, the operator cannot hold the slave arm 

directly which exists in the remote site. But these discussion can also be 

applied to the determination of intervenient impedances by supposing 

that the virtual arm collides with the environment and the operator 

holds this virtual arm directly. Similarly the isomorphic configuration 

arm of exoskeleton type which aligns with the operator arm shows a 

good evaluation of p,. 

  In the multiple DOF case, it is difficult to choose many parameters 

of the intervenient impedance appropriately, whereas one DOF inter-

venient impedance has only three parameters. The indices pm and p, 

shown above would be design guides to choose the inertia term of the 

intervenient impedance.
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5.6.3 Design Guide from the Viewpoint of Workspace 

Next, we discuss a design guide of arms from the viewpoint of workspace. 
Master-slave systems are composed by the operator, master arm and 
slave arm. Therefore, workspace of the system is determined by the 
intersection of these workspace.

 Tniss = Top n W'm n `I's (5.52)

where 0,n .ss, Top, and and Ts represent the workspaces of master-slave 

system, operator, master arm, and slave arm respectively. Obviously, 

expansion of the workspace of only one arm does not affect efficiently 

to the expansion of the workspace of the total system. Of course, the 

relative position between the operator and the master arm and between 

the master and slave arms affect to 41m,ss. When we want to use fully 

the original workspace of the operator, the master and slave arms must 

have a wider workspace than that of the operator's. 

  In the same way, singularity points of master-slave systems are given 

by 

0mss = 0o U Om U Os(5.53) 

where 1ms$ denotes all the set of singularity points of the master-slave 

system. And 0op, 0,,, ,, and 0s denote all the set of singularity points of 

operator, master arm, and slave arm in 4'mss • Among the singularity 

points of the system, serious ones are singularity points of the master 
and slave arms. At these points, the operator cannot move his arm 

in all directions while he can move in all direction originally. This 

singularity point may spoil the maneuverability for the operator.

5.6.4 Design Examples of Master-Slave Arms 

Considering the above discussions, we designed experimental master-
slave arms shown in Fig.5.9. Both the master and slave arms have 3 
DOF and they have isomorphic configurations . Its arm configurations 
were determined by projecting the human arm configuration onto a 
horizontal plane. 

  There are several variations of relative position between the operator 
and master arm, and between the master arm and slave arm . One way
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is that the operator holds the master arm so that his arm is just on the 
master arm and the relative position between master arm slave arms set 
to zero. In this case, the control schemes for isomorphic configurations 
can be used and it has some advantages as follows: 

  • Workspace of the system is the same as the original workspace 
    of the operator and singularity points of the system are also the 

    same as the operator's ones. 

  • The index values ,  pm and ps, can be made large by setting ap-

    propriate intervenient virtual arm.

5.7 Conclusion

The main results of this chapter can be summarized as follows:

• The concept of ideal kinesthetic coupling has been extended to the 

 multiple DOF case. Control schemes realizing the ideal responses 

 have been proposed for two cases; different configurations and 

 isomorphic configurations. 

• The validity of the proposed control schemes has been confirmed 

 by simulations. 

• Design guides of the master and slave arms have been discussed 

 from several aspects such as the manipulability for the operator, 

 interaction with the environments, and the workspace. These 

 guides can also be used for determining the inertia parameters of 
 the intervenient impedances.



Chapter 6

EXPERIMENTAL 

RESULTS BY A 

MASTER-SLAVE SYSTEM

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we discuss a prototype master-slave system which was 
built for experiments, and show experimental results obtained by using 
this system. The master and slave arms are 3 DOF planar type ma-
nipulators with direct-drive motors at each joint. They were designed 
according to the design guides discussed in chapters 4 and 5. 

  Experiments were done for a one DOF system by using only one 

joint of the arms. Validity of the control schemes proposed in chap-
ter 3 for realizing the ideal responses is examined experimentally by 
comparing to several conventional control schemes.

6.2 Design of Experimental Arm

6.2.1 Policy of Arm Design 

The following policies are adopted for designing the master and slave 
arms.

111
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     (i) Direct-drive motors are used because of their good control-
       lability of torque; 

   (ii) Planar 3 DOF arms (2 DOF for position, 1 DOF for orien-
       tation) are selected as the master and slave arms to simplify 

        the mechanism; 

   (iii) Configurations of master and slave arms are isomorphic so 
       that they can be used as an exoskeleton type manipulator; 

   (iv) Motor size must be chosen so that the system can perform 
       tasks with fast and quick motions by the operator. 

If we follow the policy (iv), total weight of the arm may become large. 
However, we do not care so much about making the arm lighter , since 
the dynamics compensation is possible by control.

6.2.2 Choice of the Motor Size

According to the policy (iv), we first estimate the performance of hu-
man arms. Human arm is modeled as a planar 3 DOF arm as shown in 
Fig.6.1. Parameters of the estimated model are shown in Table 6 .1. 
For estimating the arm model, we just set  ml and m2 from the roughly 
measured values of several men. Inertia and location of the center of 

gravity of each link are determined by assuming that mass of each link is 
uniformly distributed. The maximum torque at each joint is about half 
of the actually measured value. Fig.6.2 shows the dynamic manipula-
bility ellipsoid and dynamic manipulability measure[88] obtained from 
the parameters in Table 6.1 . From Fig.6.2, maximum acceleration of 
the hand tip is about 100m/s2. We actually measured the maximum 
acceleration by holding an accelerometer and it was 100 ti 170m/s2. 
Considering that the estimated maximum torque is about half of the 

measured value, it shows the validity of the estimated model in Table 

6.1. 

  According to the policy (iii), the configurations of the experimental 
arms are determined so that they have the same configuration as that 

of the human arm model in Table 6 .1. We use the frameless motors 

(built-in DD series) produced by SHIN MEIWA Industry Co. Ltd. This 
series has a variety of sizes and have a good linearity of torque -current 
relation.
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Figure 6.1: Operator arm model in a horizontal plane

Table 6.1: Parameters of the operator arm model

II link 1 link 2 wrist

 lZ [m] I 0.25 0.30

1g [m] I 0.125 0.15

mi [kg] I 1.5 1.5

Ii [kg m2] I 0.0078 0.0113

Tx max [N m] I 15 10 6
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Table 6.2: Specifications of the motors

joint 1 joint 2 joint 3

motor type  B 18-64 B 18-38 B09-25

instantaneous max. torque (Nm) 109 62 5.3

rating torque (Nm) 36 21 1.9

torque ripple*1 (%) 0.3 0.3 0.3

max. rotational speed (rpm) 120 120 500

rotor inertia (kgm2) 2.5 x 10-3 1.5 x 10-3 7.8 x 10-5

weight*2 (kg) 8.3 5.4 1.0

*1: ripple of cogging torque *2: in frameless case

  In order to cope with quick motions of human, it is desirable that 
the dynamic manipulability of the designed arm coincides with that 
of the operator as close as possible. We will choose the motor size of 
each joint so that the dynamic manipulability becomes similar to that 
in  Fig.6.2. First, the motor whose maximum torque is around 6[Nm] 
is chosen for the wrist joint (joint 3). For elbow and shoulder joints 
(joints 1 and 2), however, the maximum acceleration of the tip would 
be smaller than that of human, even if the motors which have the same 

maximum torque as that in Table 6.1 were used, because the weight 

of arm may be much heavier than human arm. Fig.6.3 shows the 

dynamic manipulability of the designed arm using appropriate motors 

where mass and inertia of the wrist motor, the mass and inertia of each 

link estimated from the material (aluminum), and the mass and inertia 
of motors at joints 1 and 2 corresponding to the chosen motor size were 
taken into account. Specifications of the chosen motors are shown in 
Table 6.2.

  Fig.6.4 shows the dimensions of the designed arms and Table 6.3 
shows their specifications. Although the basic design is used for both 
the master and slave arms, we changed the link assignments upside-
down between the master and slave arms so that the operator can grip 
the tip of master arm and the slave arm can easily reach objects on the 
base table.
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Table 6.3: Specifications of the designed DD-arm

DOF 3

link length  link 1 250mm

link 2 300mm

motion range

joint 1 ±160°

joint 2 ±160°

joint 3 no restriction

resolution
joint 1 2.7arc sec

joint 2 2.7arc sec

joint 3 64.8arc sec

elmum 9m/sec
maximum payload 2kg

6.3 Experiment

6.3.1 Experimental System

We constructed a master-slave system using the two DD-arms discussed 

above. Figs.6.5 and 6.6 show the schematic and overview of the exper-

imental system respectively. We name this experimental master-slave 

system "RATSU-WAN" that means outstanding ability in Japanese. 

Each motor is independently driven by a motor driver. Electric power 

is supplied to each motor driver from the power-supply board in which 

an emergency brake and circuit breakers are built. Controller is a per-

sonal computer with 32-bit 80386/80387 CPU (20MHz), and the torque 
 command is sent to each motor driver through a D/A converter. En-

coder pulse signal of each joint can be obtained from an output terminal 
of each motor driver. These pulse signals are sent to a pulse counter 
board which is built in the personal computer. 

  Velocity information at each joint is obtained by combining the fol-
lowing two methods in order to get sufficient resolution in both low 
velocity region and high velocity region; counting the number of clock 
pulses during the interval of the encoder pulses and taking the differ-
ence of encoder pulse counter in each sampling period. To make the
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deference operation exact, we set the sampling period exactly constant 

by using a timer interrupt procedure. 

  A six-axis force/torque sensor produced by OMRON Co. Ltd. is 
attached to the tip of each arm. Its specification is shown in Table 6.4. 

Force/torque signals are amplified and sent to the personal computer 
through an A/D converter.

6.3.2 Tasks in the Experiment 

We experiment with a one DOF system where only the elbow joint 
(joint 21 of Pach arm is used. The shoulder joint is mechanically fixed. 
The wrist joint is not fixed so that the operator can always grip the arm 
tip firmly. Fig.6.7 shows the experimental set up of one DOF system. 

  The following three tasks are used in the experiment.

[Task 1] 
    There is no object at the slave side. The operator maneuvers the 

   system so that the tip of the slave arm follows a lighted LED on 
    the table as shown in Fig.6.8. There are three LEDs on the table 

   and the lighted one is changed periodically.
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Table 6.4  : Specifications of th

           CHAPTER 6 

e force/torque sensor

rating

load

 FF, F9, F2 10kgf

I1%, My, M2 80kgfcm

linearity ±0.3%

hysteresis ±0.3%

temperature drifting f0.2%/°C
resolution ±0.1%

coupling less than ±10%

allowable over-load 500%

[Task 2] 
    An aluminum plate is firmly fixed on the table by cramps as 

    shown in Fig.6.9. The operator makes the slave arm collide with 

    the plate and push the plate. Since the tip of the slave arm is 

    also made of aluminum, the contact becomes the most critical 

    one, "hard contact" [33]. 

[Task 3] 
    A sponge is set at the slave side as shown in  Fig.6.10. The 

    operator push the sponge through the system and examines how 
    well he can feel the impedance of the sponge. 

6.3.3 Control Schemes 

We tried three conventional control schemes; symmetric position servo 
type, force reflection type, and force reflecting servo type. These control 
schemes and the values of gains are as follows: 

  [Symmetric position servo type] 

Tom,, = If ,(X— ±m) + Kp(x. — Xrn) 
Ts = Kv(im,—xs)+hp(Xm—Xs) 

Kt, = 163.5[Ns/m], KP = 1406.1[N/m]
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Tm — ,fs 
Ts = Kv(xm — xs) + I1p(xm — X 

Kv = 163.5[Ns/m], Kp = 1406.1[N/m] 

[Force reflecting servo type]

TM = ,fs+Kf(Js—fm) 
                                                 r Ts — Kv(xm — is) +I1p(xm — is) 

Kv = 163.5[Ns/m], Kp = 1406.1[N/m], Kf = 0.3 

where xm = 12 x 9m and x,3 = 12 x 9,s are equivalent hand tip displace-
ments of the master and slave arms, 9m and 95 denote the joint angles, 
and l2 = 0.3[m] is the link length. The equivalent driving forces at the 
tip Tm, and Ts are finally converted to the joint torques.
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Figure 6.8

 

:  Task

Figure 6.9

 

:  Task  2

Figure 6.10: Task 3
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  The proposed control scheme in chapter 3 can be represented by the 

following form: 

[Proposed type]

 T,n = IcMxm,s + Kv(xs —gym,) + K2(xs — xm) + ,fms 
Ts = KMxms + Kv(xm — is) + Kp(xm — xs) — fms

K„ = 163.5[Ns/m], Kp = 1406.1[N/m] 

where M is the equivalent mass obtained from inertia around the joint 
2 and its identified value is 5.48[kg], and K denotes the coefficient of 
dynamics compensation. The above control scheme corresponds to 

eqs.(3.22) and (3.23) when mm = ms = M, kl = 2K„/M, k2 = 2Kr/M, 
bm = b5 = 0, a=0, kmf=ks1=0, m=2(M—KM) and b=c=0. 
And it can realize the ideal response I. 

  When ic = 1.0, the above scheme cancels all of the arm dynamics and 

it realizes the ideal response III. When 0 < ic < 1.0, the intervenient 

inertia m = 2(M — KM) is realized and the system response becomes 
the ideal response I. 

  Acceleration signals of the both arms are obtained by numerically 
differentiating the velocity signals. The differentiated data is pass 
trough a digital filter whose cut-off frequency is 19.8Hz. As discussed in 
subsection 3.2.4, it is impossible to set K = 1.0 because the acceleration 
is measured at the joint. Theoretically, we can set ic as close to 1.0 as 
we want. However, ,c = 0.8 was the actual upper bound to keep the 

good responses due to the delay of acceleration signals. Therefore, we 
examined three cases when ,c = 0.0, ,c = 0.5, and K = 0.8 in the exper-
iments. Especially when K = 0.5, the intervenient inertia becomes just 
the same as that of the original arm, and the apparent inertia for the 
operator becomes the same value as that in case of the force reflection 
type. Sampling time was 1.68msec for all cases.

6.3.4 Experimental Results 

From Figs.6.11 through 6.22 show experimental results for three tasks 
under the conventional three control schemes and the proposed schemes 
with different values of K.
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   In Task 1, as shown in Fig.6.11, there are some over-shoot of the 
slave arm position response with respect to that of the master when the 
conventional schemes are applied. In this task, the force of the master 
side becomes just the force error because no force is applied at the slave 
side. But small force at the slave side can be seen due to the inertia 
of the tip part of the slave arm. In Fig.6.13, we can see the difference 
of the maximum force at the master side among the three conventional 
schemes. The operator feels large inertia when the symmetric position 
servo type is applied and he can maneuver the system easier when force 
reflection type and force reflecting servo type are applied. 

   In the case of proposed schemes, the position responses of the master 
and slave arms shown in Fig.6.12 are almost equal, since they satisfy 
the condition of the ideal response I irrespective of the values of K. 
When is = 0.0 in the proposed control scheme, the operator feels the 
intervened inertia which has twice amount of inertia of the original 
arm. And the apparent inertia becomes very heavy as well as the case 
of symmetric position servo. However, by canceling the dynamics of 
the two arms by setting is = 0.5 and tc = 0.8, the force at the master 
side becomes smaller and the system response becomes near the ideal 
response III. 

   In Task 2, there is more remarkable difference between the con-
ventional control schemes and the proposed scheme. In every case of 
the conventional schemes, large position error appears when the slave 
makes contact with the object. Since all of the conventional schemes 

generate the force of the slave arm based on the position errors be-
tween the master and slave, it is necessary to make the feedback gain 
infinitely large in order to make the position error zero . Practically, 
however, large gains may cause instability of the system . Especially in 
the case of force reflecting servo , the force response sometimes became 
oscillatory and the system became nearly unstable . 

  In all the cases of proposed schemes, the position error between the 
master and slave arms is almost zero even when the slave arm collide 
with the object, because they satisfy the condition of the ideal response 
I. The operator can feel a "rigid wall" realistically by the proposed 
schemes. Theoretically speaking , the force error at the contact state 
becomes zero in all the cases when is = 0.0, is = 0.5, and is = 0.8, 
because the system has no acceleration under the constraint by the
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object. However, the actual force response in Fig.6.18 has large error 
even in the steady contact state. This  kind of error also occurs in the 
case of conventional schemes as shown in Fig.6.17. These force errors 
are caused by insufficient adjustment of the motor drivers. We believe 
that these force errors will be solved by adjusting the motor drivers 

properly. 
  It should be noted that, even by the conventional schemes, the oper-

ator can perceive the instant of the contact from the sound and impulse 
of the contact reflected to the master arm. It means that there is a pos-
sibility to make the operator feel the the object more realistically by 
modifying the reflected force signal and by providing other information 
such as sound. This point should be studied in the future. 

  In Task 3, the operator exerted force periodically against the sponge. 
And we checked how realistically the dynamic response of the object 
is reflected to the operator. In the case of symmetric position servo, 
dynamic property of the sponge is completely hidden in the dynamics 
of the master and slave arms, and the operator cannot feel the char-
acteristic of the sponge. This fact can be seen from Fig.6.21 where 
the phase of force responses is different between the master and slave. 
The responses are improved by the force reflection type and improved 
more by the force reflecting servo type. However, the difference of force 
responses is still large due to the operator's motion in high frequency. 

  On the other hand, when k = 0.0 in the proposed control scheme, 
the operator cannot feel the object realistically as well as the symmetric 

position servo type, since both of the arm inertia intervene between 
the operator and object. However, when rc = 0.5 and is = 0.8, the 
difference of force response becomes smaller due to the cancellation of 
the dynamics of two arms. Especially when is = 0.8, the operator could 
feel a delicate instant of contact with the sponge.

6.4 Conclusion

The main results of this chapter are summarized as follows:

• We designed experimental 3 DOF arms with direct-drive motors 

 based on the design guides shown in chapters 4 and 5.
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• A master-slave system was constructed using the designed arms 

 and a 32-bit personal computer.

• In the experiment, the control schemes proposed in chapter 3 for 

 realizing the ideal responses were compared to the conventional 

 control schemes in the one DOF case. The validity of the proposed 

 control schemes was confirmed experimentally.
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UNIFIED COMPUTATION 

OF KINEMATICS AND 

DYNAMICS FOR ROBOT 

MANIPULATORS

7.1 Introduction

The dynamic control is one of the methods which realize a fast and 

accurate control of the motion and force of robot manipulators[83][89]. 
The dynamic control method generates the joint driving force based 
on the explicit consideration of the manipulator dynamics. However, it 
has been difficult to perform the dynamic control in real time by using 
presently available microcomputers since it requires a huge amount of 
computation. 
  Another method to compensate for the manipulator dynamics is 
the feedforward scheme that compensates for the manipulator dynam-
ics in the feedforward path using the desired trajectory, whereas the 
dynamic control (alias Computed-Torque Scheme) uses the dynamics 
in the feedback loop for linearization and decoupling[52]. Khosla[52] 
compared the performance experimentally between the dynamic con-

trol and feedforward dynamics compensation and showed that there is 

no remarkable difference if the dynamic model is accurate enough. If

139
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the desired trajectory is given in advance, the feedforward compensa-
tion can be realized by an  off-line computation for which the perfor-
mance of the computer is not so serious. In controlling the master-slave 
manipulators, however, there is no specific desired trajectory. Conse-

quently, the on-line computation is the only way to compensate for the 
manipulator dynamics of the master and slave arms. 

   In order to realize the real time control, the computation speed 
must be improved, and the formulation of an efficient algorithm is an 
important approach. So far, studies on the efficient computations of 
robot manipulators have been focused mainly on the inverse dynamics 

(ID) problem, and the recursive computational schemes based on the 
Newton-Euler equation by Luh et al.[54] and based on the Lagrangian 
equation by Hollerbach[40] are well known. 

   However, the dynamic control in Cartesian space requires not only 

ID computation but also direct kinematics (DK) and inverse kinemat-
ics (IK) computations. Luh et al.[55] proposed the resolved acceler-
ation control which is a formulation of dynamic control in Cartesian 

space. Thomas et al.[86] proposed a unified computational approach 
for the inertia matrix and Coriolis and centrifugal force term based on 

the computation of the Jacobian matrix, but they did not consider so 

much about the computational efficiency . Concerning the efficient algo-

rithms for DK and IK, Orin et al.[67] proposed an efficient algorithm of 
the Jacobian matrix, and Takase[84] showed a vector formulation with 
respect to the base coordinates. 

  These computational algorithms may certainly be efficient individ-

ually. However, these computations may include computational dupli-

cation among them, and the total computation of DK , IK, and ID may 
not be the most efficient in the case when all of DK , IK and ID com-
putations are necessary. Concerning the idea of unifying kinematics 
and dynamics computations, Hollerbach et al.[41] showed a customized 
algorithm for RPPRPR type rotational joint manipulators where their 
wrist joints intersects at one point such as the PUMA type. They com-
bined the closed solutions of DK and 1K with the recursive algorithm 
for ID. For general case, Mudge et al.[60] yielded algorithms for the 
Jacobian matrix and the term of squared velocity from the forward 

computation part of the ID algorithm , and showed an approach which 
unifies the ID computation also. Wang et al.[90] showed an efficient al-
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gorithm for computing the Jacobian matrix and ID. These approaches 
are based on the idea to eliminate the duplication among DK,  IK, and 
ID computations, but these studies do not consider all of the kinematic 
computations which are necessary for the dynamic control in Cartesian 
space. 

  In this chapter, we clarify the total computational complexity for the 
dynamic trajectory control and force control of robot manipulators, and 
discuss the possibility of the real time computation of the uncustomized 
and versatile algorithms. First of all, all the algorithms of DK, IK and 
ID which are necessary for dynamic control are represented in a unified 
recursive way in order to show the duplication explicitly. Especially 
ID and the term related to the derivative of the Jacobian matrix are 
formulated so that they may include as many common calculations as 

possible. The total computational complexity is reduced by eliminating 
the duplication of the algorithms. It is shown that 42% of multiplica-
tions and 33% of additions are reduced compared to the case without 
eliminating the duplication. The proposed algorithm, called the unified 
computation of kinematics and dynamics, is an efficient formulation of 
not only ID but also DK and IK without customizing. 

  The uncustomized algorithms are certainly less efficient than the 
customized one from the viewpoint of the computational complexity. 
However the uncustomized algorithms can be applied to any type of 
manipulators without changing the algorithms. This feature is very 
important when many types of slave arms and master arms are con-
trolled by the same controller. This algorithm would be useful not 
only for master-slave systems but also for general purpose controllers 
or dynamic simulators for any kind of robot manipulators.

7.2 Nomenclature

Symbols used in this chapter are defined as follows:

   E R3x3 rotation matrix 

E H3: position vector from the origin of the (i —1)-th link 
            frame to the origin of the i-th link frame
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  twist angle, the Denavit-Hartenberg parameter 

: joint distance, the Denavit-Hartenberg parameter 

: link length, the Denavit-Hartenberg parameter 

: joint angle, the Denavit-Hartenberg parameter 

: number of DOF 

: joint variable vector 

: manipulation variable vector which describes po-
  sition and orientation of the end-effector 

               T r     LrTro] 
  position vector of the hand tip (the origin of the 

  n-th link frame) 
  orientational vector of the hand tip (orientation of 

  the n-th link frame) 
. orientational matrix of the hand tip 

  oA n _oA11A2 ... n-1An 
. desired trajectory of the hand tip 

: linear velocity vector of the i-th link converted to 
  the origin of the n-th link frame 

: angular velocity vector of the i-th link 

: linear acceleration vector of the gravity center of 
  the i-th link 

  Jacobian matrix 

  the i-th column linear velocity element vector 

  the i-th column angular velocity element vector 

[Pi/32"-Pa     linear block of the Jacobian matrix 

  [7172 • • • 7n]; angular block of the Jacobian matrix 

 position vector from the origin of the i-th link 
  frame to the origin of the n-th link frame
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 m, 

Ii E $3x3 

siER3

tiER3

Fi E R3

NiER3

Fi E R3

NiER3

fiER3

niER3

r E R"` 

Ti 

bi 

ER3 

zi E R3 

E3 E R3x3

: mass of the i-th link 

  inertia matrix of the i-th link about its gravity 

  center 

: position vector from the origin of the i-th link 

  frame to the gravity center of the i-th link 

: position vector from the origin of the n-th link 

  frame to the gravity center of the i-th link 

: total force vector exerted on the i-th link at the 

  gravity center of the i-th link 

  total moment vector exerted on the i-th link at the 

  gravity center of the i-th link 
: total force vector exerted on the i-th link which 

  exerting point is converted to the origin of the n-

  th link frame 

. total moment vector exerted on the i-th link which 

  exerting point is converted to the origin of the n-th 

  link frame 

: force vector exerted on the i-th link by the (i —1)-
  th link at the origin of the (i — 1)-th link frame 

: moment vector exerted on the i-th link by the (i — 
  1)-th link at the origin of the (i — 1)-th link frame 

: joint driving force/torque vector 

. force/torque of the i-th joint 

. viscous friction coefficient of the i-th joint 

. gravity acceleration vector 

: unit vector in the direction of the z-axis of the i-th 
  link frame 

. 3 x 3 unity matrix

  The definition of the link frames is conformed to the Denavit-

Hartenberg notation[18][69]. We assume that each link of the manip-
ulator is connected serially. There are four parameters which specify 
the kinematic relation of each link such as ai, di, ai and 0i as shown in 
Fig.7.1. These parameters are called the link parameters. When the 
i-th joint is a rotational joint, ai, di and ai are constant, and Bi becomes
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 di

Figure 7.1:

link

 yi-1

ai.Zi

oint

Xi

+1

joint i  x. 

Link parameters by Denavit-Hartenberg notation

a variable. On the other hand, when the i-th joint is a prismatic joint, 
ai, ai and 8i are constant, and di becomes a variable. We define the 

element of the joint variable vector q°_ [ qi • • q,, ]T as follows: 

0i (ifR)      _(7 .1)                 qzd
i(ifP) 

where (ifR) means the case when the joint is rotational and (ifP) means 
the case when the joint is prismatic. 

  The coordinate transformation matrix from the i-th link coordinates 
to the (i — 1)-th link coordinates is denoted as follows: 

                 cos Bi — sin 8i cos ai sin B, sin ai 
i-lA i = sin 8i cos 8i cos ai — cos 8i sin ai (7.2) 

            0sin aicos ai 

A vector with reference to the i-th link coordinates is transformed to the 

vector with reference to the (i — 1)-th link coordinates by multiplying 
j-'A , from the left side. The position vector from the (i — 1)-th link
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Acceleration 

Generator

 q  adi
I.D. Robot

         Figure 7.2: Block diagram of dynamic control 

frame to the i-th link frame with reference to the i-th link coordinates 

is represented as follows: 

2p
,* = [ ai di sin ai di cos ai ]T(7.3) 

Hereafter the left-super-script of vectors denotes the link coordinates 

which describes the vector and when the vector is represented with 

reference to the base coordinates, the super-script becomes 0.

7.3 Necessary Computations for Dynamic 

     Control 

The block diagram of the dynamic control is shown in Fig.7.2. The 
acceleration generator block generates the joint acceleration vector gads 
and the ID block calculates the joint driving force/torque T which re-
alizes the specified joint acceleration at the current state q and q. In 
order to calculate gadj, we use the resolved acceleration control proposed 
by Luh et al.[55] and the adjusted acceleration vector of the hand tip 
is given as follows: 

adj = id + K1(9'd — 9') + K2(rd — r)(7.4) 

where K1 and K2 are gain matrices. If these constant matrices are 

chosen so that eq.(7.4) becomes asymptotically stable, the hand tip
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vector r will converge into the desired vector  rd. The joint acceleration 
vector Qadj can be obtained by transforming this vector rad3 into the 
joint space as follows. 

  First, we will define the manipulation variable r in eq.(7.4) by its 
derivative r [61]. 

i =° [ °rT °u'T ]T(7.5) 

The relation between i' and q can be described by using the Jacobian 
matrix as follows: 

i = Jq(7.6) 

By differentiating eq.(7.6) with respect to time, we obtain 

r = Jq + Jq.(7.7) 

Substituting eq.(7.4) into eq.(7.7), and assuming that n = 6 and J is 
nonsingular for simplification, we obtain the following equation: 

gadj = J-1(3'd + K1(i'd — r) + K2(rd — r) — Jq) (7.8) 

For calculating gad) in eq.(7.8), if the algebraric solutions such as the 
Gaussian elimination are applied instead of the direct calculation of 

J-1, the computational complexity can be reduced considerably. 

  To deal with the case when n > 6 and the case of the singularity, one 

can apply the pseud inverse J#[62] and singularity robust inverse J*[63] 
respectively instead of J-1 in eq.(7.8). The manipulation variable r in 
eqs.(7.4) and (7.8) is the time integration of r defined in eq.(7.5). While 
the integration of the translational component of T means the position 

of the hand tip, the integration of the rotational component has no clear 

physical meaning. However, what we need in eq.(7.8) is not r itself but 
just the error vector rd — r. Luh et al.[55] specified the orientation 
component of the desired trajectory by the orientation matrix °And. 
And from the error matrix 

Anx Aox Aax 
A°An o °And°An = AnyAoyDay , (7.9) 

Anz Ao ,zAaz 

they defined orientational component °e0 of the error vector rd — r as 

follows: 

0eo °= 1/2[ Aoz — Aay Aa, — An, Any — Aox ]T (7.10)
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The error vector defined in  eq.(7.10) has the same direction as the 
equivalent rotation axis of A° And from the desired orientation °And 
to the current orientation °An, and its norm is equal to sin where q 
denotes the equivalent rotation angle. 

  By this formulation, the error vector rd — r can be obtained by 
calculating °rp (the position component of r) for position component 
of rd — r and °An for orientation component of rd—r. Comparing with 

the Euler angles or the roll-pitch-yaw angles[69], this representation of 
the orientation is advantageous because it has no singularity caused by 

the mathematical representation and requires no inverse trigonometric 

functions. 

  From the above discussion, the required computation for the dy-

namic control can be summarized as follows: 

    (1) computation of r, that is, °r1, and °An, 

   (ii) computation of r, 

   (iii) computation of J, 

   (iv) computation of Jq, 

    (v) computation of 4dd3 in eq.(7.8) as an algebraric equation, 

   (vi) computation of inverse dynamics. 
The computation (v) depends on whether system is redundant or not 
and the control strategy. Furthermore, it is a pure algebraic computa-

tion and has little physical relationship to the other computations. For 

these reasons, we will neglect (v) in this chapter. In the next section, 
we discuss the computations (i) through (iv) and (vi). The computa-
tion (i), (ii) and (iii) are classified into DK, the computation (iv) into 
IK, and the computation (vi) into ID.
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7.4 Unified Computation of Kinematics 

     and Dynamics 

7.4.1 Computation of DK 

Computation of  °rj and °An 

In this subsection, we show the algorithms to compute the position 
vector °rp and the orientation matrix °An. First, the matrix °An can 
be calculated by the following recursive procedure: 

oAi = oAi_ii-iAi(7.11) 

where the initial condition is °A0 = E3. The vector °rp can be obtained 

by the following equations iterating from i = n to 1. 

°p = 0AiiP:(7.12) 
                                     = °hi + °P2(7 .13) 

where the initial condition of eq.(7.13) is °hn = o, and °r7 is obtained 
by the terminal condition 0r7, = °h0. The computational process is 

shown in Fig.7.3(a). 

Computation of J 

As for the computation of the Jacobian matrix, we use the algorithm 

proposed by Orin and Schrader[67]. Let the Jacobian matrix be repre-
sented as follows: 

J = f o/31 0f32opn(7 .14) o7
1 072 • o7n 

Then, °/Oi and °7i are computed as follows: 

o °z.-1 = °Ai_1z-lzi-1 (ifR) 7
i —(7.15)                         (ifP) 

             opt —{°zi-10ht-1(ifP)(7.16)x 
where °-'zi_1 is a constant vector [ 0 0 1 ]T. Relations of these vec-
tors are shown in Fig.7.4 . The computational process of the Jacobian 
matrix is shown in Fig.7 .3(b).
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Computation of # 

The velocity vector= [ °vn °wn ]T is computed as follows. First, 
let the following values be defined: 

                       =Pigi         °(7.17)          Ai 

             07i =O7igi(7.18) 
Considering eq.(7.6), the translational and rotational components of 
°v

n and °wn, are calculated by the following recursive procedure: 

ovi = Ov~_1 + Dpi(7.19) 
                 o(1-2i = oi-1+°'7i(7.20) 

where the initial conditions are °vn = o and °wo = o. The vector °v: 
represents the linear velocity of the i-th link which reference point is 
converted to the hand tip as shown in Fig.7.5. The vector °on can 
be obtained from °vn = °v'. The computational process is shown in 
Fig.7.3(c).

7.4.2 Computation of IK 

Computation of Jq 
         • 

The vector..T4o[TT°wn]T can be interpreted as the hand tip 
acceleration when q = o from eq.(7.7). The translational and rotational 
components of this vector are calculated by the following equations: 

Own = E t(7.21) 
                                       i=1 

Own = E °ni (7.22) 
                                         i=1 

where °i and 071, are given by 

                 O i = (0Wi-1 °G7i) x °lair (7.23) 
                = °wi_1 x°7i.(7.24) 

In eqs.(7.23) and (7.24), the vectors O.-I& and °7i are already obtained in 
the computation of i'. The computational process is shown in Fig.7.3(d).
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 Di-1

(i+ 1)-th joint

h i-1

aj=Y;xh

end-effector

i-1

Figure 7.4 : Relations of O 3 L and 07 when the i-th joint is rotational

i-th joint

 m.

end-effector

Figure 7.5 : Translational velocity of the i-th 

 point is converted to the hand tip

link which reference
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Proof of  eqs.(7.21) and (7.22) 

The vector J4 can be represented in general by the fo 

J4 44T H-44

llowing equation[86]:

(7.25)

where H =° aJ/aq E gnxnxs is called the Hessian, and it can be 
regarded as an n x n matrix whose elements are six-dimensional vectors. 

Let the linear block and the angular block of H be represented by 

Hp=°aJp/aq E RnXnx3 and Ho=° (9,0/(9, E Rnxnx3 respectively. 
Then, °Y)„ and °ivn are represented as follows: 

°fin 4T Hpq(7.26) 

°CJn = 4T H04(7.27) 

  First, let us show that Hp is symmetric. From the definition of Hp 

and eq.(7.14), the (i, j) element vector of Hp when i < j, is calculated 
as follows. The following four cases must be considered according to the 
choice whether each of the i-th and j-th joints is rotational or prismatic. 
(i) i-th joint: rotational , j-th joint: rotational

(ii) i-th joint:

Hpi; = a°p; /aqi = °7= x °p;; 

prismatic , j-th joint: prismatic

Hpi,=ap,0/agi=0=07, X °p

(7.28)

since 07i = o; 

(iii) i-th joint: rotational , j-th joint: prismatic

Hpi.j = a003 /aqi = 07i x 003; 

                           prismatic , j-th joint: rotational

(7.29)

(iv) i-th joint:

Hpij =a0/37/aqi = 0 = 07i x °ft , 

The cases (iii) and (iv) occur only when i < j .

(7.30)

since °7i = o.

(7.31)
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  Similarly, when  i  > j , the (i, j) element of Hp can be calculated as 
follows: 

(1) i-th joint: rotational , j-th joint: rotational  

HPij = a°i3j/4% = a(°73 x °hj-1)/aei 

°=°7x(°7x(°1) 
07

3 x °Ai = HPji;(7.32) 

(ii) i-th joint: prismatic , j-th joint: prismatic  

HPij = a°p j l aqi = o 
= °7j x Opt =HPji,(7.33) 

since 07j = o; 

(iii) i-th joint: rotational , j-th joint: prismatic  

HPij = a°/ij/aqi = o 
                 = °7j x °pi = HPji,(7.34) 

since 07 j = o; 

(iv) i-th joint: prismatic , j-th joint: rotational  

HPij = 0°/33/0qi = 3(°7j x °hj-i)/adi 

              = 07j xa
adi                 (oh_1)=°7x 

       f3(7.35) 

These result shows that HP is symmetric. Consequently, from eq.(7.26), 
eq.(7.21) is proved as follows: 

n n 

°ilnEEHPt74i4j 
i=1 3=1 

n n i-1 

             = EHPii4?+2EEHPji434, 
i=1i=2 3=1
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 =  EL(2°Wi-1  + 07i4i) x °/3i4] 
i=1 

_Er~n                         Wi-1 + °wi) x °Pi4i] 
i=1 

E 04, (7.36) 

  On the other hand, the angular block Ho is not symmetric. It is 

calculated as follows: 

(i) i-th joint: rotational , j-th joint: rotational

(

                  o°7i3x °7•         Hoi3. =a7j /aqi= 

ii) i-th joint: prismatic , j-th joint: prismatic,

(i < 7) .

(iii) i-th joint: rotational , j-th joint: prismatic, and

(iv) i-th joint: prismatic , j-th joint: rotational

     Hoij = a°73Iagi =o = °7i x °73. (i < j) 
o(i> j) 

since 07i = o or 07j = 0. 

  Therefore, from eq.(7.27), eq.(7.22) is proved as follows: 

                      n n               °WnE E Hoii4i4j 
i=13.=1 

                                 n i-1 
                00 

                       (7.i x7;)43.44; 
i=13.=1 

E(•13Ws-1 x °7i4i) 
i=1 

= E 
i=1 

In eqs.(7.36) and (7.39), °WO = o is considered.

(7.37)

(7.38)

(7.39)

111( 

is 

l&1 

oof IJ 

ul¢ 

moll 

it!

11

II
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7.4.3 Computation of ID 

The Newton-Euler recursive algorithm by Luh et al.[54] is well known 
as the most efficient algorithm for inverse dynamics. The algorithm is 

characterized by the fact that the physical values are calculated in the 

link coordinates. However, for finding the computational duplication, it 

seems to be more efficient if the physical values are described in the base 

coordinates, because the computations of DK and  IK in the previous 

subsections are performed in the base coordinates. In this subsection, 

we formulate a new algorithm of ID by representing the physical values 

of each link in the base coordinates and transforming the force and 

moment applied to each link into the equivalent force and moment at 

the hand tip. 

  First, the linear and angular accelerations of the i-th link are ob-

tained by the following equation:

o•I o•~ 00 vi =ji-i+Ai4i + i (7.40)
                °wi =°wi-i+°7i4i +°rii(7.41) 

Eqs.(7.40) and (7.41) can be derived from eqs.(7.7), (7.14), (7.21) and 
(7.22) by regarding 43 = q, = 0 for j = i + 1, ... , n. It should be 
noted that °vi is the linear acceleration of the i-th link which refer-
ence point is converted to the origin of the n-th link frame. Therefore, 
°vi can be interpreted as the linear acceleration of the hand tip when 

joints from (i + 1)-th to the n-th are rigidly fixed as shown in Fig.7.6. 
Eqs.(7.40) and (7.41) are mathematically equivalent to the differentia-
tion of eqs.(7.19) and (7.20) with respect to time, but it is not straight-
forward to derive eqs.(7.40) and (7.41) from these equations. 
  The linear acceleration at the gravity center of the i-th link is cal-

culated by 

            = °wi x °ti -} °wi x [°wi x °ti] + °vi +O.-4, (7.42) 

where °ti is the position vector from the origin of the n-th link frame 

to the gravity center of the i-th link which is calculated as follows: 

of = o$i _ ohi(7.43) 
ogi = oAiiSi(7.44)
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The last term of eq.(7.42) is necessary for considering the gravity effect. 
Accordingly, the equation of motion of the i-th link is represented as 

follows: 
= mi°~i(7.45) 

°N i = °`IitAo°wi °c..i x [°AiZIi2Ao°wi](7.46) 
Eqs.(7.40) through (7.46) are computed recursively from i = 1 to 

n. These equations corresponds to the forward part of the recursive 

algorithm by Luh et al. Hereafter, the backward part of the algorithm 

is considered. By representing the backward part of Luh's algorithm in 

the base coordinates, we obtain

° ni = °ni+1 +                                fi

=0fi+14_01r, 

         oooo~ ~i xfi+1+(pi + gz) x °Fi + °Ni,

(7.47)

(7.48)

a6Ql

and

Ti =

onTO . 1 + bi 9i = °nT °7
i

0fT °zi-1+bidi =0fT014

    (ifR)

+ bidi (ifP)
(7.49)

Of course, it is possible to calculate the joint driving force/torque by 
using eqs.(7.47) through (7.49). But, we will derive a new algorithm 
so that it may have more common computations. Let the force °F, 

and the moment °N, exerting on the gravity center of the i-th link be 

transformed equivalently to the force °Fi and the moment °N2 exerting 
at the origin of the n-th link frame. The relationship is described as 

follows: 
°Fi = °Fi(7.50) 

°N: = °N i + x °Fi(7.51) 
Then, the equilibrium equations of force and moment at the i-th joint 
corresponding to eqs.(7.47) and (7.48) are represented as follows:

Of °f
i+1+°Fi (7.52)

xn
i = °ni+1 + °1/ x ° 

_ °hi -1 x °fi + °
fi+1 + °hi-1 x °F + °NL 
ni+1 + °N: — hi x °f i+1 (7.53)
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where eq.(7.52) was considered to derive eq.(7.53). When the i-th 
joint is rotational, the following  equation is obtained by substituting 
eq.(7.53) into eq.(7.49). 

      Ti=°7T(Ohi-1x Oft + °ni+1 + °Ni Ohi X Of i+1) 
+big

 oN,k) bioi        =_ 07T (ohi_i x • Eti u 
k=ik=i 

     (n+11n+1         =IE °Fk)(°'Yi x °hi-1) + °7T E °Nk+biei 
     \\\ k=ik=a 

n+1 n+1 

       = 0 AT EOFk+07T EON,biQi 
k=ik=i 

Similarly, when the i-th joint is prismatic, the following 
obtained by substituting eq.(7.52) into eq.(7.49). 

          Ti = Of3T (Ofi+1 OFi) + bidi 
n+1          = OpT (E OF/k) 
k+bidi =i=il 

n+1n+1 

_ °pT E °Fk + 07T E °Nk biQi 
           k=ik=i 

In eqs.(7.54) and (7.55), the external force ° f n+l and momer 
are represented as °F;i+1 and °Nn+1 respectively. 
and (7.55) can be regarded that the i-th element of the joint 
force/torque vector calculated by the following equation: 

                                    T r= JT[ OFT °NLT ] -i- diag(bi)q 

where OFi and °Ni are defined by 
                                     n+1 

          a k~ 
k=i

        n+1 

ON:E ON/                      k.                      k. 

k=i

(7.54)

Cation is

(7.55)

                                           and It0nn+1 

y. Both 1s.(7.54) 
                                    of the joint driving

(7.56)

(7.57)

(7.58)
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 Eq.(7.56) is similar to the static relation between the external force/mo-
ment and joint force/torque. Eq.(7.56) can be interpreted as the com-
putation of the balancing force/torque at the i-th joint against the 
external force/moment °F4 and °Ni exerted at the hand tip in addi-
tion to the viscous friction term at the joint axis. The force/moment 
°F: and °Ni changes their values as the subscript i decreases from n 
to 1. This situation corresponds to the fact that the total force and 
moment at a link are supported only by the lower joints than that link. 
From eqs.(7.54) through (7.58), the i-th joint force/torque is calculated 
by the following equations:

Tt = OATOF + 07TONi + b=4t

o*of*o Ft=~'~+1 +F:

(7.59)

(7.60)
°NL = °N:+1 + °Ni(7 .61) 

The initial conditions of eqs.(7.60) and (7.61) are °FL = °f n+i and °N; = °nn+i respectively. The proposed algorithm of ID is the com-
putation using eqs.(7.50), (7.51), and (7.59) through (7.61) instead of 
(7.47) through (7.49). In this new algorithm, the Jacobian matrix can 
be used again at the backward part of the ID computation . The com-

putational process is shown in Fig.7.3(e).

7.4.4 Consideration of Computational Duplication 

In Fig.7.3, the equations marked by * mean the equations already cal-
culated in the previous computations. Therefore, they can be regarded 
as the computational duplication. The basic idea of the unified compu-
tation is to eliminate these duplicated calculation marked by *

, when DK
, IK and ID are computed at the same time in the dynamic control. 

  Another remarkable point of the proposed unified recursive algo-
rithm is that most of the equations in the algorithms can be used com-
monly whichever the joint type is rotational or prismatic. Only the diff

erences of the algorithm exist in eqs.(7.15) and (7.16). This charac-
teristic makes easy to code the program for computers espe

cially for the di
gital signal processors where only low level languages are available .
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Table 7.1: The numbers of 

 computationst

computations and the duplicated

 Mul. Add.
°r

p,°A,, I34n — 24 21n — 18

J 6n + (34n) + (-24) 3n + (21n) + (-18)
7' 6n + (40n) + (-24) 6n + (24n) — 6 + (-18)

Jq 12n + (46n) — 6 + (-24) 15n + (27n) — 15 + (-21)
ID 100n + (58n) — 6 + (-30) 91n + (36n) — 16 + (-27)

ID(Luh) 129n + (4n) — 18 106n — 20

Total 158n + (138n) — 36 + (-78) 136n + (84n) — 55 + (-66)
Total(Luh) 187n + (84n) — 48 + (-48) 151n + (48n) — 59 + (-39)

 Rotational joint  only, n: DOF, t n > 3 
(): duplicated computation 

Total: using ID, Total(Luh): using ID(Luh)

7.5 Discussion 

putations

on the Number of Com-

In this section, we show the number of computations necessary for the 

algorithms proposed in the previous sections and discuss the effect of 

eliminating the duplicated computation. 

  Table 7.1 shows the number of arithmetic operations for perform-

ing the proposed algorithms, where Add. means the number of addi-

tions and subtractions and Mul. means the number of multiplications. 

And ID indicates the algorithm for inverse dynamics proposed in the 

previous section and ID(Luh) indicates the recursive Newton-Euler al-
gorithm proposed by Luh et al.[54]. In the table, the numbers with 
parentheses imply the numbers of duplicated arithmetic operations, 
and Total and Total(Luh) mean the total number of arithmetic oper-
ations corresponding with ID and ID(Luh). In the evaluation of total 
number of operations, duplicated operations between the computations 

of r and Jacobian matrix are always eliminated because the algorithm 

of r is based on eq.(7.6) and the duplication with the computation of
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Table 7.2  Number o f arithmetic operations  (Mul

CHAPTER 7

. and Add.) for n = 6

 Mul. Add.

Total Total(LUh) Total Total(Luh)
Case A

Case B

Case C

1,662

912

704

1, 530

1, 074

630

1, 199

761

606

1, 096

847

457

 Total 

Total(Luh) 
Case A 

Case B 

Case C

: using ID 

: using ID(Luh) 
including duplication 

excluding duplication 

excluding duplication and considering 

ai = 0° or ±90° for the PUMA type 

manipulators

Jacobian matrix itself is obvious. From the table, one can find that the 
number of computations for DK, IK, and ID are efficiently reduced by 
eliminating the duplication. The proposed algorithm for ID requires 
more computations than the recursive algorithm by Luh et al. when 
only ID is calculated. However, it has much computational duplica-
tion with DK and IK, and the total number of computations becomes 
smaller than the total number when Luh's algorithm is used. 

  As for the computation of Jq, it can be conventionally obtained 

from the computation of the hand tip acceleration nr = [ n,bn "wn ]z 
when q = o and its transformation into the base coordinates, con-
sidering eq.(7.7), in the forward part of recursive algorithm of inverse 
dynamics[60]. Using the method proposed by Mudge et al.[60], it is 
required 372 multiplications and 306 additions when n = 6. On the 
other hand, the algorithm proposed here requires 318 multiplications 
and 216 additions where Jacobian matrix can be calculated simultane-
ously. Therefore, the proposed algorithm of Jq itself is also efficient. 

  Table 7.2 shows the total number of arithmetic operations in the 
case when n = 6. Case A is the case where the duplicated computations 
are included. Case B is the case where the duplicated computations are 
eliminated, and Case C is the case where the duplicated computation
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are eliminated and the algorithm is customized for the PUMA type ma-

nipulators by considering  ai = 0° or ±90°. It should be noted that the 

number of computations of eq.(7.8) for obtaining 4ad; is not included. 
The number of computations of eq.(7.8) is evaluated, for example, as 
139 multiplications, 6 divisions and 127 additions when n = 6 using 

eq.(7.10) for orientational error representation and Gaussian elimina-
tion is applied. Fig.7.7 is the graph of Table 7.2. In the Case B, 

the total number of computations when the proposed algorithm of ID 

is used becomes smaller than when the ID algorithm by Luh et al.[54] 
is used. Comparing to the Case A, the total number of computations 
can be reduced by 42% multiplications and 33% additions without cus-
tomizing the algorithms when the duplication is eliminated. 

  The number of computations becomes smaller when the algorithms 
are customized for the PUMA type manipulators by considering a, = 
0°, +90° in the Case C. It is interesting that the total number of com-

putations becomes smaller when the ID algorithm by Luh et al. is used 
than the case when the proposed ID algorithm is used. The reason is 
explained as follows. While the proposed algorithm uses °At and °pz 
often, the algorithm by Luh et al. uses 1-1A1 and `pz some of which 
elements become 1 or 0 by considering ati = 0° or +90°, and the num-
ber of computations is reduced. It should be noted that the unified 
computation is applied to the computations for kinematics even in this 
case and the duplication in the kinematic computations is eliminated.

7.6 Conclusion

We proposed a unified recursive formulation for DK, IK and ID which 
are necessary for dynamic trajectory control and dynamic force control 
of robot manipulators. Among the formulation, the algorithms of Jq 
and ID are new algorithms. Especially, the algorithm of Jq is efficient 
even for individual use. 

  The computational complexity of dynamic control of robot manip-
ulators was reduced by eliminating the duplicated computations in the 
algorithms. It was shown that 42% of multiplications and 33% of ad-
ditions are reduced for 6 DOF manipulators. If we assume that the 
operation time for multiplication and for addition are equal, the total
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number of operations for 6 DOF manipulators becomes 1673, and fi-

nally, it becomes 1945 by including the computation of (v) which was 
omitted in this chapter. Therefore, it seems to be possible to perform 

the dynamic control in 2  N 4 msec if a computer which can execute one 

operation in 1 ti 2 psec, that is, 0.5 N 1MFLOPS, is used. 

  The reduction of the computation in Case B shown in this chapter 

was realized without customizing algorithms. It indicates that these 

algorithms are useful for the computation of kinematics and dynamics 

for any kind of master and slave arms. It would also be useful for 

developing versatile robot controllers or dynamic simulators which can 

treat any type of robot manipulators without changing software.
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Chapter 8

APPLICATION OF

FLOATING-POINT

TO REAL TIME 

COMPUTATION 

MANIPULATOR 

CONTROL

A

DSP

OF

8.1 Introduction

In chapter 5, we have shown that the ideal response can be achieved 
if the dynamic control scheme is applied to both the master and slave 
arms. In order to realize the dynamic control, it is necessary to execute 
a huge amount of computations in real time . 

  Many studies have been done in order to reduce the number of com-
putations. One of the ways to reduce the number of computations is to 
formulate an efficient computational algorithm . In chapter 7, the  uni-
fied computational algorithm of kinematics and dynamics was proposed 
where the duplication of computations is eliminated among DK, IK and 
ID which must be computed at the same time for the dynamic control 
to follow a desired trajectory in Cartesian space (resolved acceleration
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control[55]). 
   Even if these efficient algorithms were introduced, it would be diffi-

cult for a conventional 16-bit microcomputer in the 8086/8087 class to 
perform the on-line computation, therefore high speed computers are 
required. Parallel computation[56] is one of the typical approaches to 
realize high speed computation with low cost. 

   In this chapter, the utilization of a floating-point DSP to manipu-

lator control is discussed. The first generation of DSP was based on 

the fixed-point arithmetic, and a "scaling procedure" was required to 

avoid large round-off errors in the numerical results. LSI technology ad-

vances very rapidly, and recently low-cost floating-point DSPs become 

commercially available. The floating-point arithmetic eliminates the 

scaling problem. Mayeda et al.[57] applied a floating-point DSP to the 
computation of the resolved acceleration control (RAC) of manipula-
tors and showed that its computation time was sufficiently fast (330[µs] 
for 6 DOF manipulators). However, they treated only the manipulators 
with parallel or perpendicular rotational joints. Takanashi[82] applied 
a floating-point DSP to the computation of stiffness control of manip-

ulators. 

  In this chapter, a 32-bit floating-point DSP (µPD 77230 developed 
by NEC Corp.) is used for all of the computations required for the 
resolved acceleration control. To reduce the total number of compu-

tations, the unified computational algorithm proposed in chapter 7 is 

used. It is confirmed that the total computational time for RAC except 

trigonometric functions becomes 1.06[ms] for a general 6 DOF manip-
ulator.

8.2 Utilization of Floating-Point DSP

8.2.1 µPD77230 Floating-Point DSP 

pPD77230 is a floating-point digital signal processor developed by NEC 
Corporation in 1985. Its specification is shown in Table 8 .1 and its 
inside block diagram is shown in Fig .8.1[65]. pPD77230 has two inner 
RAMs and a hardware logic floating-point multiplier . The multiplier 
can execute in parallel with other operation units such as ALU (Arith-
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Table 8.1: Specification of pPD77230

data length 32-bit floating-point

(8-bit exponent  + 24-bit mantissa)
instruction cycle  150  [ns]

multiplier (8-bit+24-bit) x (8-bit+24-bit)
--> (8-bit+47-bit)

Processing Unit ALU: 47-bit

EAU: 8-bit

Barrel Shifter: 47-bit

Working Register: 55-bit x 8

RAM (512[wd] x 32-bit) x 2
external memory maximum 8[kwd] x 32-bit

(4[kwd] for instructions)

metic Logic Unit), and multiply/accumulate operations can be per-
formed very efficiently.  pPD77230 has several data buses such as Main 

Bus, PU Bus and the bus between the RAM and multiplier which real-

ize the parallel data moves. Fig.8.2 shows an example of the program 

code for vector product by pPD77230. In one step line, it is possible 

to describe at most three kinds of operations. In the left side column, 

arithmetic and logic operations can be specified. In the middle column, 
"move" operation can be specified

, and in the right side column, the 
management of RAM pointer for RAM addressing can be specified. 

  At coding the program for pPD77230, it should be noted that the 

operations are executed in three-stage pipeline process (fetch, decode 
and execute). Therefore, the result of an operation can be obtained two 
steps later. Since pPD77230 uses a special data format, data conversion 

is necessary when the data move is required between pPD77230 and the 

host computer which uses IEEE format.

8.2.2 Evaluation System

For performance evaluation of the 

board was used. This board can

DSP, a commercially available DSP 

be inserted into the extension slot
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 ldi 

ldi 

ldi 

nop 

clr 

clr 

clr 

addf 

subf 

norm 

addf 

subf 

norm 

addf 

subf 

norm 

flop 

flop 

nop

ix0,a_vec 

ixl,b_vec 

bp0,c_vec

wr0 

wrl 

wr2 

wrl,m 

wrl,m 

wr0 

wrl,m 

wrl,m 

wrl

wr2,m 

wr2,m 

wr2

arithmetic operation

mov 

mov 

mov

mov 

mov

mov

mov 

mov 

mov

lkr0,raml 

lkr0,ram1 

lkr0,raml

lkr0,raml 

lkr0,ram1

lkr0,raml

ram0,wr0 

ram0,wr1 

ram0,wr2

"move" operation

spcix0 

incix0

incix0

decix0 

decix0

incix0

incix0 

incix0 

incbp0 

incbp0

add

spcixl 

incixl 

incixl 

decixl 

decixl 

incixl 

incixl 

decixl 

decixl

incixl

incixl spcbp0 

incixl

ressing and others

Figure 8.2 : Example of Program Code of pPD77230
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of the personal computer (NEC PC-9801 series) that is used for a host 
computer. The developed program by the host computer is downloaded 

to the DSP board. The DSP board has a shared memory of 128kbyte 

which is accessible by both the DSP and the host computer, and can 

be used for data moves. In our evaluation system, a personal computer 

with 80386 CPU (20MHz) is used for the host computer.

8.3 Implementation

8.3.1 Programming 

The resolved acceleration control using unified computation proposed 
in chapter 7 was implemented on pPD77230. Programming language 
is jPD77230 Macro Assembler. 

  The computation of the resolved acceleration control is described as 
follows:

gadj =J#(Td+K1(rd—r)+K2(rd — r) —Jq) (8.1)

r = FID(q) 4, 4adj fmot, next) (8.2) 

At first, 4adj is obtained by eq.(8.1). The joint driving force r to 
realize 4,43 is then obtained by eq.(8.2) (Inverse dynamics) where f ext 
and next denote the external force and moment exerted at the hand tip 

respectively. 

  For coding the program, all the data areas were assigned to two inner 

RAM. Multiplication between the two inner RAMs can be performed 

efficiently, because each RAM data can be moved to the multiplier 

in parallel. Therefore, each data area should be assigned carefully to 

either RAM so that two data can go to the multiplier in parallel at 

each multiplication operation. Moreover , since pPD77230 has only four 
RAM pointers, each data area should be assigned to each RAM so that 

these RAM pointers can be used efficiently at each addition operation . 
  The unified computation was programmed in a recursive manner so 

that any DOF is available. The program size is about 3kwords . But the 
capacity of the inner RAM restricts up to 9 DOF . The computation of 
J# was replaced by Gaussian Eliminations supposing that the Jacobian
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Table 8.2: Computation Time for RAC by  pPD77230

Unified

Computation

Kinematics  0.20[ms]
ID 0.33[ms]

Gaussian elimination 0.20[ms]
Data conversion 0.15 [ms]
Data move 0.18[ms]

Total 1.06[ms]

matrix is square. Computation by the DSP is realized as the following 

function-call from the host computer.

unify([sin 9i], [cos  oi],  e, °fext, 9i],0A, 1'pd,And,71,d, ?'d, r),

where the present status (the joint position is given by the form of 
trigonometric functions) and the external force/moment at the hand 
tip, the desired trajectory (orientation component is given by the ori-
entation matrix) are given and the joint torque vector is returned. 

  The program is only for manipulators with rotational joints. But, 
as mentioned in chapter 7, the extension for prismatic joints is possible 
by only changing the part of the Jacobian matrix computation. And 
there is no restriction of twist angle of the joint axes.

8.3.2 Computation Time 

The execution time for 6 DOF general manipulators was measured ac-
tually, and it was 1.06[ms] for one cycle, that would be sufficient speed 
for the real time computation. Table 8.2 shows the details of the com-

putation time. It shows that the data moves between the DSP and host 
computer and the data conversions take much time.

8.3.3 Discussion about Computational Efficiency 

The machine cycle of pPD77230 is 150[ns]. If floating-point operations 
are executed in every cycle, the computational performance becomes
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 6.67[Mflops]. The peak performance becomes 13.3[Mflops] when multi-
ply/accumulation operations are executed in every cycle where addition 
and multiplication operations can be computed in parallel. 

  According to the result of chapter 7, the number of computations for 

the resolved acceleration control of 6 DOF manipulators is about 2000 

additions and multiplications. If the peak performance of 13.3[Mflops] 
is realized, it can be executed in 150[µs], and even if the performance 
of 6.67[Mflops] is realized, it can be executed in 0.3[ms]. 

   However, even though we pick up the pure computational parts 

from Table 8.2 except the data moves and data conversion, it actu-

ally becomes 0.75[ms]. It means that the rate of the pure arithmetic 
operations in the coded program is only 20% of the peak performance 
and 40% of the case when either addition or multiplication is executed 
in every step. The remainder was spent just for data moves and other 
operations. Table 8.2 shows that the gaussian elimination takes much 
time considering the required number of computations. The reason is 
that the Gaussian elimination contains division operations and a partial 
pivoting strategy in order to avoid the numerical difficulties at divisions, 
and these operations at the DSP requires many steps including not only 
the arithmetic operations but also some other operations. 

  The required operation except floating-point arithmetic are data 
moves, normalization, loop processing and data addressing by RAM 
pointers. Especially, since only two variables can be access in each 
RAM, it is necessary to save the intermediate result to inner RAM 
when the calculation is related with many variables, and it spoils the 
computational efficiency. The time required for data moves and data 
conversion is also much. Direct input/output of data between the DSP 
and the manipulator would be better than moving the data through 

the host computer. 

  Consequently, the following points would be recommended for DSP 

architecture in order to improve the computational efficiency .

• More addressing mode of RAM and more RAM pointers (µPD-
 77230 has only the indirect addressing mode using RAM pointers 

 and has only four pointers.)

• Perfect parallel processing between the arithmetic operations and
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data addressing including immediate data loading to the 

pointers

RAM

• Plural data buses between the inner RAMs and the processing 

 units which make possible both loading the next data and saving 

 the previous result at the same time

The improvement of computational efficiency means the improvement 

of parallelism, and it is unavoidable that the programming becomes 

complicated more. It depends on the quality of the architecture de-

sign of DSP how the computational efficiency can be improved without 

making the programming style difficult.

8.4 Conclusion

The resolved acceleration control using the unified computation was im-

plemented on floating-point DSP  pPD77230. The evaluated execution 
time was 1.06[ms] for 6 DOF rotational joint manipulators. This would 
be a sufficient performance for the real time computation. Application 
of DSP makes possible the real time computation of the uncustomized 
algorithm where there is no restriction about the twist angle of joint 
axes. Although we treated manipulators with only rotational joints, it 
is easy to include the case of prismatic joints as shown in chapter 7. 

  The utilization of floating-point DSPs solves the scaling problem 
completely. However, efficiency of the computation is still low compar-
ing to the peak performance of the DSP. DSP was originally designed 
for digital filtering, and it was not supposed to treat many variables at 
the same time. It would be desirable to develop a new DSP which has 
suitable architecture for the manipulator control.
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Chapter 9

ON A LINK 

COORDINATE FRAME 

ASSIGNMENT FOR 

SERIAL LINK ROBOT 

MANIPULATORS

9.1 Introduction

For improving the computational efficiency for the manipulator con-

trol, the assignment of link frames is discussed in this chapter . For 

formulating the  kinematics and dynamics of robot manipulators, it 

is usually necessary to assign a coordinate frame to each link of the 

manipulator. Well known methods for assigning the link frames are 

Denavit-Hartenberg (D.H.) method[18] and Craig's method[17]. 

  In this chapter, four types of link frame assignment are defined and 

the efficiency of assignment is evaluated by the number of computations 

for the inverse dynamics problem. Lastly, the concept of optimal link 

frame assignment is proposed.
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 link

joint

  Zi---------- 8  d•E
Ili 

x:

equivalent 
link i-1

joint

c------link i+ 1 zI[ 

Figure 9.1: Four types of link frames assignment

9.2 Link Coordinate Frames

9.2.1 Four Types of Link Frame Assignment 

In the case of serial link manipulators, the kinematic relations can be 
described by four parameters which are well known as the link param-
eters in D.H. notation[18][69]. These are link length ai, twist angle ai, 
joint length di, and joint angle 9i as shown in Fig.9.1. 

  The efficiency of the D.H. assignment method comes from the fol-
lowing points: (i) z-axis of the frame is aligned with the joint axis; (ii) 
origin of the frame is set at the cross point between the joint axis and 
common normal of the joint axes; (iii) x-axis is parallel to the common 
normal. There are four types of link frames including the D.H. method, 
which satisfy these three conditions. 

  For convenience, let a segment between joint i and i + 1 from the 
common normal of these two joint axes be called the equivalent link i. 
As shown in Fig.9.1, the four types of frames are as follows: 

 Frame EL: z-axis is parallel to the joint axis i and the origin is 
      set at the end point of the equivalent link i on the joint axis 

i;
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Frame  EIS: z-axis is parallel to the joint aids i and the origin is 
    set at the end point of the equivalent link i — 1 on the joint 

    axis i;

Frame EH,: z-axis is parallel to the joint axis i+ 1 and the origin 
    is set at the end point of the equivalent link i on the joint 
   axis i + 1;

Frame jr:E. z-axis is parallel to the joint axis i+1  and the origin 
    is set at the end point of the equivalent link i + 1 on the 

   joint axis i + 1.

Among these link frames, the D.H. method corresponds to Ell, and 

the assignment method defined by Craig[17] corresponds to EL. It 
should be noted that EI./EII=cannot be assigned when joint i/i + 1 is 

                      a prismatic joint because the link i frame must be fixed at the link i.

9.2.2 Special Management for Parallel and Pris-

matic Joints

One of the features of the D.H. assignment method is the efficient man-
agement in two cases when the joint is prismatic and when the joint 
is parallel with the neighboring joint. When the joints i and i + 1 are 

parallel, there are infinite number of common normals between them. 
Two efficient managements are possible in this case.

[Forward/Backward management for parallel joints i and i + 1] 
The equivalent link i is chosen so that di = 0/dt+1 = 0.

The meaning of forward/backward is that the link frames are fixed from 
the end-effector link to the base link in the case of backward manage-
ment, whereas the link frames are fixed from the base link to the end 
link in the case of forward management. 

  When the joint i is prismatic, the kinematic relation does not change 
wherever the joint may be moved, as long as the direction of the joint 
axis is kept in the original direction. Therefore, there are two efficient 
management for prismatic joints.
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[Forward/Backward management for prismatic joints i] 
The position of the joint i is moved so that az_1 = 0/ai = 0, di_1 = 
O/di+1 = 0.

It should be noted that since the joint distance of a prismatic joint is 
variable, one cannot apply the special management to make this dis-
tance zero in both of the above managements. The D.H. assignment 
method is employing backward managements for both parallel and pris-
matic joints[69]. The Craig's method is not described specifically but 
it is employing forward management for both cases[17].

9.3 Evaluation of Computational Efficiency

Rotational transformation from Ex;_, to Ex; (X = I, I', II, II') can be 
regarded as the combination of Oi rotation around z-axis and ai(ai _1) 
rotation around x-axis in all cases. Therefore, the number of computa-
tions for rotational transformation are equal. 

  For position transformation, the relative position vector from the 
origin of Exi_1 to the origin of Ex;, p* , is given in each case as follows:

In case of EL:

`-lp7 = [ az_1 -4SS(i-1) d C (i-1) ]T;

In case of EIS:

In case of Ell,:

s-1127 =[ai_1 0 di-1]T;

(9.1)

(9.2)

ip
i = [ ai diSa(i) dic«(i) ]T ; (9.3) 

 In case of Ell' .: 

`127 = [ ai 0 di+1 ]T,(9.4) 
where Sa(i) and Ca(i) mean sin ai and cos ai respectively. The left su-
perscript of pL represents the coordinates which describes this vector. 
In eqs.(9.1) through (9.4), the superscript (i or i - 1) was chosen so 
that it does not contain 0i .
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Table 9.1: Comparison of the number of computations for inverse 

        dynamics

ADD. MUL.

 EL  II  96n — 83 (493) I  122n — 92 (640)
EI; II 90n — 77 (463) I 116n — 87 (609)
EH, II 106n — 44 (592) I 133n — 44 (754)
EH; II 98n — 42 (546) I 126n — 42 (714)

Rotational joint only,  n: DOF, ( ): when n = 6

  Inverse dynamics (ID) problem is one of the representative com-
putations for manipulator control. Table 9.1 shows the number of 
computations for the inverse dynamics algorithm proposed by Luh et 

al. [54] using the four types of link frames. It is noticeable that only the 
change of link frame assignment affects the computational efficiency. 

From this result, Er is the most efficient.

9.4 Optimal Link Coordinate Frame 

The efficiency of EI, comes from the fact that one element of pz is always 
zero and the origin of the frame is located at the end of the equivalent 
link i, near side to the base frame. The frame Eli also satisfies the 
second condition. Therefore, considered the first condition, it would 
be possible to reduce the number of computations by assigning each 
link frame so that as much elements of p; become zero as possible. 
Hereafter, we will not fix the assignment rules but choose an appropriate 
combination between EL and Er, also between forward/backward 
managements. We call this special assignment the optimal frame in the 
sense that number of zero elements of p; is maximum. 

  By combining EL and EIS, we obtain p= as follows: 

 From EI,_, to EL: 

      "—i_(9.5)                    P
~*—[ at—I~ 01T;
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From  EIS._, to E1.:

i-1 *[1T   Pi=[ai-1—diSct(i-1)di-1+ diC«(i"1)

The Optimal link frame is obtained by the following steps: 

(STEP 

     among 0 < k < m and apply the forward manage 
     the joints from j + 1 to j + k, that is, move thes 

     together to the origin of the link j frame, and ay

(9.6)

3" 1) If the manipulator has prismatic joints in a series of 
appropriate k 

management to 
thesethe joints from j + 1 to j + k, that is, move  joints 

     together to the origin of the link j frame, and )ply the 
     backward management to the joints from j +k +1 to j + m, 
     that is, move these joints together to the origin of the link 

j+m+1;

(STEP 2) If the manipulator has parallel joints in a series of 
    m' joints from the joint j' -+- 1 to j' + m', set appropriate 

    k' among 0 < k' < m' and apply the forward management 
   to the equivalent links from j' + 1 to j' + k', and apply the 

    backward management to the equivalent links from j'+k'+ 
1 to j'+m';

  (STEP 3) Up to the step 2, three parameters, ai, a , di can be 
      fixed which determine :-'pi . But di at prismatic joints is 
      variable and will be regarded as nonzero. Then, choose Ej; 

      or Er, at each link and obtain x-1p7; 

 (STEP 4) Choose a set of ~-1p; (i = 1... n) which has the 
      most zero elements among the all combinations obtained 

      from the above steps. 

  Tables 9.2 and 9.3 show the combinations of x-1p7 set obtained in 
the step 3 and the number of computations for ID in case of the PUMA 
type manipulator and the Stanford type manipulator respectively. In 
the both tables, type I corresponds to the Craig's assignment method, b
ut there are more efficient assignments which require Iess number of 

computations, such as type IV (backward for parallel joint, Erg (i = 1 N 3, 5, 6) Erc (i = 4)) in the case of the PUMA type
, and type III (forward for prismatic joint and backward for parallel joint, Er: (i =
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Table 9.2

 

: Combination of  t-1p; for the PUMA type manipulator 
 and the number of computations for ID

Type 11 1P2 lP
3

3P
4

419; N I ADD. MUL.

 I  [0 0 0 [* 0 [* 0] [0 0 o] 8 343 429

II I 0 0 0 ]1 [* 0 ]'1

*

[* 0 0 ]1 [0 0 ]'1

*

8 344 431

III ILA 0 0 ]1 [ * 0 0 ]r [ * * *lT [0 0 0]1 8 343 427

IV ILA 0 0 ]1 [ * 0 0 ]1 [ * 0 ]1.

*

[0 0 * 8 345 431

V I l * 0 ]1 [ * 0 0 ]1 [ * * 0 ],1. [0 0 0 ]1 8 338 428

VI I t ~ * 0 ],1. [ * 0 0 ]1 [ * 0 0 ]r [0 0 0 ]1 8 334 420

* means non zero 

°pi and 5p
6* are [ 0 0 0 ]T for every type 

N: number of zeros

Table 9.3

 

: Combination of  i-1Pi for the Stanford manipulator and 
 the number of computations for ID

Type 1P2 GP3 314 4P5  N ADD. MUL.

 I  [0 0 0 ]r [0 x 0 ]1 0 * ]1 [0 0 0 ]1 9 336 423

II I L " 0 0 ]1 [0 x 0 ]1 [* 0 0 ]1 [0 0 *]Z' 9 337 425

III r 0 0 ]1. [0 x 0 ]`. [* 0 0 ]l [0 0 0 ]1 10 329 415

IV Ili 0 0]` [0 [0 0 *]i [0 0 0 ]1 9 337 426

V I 0 0 0]1 [0 *]'1' [0 0 0 ]1 [0 0 * ] 9 337 426

VI 0 0 ]1 [0 x 1T

*

[0 0 0 ]1 [0 0 0]` 10 329 416

VII I l 0 * 0 IT [0 x 0 IT [0 0 * [0 0 0 ]1 9 333 422

VIII IT) * 0]T [0 x 0]` [0 0 0 IT [0
•r

0 * 9 333 422

IX IT) * 0 ]1 [o x 0 IT [0 0 0 ]1 [0 0 0 ]1 10 325 412

x means variable of prismatic joint
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1 N 6)), type VI (backward for prismatic and backward for parallel, EI, 
(i = 1, 3 6)) EIi (i = 2)), and type IX (backward for prismatic and 
backward for parallel, Ei, (i = 1 ti 6))) in the case of the Stanford type. 
The optimal frames are type VI for the PUMA type and type IX for the 
Stanford type. The choice of the frames where the set of p= has the most 
number of zero elements would be reasonable from the evaluation result 
of the number of computations. If plural sets of a-1pi are obtained even 
at the step 4, like the case of the Stanford type, we should choose one 
set appropriately based on such an experience rule that we can choose 
a set which has nonzero elements in 1p2. Figs.9.2 and 9.3 show the 
location of frame by Craig's assignment and the optimal assignment . 
Especially, it should be noted that the optimal assignment of the PUMA 
type cannot be obtained unless Er . are introduced.

9.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, the link coordinate frame assignment has been de-
fined as four type of frames and the special management for parallel 
and prismatic joints are also defined exactly. It has been shown that 
the Craig's method and new assignment method like Er. are more effi-
cient than D.H. assignment method. The concept of the optimal frame 
assignment has been proposed. The difference of the number of com-

putations between Craig's method and the optimal method is not so 
large, but it would be effective when we want to reduce the number of 
computations as much as possible if the automatic assignment function 
is realized in the control system or simulator system .
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Figure 9.2: The Craig's assignment and the optimal assignment for 

the PUMA type manipulator: 

   (a) Craig's assignment (type I); 
   (b) Optimal assignment (type VI)
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    (b) Optimal assignment (type IX)
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CONCLUDING  REMARKS

10.1 Results of this Paper

Teleoperation is an important technology at present and in the future . 
The use of master-slave bilateral servo manipulators is an effective way 

for teleoperation because the operator can maneuver the system intu-

itively with the help of force reflection . In this paper, analysis and 

design of the master-slave teleoperation system have been discussed . 

   In the first part, chapters 2 through 6, analysis and design of master-

slave systems have been discussed in both a simple one degree-of-

freedom (DOF) case and the multiple DOF case. We have shown that 
on-line compensation of the dynamics of both master and slave arms 
is necessary for improvement of the system maneuverability. Since no 
specific desired trajectory is given in advance in teleoperation, on-line 
compensation of dynamics is required. Concerning the multiple DOF 
case, the on-line compensation of arm dynamics becomes difficult be-
cause dynamics of multi-link mechanisms is complex. 

   From the viewpoint of the mechanism, master and slave arms are 
equivalent to robot manipulators. Therefore, efficient computations of 
manipulator kinematics and dynamics for trajectory control have been 
discussed in the second part, chapters 7 through 9. Efficient compu-
tational algorithms of the robot manipulator, real time computation 
using DSP and efficient link frame assignments have been discussed. 
And these results are applicable to the on-line compensation of arm
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dynamics in master-slave teleoperation, where no specific desired tra-

jectory is given in advance. 
  In chapter 2, a simple one degree of freedom system model of the 

master-slave system has been discussed where both the operator and 
object dynamics have been considered. Three ideal responses have 
been defined and the conditions to achieve these ideal responses have 
been derived. It has been shown that acceleration signals must be 
used in the control schemes in order to realize the ideal responses. A 

quantitative performance index has been given based on the concept 
of ideal responses. It becomes possible to evaluate the performance 
of system maneuverability quantitatively using the results obtained in 
this chapter. It would also be a design guide for new control schemes 
to provide good maneuverability. 

  In chapter 3, new control schemes for master-slave manipulators 
have been proposed which can realize the three ideal responses previ-
ously defined. These control schemes compensate for the arm dynam-
ics using acceleration signals. Especially, the control scheme that can 
achieve the ideal response III provides the ideal kinesthetic coupling. It 
has been shown that, when the proposed control scheme is applied, the 
system stability is guaranteed in a wider range of operators and objects 
than in linear systems, based on the concept of network passivity. 

  In chapter 4, we have proposed a measure for the manipulability of 
master arms considering operator dynamics by extending the concept 
of the dynamic manipulability. We have considered the dynamic ma-
nipulability of the operator himself without a load as a standard for 
evaluating the manipulability of master arms. We have also proposed 
a new index of similarity between the manipulability ellipsoid of the 
master arm and the dynamic manipulability ellipsoid of operators. We 
have pointed out that the relative position of the master arm to the 
operator is an important factor for evaluating the manipulability of 
master arms as well as the arm design itself. 

  In chapter 5, the concept of an ideal kinesthetic coupling has been 
extended to the multiple DOF case. Control schemes which are ap-

plicable to different configuration arms have been proposed. Then, 
control schemes which are applicable only to isomorphic configuration 
arms have been proposed. Design guides of master and slave arms from 
various viewpoints have been discussed.
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  In chapter 6, we designed experimental 3 DOF arms with direct-

drive motors based on the design guides shown in chapters 4 and 5. 

A master-slave system was constructed for the experiments by using 

the designed arms and a 32-bit personal computer. The validity of the 

control schemes proposed in chapter 3 for realizing the ideal responses 

was confirmed experimentally. 

  In chapter 7, a unified recursive formulation for direct kinematics, 

inverse kinematics and inverse dynamics has been proposed. The com-

putational complexity of the dynamic control of robot manipulators 
was reduced by eliminating the duplicated computations in the algo-

rithms. The reduction of the computation shown in this chapter was 

realized without customizing algorithms. 

  In chapter 8, the resolved acceleration control using the unified com-

putation was implemented on a floating-point DSP. Execution time was 
evaluated as 1 msec for 6 DOF general manipulators, which would be 

a sufficient performance for real time computation. 

  In chapter 9, the method of link coordinate frame assignment has 

been defined more generally in order to improve the computational 

efficiency of kinematics and dynamics. It has also been shown that 

the new assignment methods are more efficient than the conventional 

assignment methods. The concept for an optimal frame assignment has 

been proposed. 

  The author believes that the results obtained in this paper will 

contribute to the improvement of the maneuverability of master-slave 

teleoperation systems and also be useful for telerobot systems in the 

future.

10.2  Further Problems

Before concluding this paper, we will mention several further problems 

concerned with teleoperation. The problem that should be mentioned 

first is the experiment in the multiple DOF case. We cannot practically 

show the effectiveness of the result in the second part of this paper till 

we complete the experiment with a multiple DOF master-slave system. 

  As the next problem, we have to confirm the validity of the pro-

posed evaluation of maneuverability by comparing the quantitative in-
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dex with the practical operation feeling in experiments. Of course, the 

motivation of this study comes from the fact that the evaluation of the 

practical operation feeling is difficult. And, certainly, the proposed in-
dex can evaluate the maneuverability quantitatively based on the idea 

that an exact replica of the remote side signals would be the most ben-

eficial for the operator. However, if we could find a correlation between 

the proposed index and the easiness of practical operations, we could 

prove the validity of the proposed index more. 
   Another problem is the study of the mechanism of kinesthetic sen-

sations of humans. In this paper, we assumed that an exact replica of 

the remote side signals would be the most realistic for the operator . 

However, there is the possibility that the operator could feel more  re-

alistic and perform the task more efficiently by modifying the signals 

through the study of the mechanism of human perception , especially 
kinesthetic sensation. This approach is also important to cope with the 

limitation of transmission capacity between the master and slave sites 

or the limitation of actuator capacity of the master arm . 

   The problem in the future is the addition of autonomy to the slave 

arm, that is, telerobotization of teleoperation systems . The most impor-
tant point of the master-slave system is its intuitiveness of operation . 
It is important to keep this intuitiveness when we add autonomy to the 

system. In the field of computers, GUI (Graphical User Interface) has 
already become a standard of the man/machine interface, where the op-
erator can intuitively command the computer through a graphic display 

that imitates a "desk-top". It would be desirable to extend this kind of 

concept to the telerobot systems. For example , if a repeat motion such 
as grinding is required, teaching a motion confirming reaction force by 

a master-slave system would be more intuitive than commanding the 

motion numerically by a program . Highly maneuverable master-slave 
systems would play a significant role in this situation . 

  Last problem to be mentioned is time delay . When the spatial dis-
tance becomes large between the master side and the slave side

, time d
elay of the signal transmission cannot be neglected . In the case of tele-

operation of robots on the satellite orbit from the ground
, the time delay b

ecomes 0.52.0 seconds. Communication with exploration robots on 

another planet such as Mars, takes several minutes or several hours 

or more. Noyes and Sheridan[66] considered the time delay problem

a 

1,51 

-re
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and developed the predictive display which shows the predicted motion 

of the slave arm to the operator according to the command from the 

operator. Conway et  al.[16] proposed several concepts such as "time 
and position clutches", "time ratio control" and "time brakes" as a 

tele-autonomous system architecture in the presence of time delay. On 

the other hand, Anderson[4, 5] proposed a new bilateral control scheme 
which maintains stability even though there is a time delay. However, 

it is obvious that conventional master-slave teleoperation is of no use 

when the degree of time delay becomes large. The only way would be 

to send autonomous robots and supervise them or building a virtual 

environment at the master side and sending the command obtained 

from the interaction with this virtual environment. 

  Development of fully autonomous robots is one of the goals of robotics. 

However, this approach seems to alienate humans from robots. We be-

lieve that the approach of telerobotics from teleoperation can be an-

other goal of robotics aimed at the cooperation and coexistence between 

humans and robots.
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